


COLT'S NAVY SIX SHOOTER hlazedthe.
I[lory trail in the West from right after the
M e x i c a ~ War (it was in fact designed for Texas
Ranl[er Col. J. C. Hays) to the cattle wars of
the 1880s. Known as "Model 1851," Hickok car
ried an ivory-butt pair and it was the major
Yankee pistol in the War. Today, shootahle
~ u n 8 are prized by hlack powder (ans..

specifications

THESE MODERN REPLICAS are precision built of modern materials by modern
methods in a plant specially tooled for their production. Designed for the black
powder target shooter and the Civil War enthusiast, they are marked in several
places with the Company's name and factory marks. Minor details have been
changed to make them better for today's shooters, such as fitting a wide front sight.
All guns c o m p l e t ~ ~ i t h nipple wrench and spare set of nipples. EITHER GUN $89

95
Exact copy of ongmal bullet moulds $9.95 each - PRICE



*

NEW Springfield Nickel Steel Bolt $3.50. same bolt
altered for low scope with pear shaped handle like 70
Winchester $8.50

SPRINGFIELD
M·1903

MILLED TRICCER CUARDS - Made exclusiyely
for Flaig's by Sako and featuring Sako's smooth
working hinged floor plate, with floor-plate re
lease button inside trigger-guard; completely
blued. Will fit any. M-1903 Springfield. These
WIll enhance any fIne sporter. Only $1000

(Dealer inquiries invited) "

AMMO SALE. FOB HERE
.303 British (Win.) Metal Case .•...•..•. $7.50 per 100
22 Short Blanks ..........•...•..•.. $5.00 per 1000
.30-'06 Non Cor.-Late Date ....•....•. $7.50 per 100
45 A.C.P. Non-Cor.-Late date ...••..... $6.00 per 100
30·40 K r a ~ 220-G1'. (non cor.) .••...•... $5.50 per 100
6.5 Swedish 168 Gr...........••..•.. $7.50 per 100
45 Colt Auto M.e..............•.....$4.50 per 100

b l . " ' i ~ c ~ . ~ f : i ~ g ~ : f ~ e : ~ i ~ ~ .: : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~~:~& ~:~ ~gg
(100/0 off on lots of 500 or more)

NOW AVAILABLE: The new light·weight SAKO L-57 Action. barieied to the
[ ) o l l ~ l a s clll'ome moly barrel in calibers. 22-250. 220 Swift, 243 Win.. 244
Rem .. 257 Roberts. 250 Sav.• 300 Sav.. and 308 Win. '84.00 complete IJght.
weight or sporter-weight. Premhlrn grade barrel $3.00 additional.

ACE DOUBLE-SET
TRIGGERS •....•.. $10.00

Fitted to your Mauser or F.N.
Action $6.00 more.

ENFIELD M1917
.30-06 PARTS

New:> Gr. Barrels .... $15.00
Excellent 5 Gr. Barrels.. 12.00
DOLTS Complete. SEW.. 6.50
Other gun parts in stock. Write
your needs.

ACE
TRIGGER

SHOE
$2.50

For most
rifles. shot;.

g-uns and
handguns.

QJ.olJj CJwh * FLAIG'S MILLVALE. PA.
Cotalog Illustrated SO Cts,

BARRELS
BOEHLER BARRELS. proof steel, semi-octagon. ribbed,
matted entire length. Made by FRANZ SOOIA 01 .Fer.
lach. Austria, in .25. .270. 7mm, a n ~ .243 caliber.
Also now available in .243 and .244 cal. Highly accurate
in the w h i ~ ~ f 5 . 0 0 . (Fitted to your action. with sheared
bead, complete price $60.00.)
2-GR. SPRINGFIELD BARRELS $3.00. Case of 10 $25.00
NEW SPRINGFiELD 4·grooye BARRELS.u.....u.u.u$IO.OO
New! Krag 2·Groove 30-40 BARRELS 23" or less in
length. Fully chambered threaded. Only $13.00.
4-GR. ORDNANCE BARRELS 23" long, fully cham·
bered. thr.aded. blued, $20.00.
New! MAUSER '98--30-06 2-GR. BARRELS 23" or less
in length. Fully chambered & threaded. Only $13.00.
Note: Any of the above Barrels expertly f l ~ t ~ d to your
Action-headspaced and test-fired-$3.50 additIOnal.

RARE CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
Finest gunstock wood. Very dense, yet light in weight,

takes smooth finish sharp checkering. Turned and in-

letted stocks from $16.50 up to $80.00 for rare fancies. EXTREMELY RARE ORECON MYRTLE

Rifle blanks from $15.00 to $75.00. Shot gun blanks from FROM VERY OLD BIC CNARLED TREE

$10.00 to $40.00. No other wood compares with Rare ~ f : : ~ : ~ r"f:e :7ze:_o~a~~rn~~m~~nl~~~~~J~~85
Circassian as a gun stock. New shipment recently rec'd. to $75.00. Shot gun blanks, $20.00 to $35.00.

I FREE TO GUNSMITHS: Big 4·color chart showing Flaig's varied PREMIUM GUN STOCK BLANKS in natural color. I
BEAUTIFULLY GRAINED FRENCH WALNUT- FINEST PENNA. BLACK WALNUT

French rifte blanks. $20.00 to $40.00. Turned and In·. BLAN KS & STOCKS:
letted lor most rlftes $5.00 more. Rlfte blanks, all grades, $4.00 to ~20.00. Walnut shotgun
xxxx $25.00: super Burls up to $35.00. ~I~~~~' s~~j,~~r~o lJ.5ri8?· x~al:r~~ .. n l t ~ ~ ~ ) s ~ ~ ~ O o ~ o r o t ~ : ~ ~
CURLY MAPLE RIFLE BLANKS: $7.00 to $30.00. $10.00 to $12.00. Also Penna. burls and rare burls ayall·
Turned and Inletted for most riftes, $8.00 to $35.00. able NOW: xxx grade $17.50·$20.00.

STANDARD OR SUPREME
FN ACTION lOR HVA ACTION) BARRELED TO

(WHITE) FINEST DOUGLAS ULTRA·RIFLED CHROME MOLY BARREL.

CALIBERS: Each unit precision chambered to mirror finish with proper headspaee. Each unit test.flred
220 SWIFT-22·250 with sample fired case included for your inspection·; Length and twist as wanted, otherwise
243 WIN.-244 REM. we will ship recommended length and tWist; Barrels have fine ground finish; Choice of
250 SAV.-257R-7MM light-weight or sporter weight, medium heavy, or heavy weight barrels.

~ ~ ~ - : , ~ ~ : = ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : 4 ~ r i ~ . I ~ r s ~ o ; x ~ : r ~ e ~ a ~ p ~ i ~ t H ~ ~ t ~ ¥ 8 i ~ ~ ~ . ~ 7 N 4 ' ~ ~ g n r : ~ d ~ U O ~ g ~ : , : v i ~ r ~ ~ ~ ' d O ~ c t f o ~ I : 1
.30-06 & the .25/08. Cals. 300 H&H, .375 H&H, 7MM, 257, 270, 300 and 375 Flaig Imp., $87.50. 458
; : 6 1 W : h ~ ~ ~ & 4 ~ : r t WI N. Win., $92.50. For premium grade barrel $3.00 additional. For the new F.N. Supreme
3 5 2 ' r J ' e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; , Win., ~ ~ : i i ~ n ~ ~ . HVA Action $10.00 additional; using 7x61 Sharpe & Hart Action $7.50,

I ~~~~e~~~~~~vEa~e ~;.~~~_~o~~.E~.li~~: ... ~ ~ ~ . : : ~ : . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ . ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i . g ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ r ~ l . e ~ ..a ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ , .. b . l ~ ~ •.. ~ i . t ~ $ ~ ~ ~ c i o I

?!'III11,III1II11I1I11I11I11I1I1I11I11I11"lIIlIlIIlIlIIlIIlIIlIIlIlIlUlIlIlIIlIlIIlIlIIlIlIIlIlIlIIlIIlIllIIlIlIlIlIIllIlIIilllll"lIIl1l11l1l1l1l11l11l1l1l1l11l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l1l11l1l1l1l1l1l1'lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1I111111111111111111111UUIIIIIIIIIIIIIU1II1I1i1i1illIIUIIIIlUllm1U1i1I1I1II!i'i!

I Exclusitlel 'i II NEW FLAIG-ACE' LIGHT WGT 22" 2ft ~
~ FINISHED BARRELS SPORTER WGT. 24" 3# ~
~ ~~ (WHITE) MEO.-HEAVY WGT. 26" 4" . ~
~ Made by internationally known borrel maker: whose barrels have made. records In matches ot home and ~
~ abroad. EXclusiYely potented "button rifled smooth, hord swedged, SIX groove chrome, moly barrel. of ~
~ absolutely top quolity, completely threaded preCISIon chombered. and crowned at a moneY-SOYlng price. ~
~ Your foYorite caliber in your chOIce of weIght ot a moderot.e price. . .. ~
~ • Ayailable for the FN Mauser, 98 Mauser, HVA, SpringfIeld, EnfIeld ond 722 Remington ActIon. ~
~ • Choice of Calibers: 220 SWIft, 22-250, 243 WIn., 244 Rem., 250 SOY., 257-R, 270, 7mm, 300 SaY., ~
~ 280 Rem., 308 Win., .30-06 and .25-06. ~
~ .338 WIN coliber 24"-26" for 98 M.FN.70 Win. Enfield 17 SPR 1903 hi-numbers only. $40.00 fitted white. ~

~ ACE BARREL5-F.O.B. MILLVALE, PA. ~
~ Ace "Button-Rifled" Barrels (white), Ea.. $24.00 ACE BARRELS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR ~
~ If flour actIon is sent to us. we charge $5.00 6.5 and 7.7 Jap. and Mexican and Kar Small Rine ~
~ to It, headspacc and test:fire. . Mausers in Calibers: 220 Swift. 22-250, 243 Win., ~
~ F. N. Ace Barreled ActIons (WhIte), Ea.. $67.50 244 Rem., 250 Sav., 7MM. 300 Sav. and 308 Win. ~
~ All prices F.O.B. MIllvale, Pa. ~

~ Barrels are ready to be turned Into your receiver. They need only have headspace checked ~
~ DEALER inquiries invited and GUNSMITHS be sure to ask for our special descrlptiYe literature on this ~
~ time and money saying tremendous yalue item. RETURN PRIVILEGE IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED. ~

~IIIUII1lUlllInIlUlIIlIlIIllliUIIIDllIDlIIlIlIllIIUDlllIllllUlIDIIIDIIIUliliDlIUUUIIIUIIIIIIUlIUIllIIlIlIIllW1I11111111111111UIIJIIWIIWlIlllIII1l1IIIIUllllUlllllUUlUlIlllJUIIIIDlIUUIDIUDlIIUIlIWIIIIIIIIlURUIllIUII!UJIIIJIIl\JllllIUnHlUm!!'D!lI!miD~
Auth.,?z~:LfnRs~~lIat;.n Write for Free New List #31.-We Stress Individual Service.

* PRECISION-CHAMBERED BARRELED ACTIONS

• Dummer, N. H. Counting the three bears
he got this past summer, Robert Glover, 70,
has bagged 71 bears in his lifetime. He
originally intended to quit when he got his
50th bear. But then one charged him and
had to shoot it, so he decided he might as
well try for a mark of 75.

* * *
• Virginia Beach, Va. Everybody agrees that

...BUb. huley, 13, of Roselle, Ill., might grow
up to be quite a shot. At the world all
gauge skeet championship here, the young
ster won the championship by hitting 375

straight.

* * *
• Riggins, Ida. Rosie Bass got up early to
do some ironing at her cabin on the Snake
River. Beholding a big cougar on a ledge
close by, she grabbed a rifle and drilled
the beast through the heart, killing it with
a single shot. She got bawled out by the men
for shooting so early in the morning and
waking them up but, she reported, when
she told them to go over on the hillside
and see the dead cougar they forgave her.

* * *
• Detroit, Mich. Pretty Nancy Eggen, a
police recruit, topped 53 men in a police
rookie pistol competition by scoring 273
out of a possible 300.

* * *
• Atlanta, Ga. Keen-cyed, sure-shooting
foresters are using rifle fire to cut off tree
limbs needed in experiments by southern
timber companies. The exact amount of
time, money, and effort saved by this opera
tion hasn't been worked out but it is con
siderable, since "cuttings" are obtained this
way in a matter of minutes, compared to
the hours required climbing and manually
cutting .the limbs from high trees.

* * *
• Washington, D. C. As a reward for being
good carriers, a Washington newspaper sends
its best newsboy.s to nearby Fort Meade for
a day on the rifle range, complete with in
structions. The youngsters eat it up, and
the Army figures this is getting future
citizens off on the right foot.

* * *
• Cloquet, Minn. Wolves, just about gone
everywhere else, have become a nuisance
around here. So every winter this town puts
on its snowshoes, takes it rifles, and goes out
on a wolf hunt to cut down the number of
these four-legged marauders who prey on
livestock and poultry. As many as 350 people
participate in these hunts.

** *
• Nekoosa, Wis. For the first time in 20
years, policemen here may carry guns. The
town council revised an ordinance that had
prohibited everyone, including policemen,
from using firearms.
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WITH

SiERRAS
Test your rifle before you go

hunting! Sight in with preci

sion-made SIERRA bullets ...

choice of successful hunters

for deadly accuracy, consistent

mushrooming and maximum

killing power.

FREE ...

Ask your Sierra
Dealer for Sight

In Targets to help
you get ready for
hunting.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR SIERRAS

for target or game ...

remember the name

~ < ; I E R R A

~ B U L L E T S
600 W. Whittier Blvd • Whittier. Cali'!

KNOW YOUR

Senator Hubert H. Humphrey,
Comm.: Foreign Relations
Minnesota

CERTAINLY ONE of the chief guarantees of freedom under any government, no matter
how popular and respected, is the right of citizens to keep and bear arms. This is not
to say that firearms should not be very carefully used, and that definite safety rules of
precaution should not be taught and enforced. But the right of citizens to bear arms
is just one more guarantee against arbitrary government, one more safeguard against a
tyranny which now appears remote in America, but which historically has proved to be
always possible.

Congressman John Dowdy,
Comm.: Judiciary; Dist. of Col.
7th Dist., Texas

THE SECOND ARTICLE of the Bill of Rights guaranteeing that
the federal government shall not infringe the right of the people
to keep and bear arms, is just as important today as it was at its
inception. A militia is perhaps more necessary, now, for the pres
ervation of the security of a free state.

We were recently alarmed by the attempt to cause a federal
registration of all firearms. Any would-be dictator, whether com
munist or otherwise, would like nothing better than to have a
central record of the name and address of every owner of a
weapon. He would be enabled to confiscate all of them, and
leave a helpless populace.

Such a plan is a part of a well-considered set of Rules for Revolution, and would
constitute impairment and infringement of the right to keep and bear arms. The federal
government is barred from impairing this right. This Constitutional bar does not apply
to the several states, each of which would necessarily be controlled by its own Con
stitution and laws.

Senator Joseph S. Clark,
Comm.: Banking & Currency. Labor & Public Welfare,
Post Office & Civil Service
Pennsylvania

"SENATOR CLARK has asked me to acknowledge your letter requesting an expression of
his views on the Second Amendment.•.• The Senator has nothing of special interest to
say on this subject.... Bernard E. Norwitch, Executive Secretary to Senator Clark."

Congressman James A. Haley
Comm.: Indian Affairs; Veterans
7th Dist., Florida

THE SECOND Amendment prevents the infringment by Congress of the right of citizens
of the several states to bear arms for a lawful purpose. In my view, the organizing of
a State militia (i.e., a home guard, a State Defense Force, or a component of the Na
tional Guard) to suppress riots or insurrections is an example of a lawful purpose. The
Amendment recognizes the fact that maintenance of the militia is a necessary function
of the State. The power of the State to organize and maintain the militia is subject to
the power granted to Congress in Article 1, Section 8, of the Constitution, but is not
limited to the Second Amendment. The Amendment does not give to the citizens of
the several States an absolute and unrestricted right to keep and bear arms. There must
be some reasonable and necessary relationship between the keeping and bearing of arms
and the maintenance of a well regulated militia.

Congressman Samuel N. Friedel
Comm.: House Adm.; Interstate & Foreign Commerce
7th (Balto.) Dist., Maryland

THE SECOND Amendment was enacted at a time when it was necessary for every
citizen to be armed for protection against wild animals and Indians. At the same time,
not only the British but other countries as well were covetous of this new land.

Today, in a civilized community, we recognize the danger inherent in permitting the
general citizenry to roam abroad armed and consequently the use and carrying of fire
arms has generally been restricted to the Police Force. That this is both wise and
necessary cannot be denied.

The term "militia" has, I believe, come to be regarded as synonymous with "Na
tional Guard."

From a legal standpoint, our Courts have construed the clause "the right of the
people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed" to mean that the right to bear
arms for a lawful purpose shall not be infringed by the Congress or the Federal
Government.
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JIM PETRAY MISSED one too many
straight·aways. Jim doesn't miss many

of the clay saucers, as is evidenced by his
96% average on a year's registered targets,
and by his trophy for runner·up in his class
at the California State Shoot in April of
1959. So the vision of an easy little straight.
away floating right out in front of the muzzle,
unsullied by a charge of trap·load eights,
irks him no end. But-it happened.

Being a methodical and inquiring man,
James H. Pctray, Jr., who hails from Stock·
ton, California, quit directing unprintable
remarks at his gun, the shells, the puller, his
squad, the background, flies, gnats, and his
wife. Jim picked up a California gold mine
in shooting tips from some of the fine shoot
ers who clobber scads of targets in his
stamping grounds-such able mentors as
Arnold Ricgger, Frcd Dambacher, Waldo
Hack, Hank Laird, and Andy Laird, who
know how to hit 'em. And he got the answer.

Since he is a sportsman as well as a
shooter, Jim passes on to "Pull" readers the
formula for hitting that pesky straightaway
the one which too often ruins a good string,
and is all the more irritating when it spoils
a long run put together by racking up all
the tough shots.

Jim reminds us that the trap bird which
flies dead center away from the shooter is
essentially a "pattern" shot; In other words,
the straightaway target is shot with the "pie
plate" pattern of a shotgun. The shot string,
which is often 18 or 20 feet long, and which
helps the shooter intersect the path of an
angling target, does not work for the shooter
on a straightaway, except in the case of a
rising target, which can be broken by the
tail-end of your shot string. The picture of
the shot mass you send after a target going
directly away from you is the same picture
yOll get when you put that "pie-plate" pat
tern on the pattern board or sheet: no
length, just circumference.

But here's another factor: density. If you
will pattern your favorite shotgun at increas·
iugly greater distances, it becomes evident
that the farther from the muzzle that pattern
sheet goes, the more irregular the pattern.
Density diminishes. At the greater distances,
holes appear in the pattern; holes through
which a clay target can fly untouched. If,
too often, it appears to you, you seem to
"center" a target and then have to stand and
watch it fly unscathed to crash into the
"lost" column, give a thought to this ques
tion: How far out was that bird when you
triggered? Before you vow that clay targets
have suddenly developed a knack for con·
tinned flight even though perforated with a
full charge of shot, consider the possibility

that maybe thc answer is to speed up your
shot. Try shooting that next straightaway
more quickly, so that you are putting a high
density pattern out there to work for you.

Watch any good trapshooter, and you will
notice that he, or she (we can't overlook the
ladies, in this fascinating game of trapsboot
ing) breaks every target at about the same
distance. That spot most often won't be too
far from the trap, and the straightaway will
be broken as quickly as the angle birds.

Jim Petray doesn't claim that this answer
is the only answer-just one that's worth
trying. He warns that if shooting straight·
aways quicker is not the solution to your
problem, don't go home and take it out on a
not-so-understanding wife. Could be that a
new gun is the only solution, and in that
case, you'll likely need tender loving care
and understanding!

Jim, who markets shot shells as well as
sending them after flying clay targets, passes
on another tale of shot shell performance.
One of his customers apparently holds a
healthy respect for the shot-carrying abili
ties of California quail. This customer asked
Jim for a box of three-inch Magnum 12
gauge shells, in size 7% shot. When Jim
patiently suggested that perhaps the cus
tomer would be a mite over-gunned using the
three·inchers on quail, which was the pur·
pose the customer had indicated, he tried
to set the sights a shade lower with regular
high-brass, heavy load, 2% inch 7%'s. The
marketing gunner was adamant, saying that
three-inchers ejected better from his fowling
piece. He settled for TWO boxes of 3 inch
Magnum fOUTS, and left Jim muttering to
himself. He didn't have the heart to tell the
hunter that he uses a twenty-gauge on quail,
for fear the fellow might feel Jim was scan
dalously under-gunned. Just goes to show
it takes all kinds to make shotgunning so
much fun.

• • •
Two more far-sighted commumtJes have

introduced their youngsters, and some adults,
to the joys of clay-target shooting, via the
clinic method, described in last month's
"Pull" column. The scene of a mass indoc
trination of hundreds of boys and girls, plus
many of their parents, into the art of pulver
izing a flying clay target moved across the
Michigan-Indiana border from Kalamazoo to
the Hoosier communities of LaGrange and
Kendallville.

Sponsor of the LaGrange clinic was the
LaGrange County Conservation Council con
sisting of 14 clubs, assisted by a group of
Jndiana conservation officers under Lt. Al
\Vatson, and the Sportsmen's Service Bureau.
Classroom sessions in hunting and shooting

education were I H ~ l d in the fine clubhouse of
the Pretty Lake Conservation Club. one of
the cooperating LaGrange County Conserva
tion Council clubs.

Both Hoosier clinics added rifle shooting
to the Kalamazoo course of fire, which fea
tured five shots at trap targets. Shooting at
the LaGrange clinic took place at the newly
constructed Pretty Lake club's rifle range,
and over the club's trap lay-out. Council
secretary Dwight Gallimore, of R.R. 1, Wol
cottville, Indiana, reports that attendance at
the clinic, which is to be an annual activity,
is expected to triple this year, because of
community interest generated by the pilot
program.

The Kendallville clinic brought together
the Kendallville Foundation For Youth, the
Kendallville Police Reserve, Northeast Indi
ana conservation officers, and the Sportsmen's
Service Bureau in a cooperative effort. Class
room studies in firearms education were held
in the Youth Foundation building, of which
Kendallville is justifiably proud. Introduc
tion to rifle shooting and the arts of wing
shooting for III boys and girls, plus 25 or
more pal'ents, was handled on an improvised
range ncar the city.

Stars of the clay target session were one
of the feminine spectators-who broke all
five of her targets (her husband broke two),
and who was last seen checking the specifi
cations of the shotgun she had used-and a
tiny youngster, who, if he stood on tip-toe,
might have been almost as tall as his shot
gun was long. At first sight, he seemed no
taller than the length of the barrel alone.
No beginning shooter could ever have been
more proud than this youngster was when
two of the clay targets thrown for him shat
tered in mid-air.

The Kendallville Clinic hecomes an annual
shooting indoctrination activity too, accord
ing to Jim Bonahoom, executive director of
the Foundation For Youth, in that forward
looking Hoosier city.

This column predicts that there will be uo
lack of new shooters for the clay target
sports, and no lack of shooting interest in
the communities of Kalamazoo, LaGrange,
and Kendallville. And, being informed. these
communities should experience no outbreaks
of anti-firearms legislation.

How is yOUT community introducing its
youngsters and its citizens to your ~
favorite sport? ~

Figuring out ways to encourage gun
use throughout the year, Dick Miller
boosts shooting promotion by personal
appearances to help clubs, schools and
recreation experts with shooting shows.
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s . Carbine Enfield No 5 .303 Caliber Jungle

are JUngle~~:~,~':nements lhat g;,,' : i : ~ n g ~ d c?ndilion.

,ubber butt Plale,' ;', sporting ,ifle type st';:';" srlhouette
shol bolt action' ree",on ..Iibrated Enf Id a~d built· in .

$7.50. 40 ,ds. s ~ : : : : r . 100 'ds. M i 1 i l a ~ \ : ~ h t S . JO.
select carbine add $5 huntlOg ammo $590 g ammo,(Stock No. R52B).' . . for extra

5000 ASSORTED;:.s BAllISTER MOll•• MAGAZINES ON SALE' .
•,,"COLT '.ufk9S ,.... :~ .. ~ ~ G " m.... .
mags $2 . lIm,num bue

~ ~ : , ~ f f ~ L O s : ~ ~ . : " ' · P38 M'G' ;:.;: .....[D""l--
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Gunberfh

Model No.

5CF-11

NOWI It's £(1$1
to •..

.30·06 and .300 Magnum
Match Loads

The best .30-06 match load I ever worked
out consisted of the M-l 173 grain Govern
ment boattail, uncannelured and carefully
segregated into groups for weight, backed by
58 grains of 4350 Dupont powder in Western
cases and primed with Winchester 120
primers. This load was chronographed by
the late J. Bushnell Smith at 2901 feet from
a 24" barrelled Springfield. It stayed in the
black for me at both 600 yards and 1000
yards when my shooting partners were kicked
out into the 4 ring by slight wind changes.
I made 20-shot possibles with it in practice
several times at 600 yards, and a few times
also at 1000 yards. Ten-shot possibles were
quite easy if you got your group well cen
tered. This load, properly put up with good
bullets, will group nicely in the V ring at
both ranges.

For the .300 H & H Magnum, for match
work, I used the same bullets backed by 65
grains 4350 with equally good results. Later,
I .substituted match 180 grain boattails by
Remington. Western, and Sierra, with the
same powder charge, for equally good long
range accuracy. The 300 Magnum lays closer
to the wind and is a mnch better long range
match load.

Don't Do It!
No matter what you read elsewhere (and

this was advised in a gun magazine not
long ago), don't ream out revolver chamber
throats "to prevent bullet shaving and lead
spitting." Even one of our major handgun
makers fell for this fool stunt once, but they
soon learned the error of their ways. A six
gun slug, if not so hard that it won't upset
at all (like some metal jacketed bullets),
upsets to fill the chamber mouth, then up
sets again to swage itself back down to
barrel diameter, and comes out so completely
deformed in shape and point that accuracy
is ruined. In addition to this, such deformed
slugs leave heavy leading in the barrel. If
your revolver shaves bullets and spits lead,
have it checked for accurate cylinder align
ment and. close fit between cylinder and
breech of barrel. Pouring hot lead under
high pressure into a cone is not the answer!

He was barely hobbling when Paul killed
him, would have gone down for keeps within
50 yards.

That was my best long range sixgun
shooting in a lifetime of playing with six
gUllS. Of course, it was an accident, for the
deer was over 600 yards away; but one has
such accidents if he shoots enough with a
fine gun and fine loads.

Long-Range Deer
The story of how Elmer Keith killed a

deer at 600 yards with a revolver has been
told, re-told, mis-told, and called the tallest
hunter's lie on record, many times. Not long
ago, Keith told the story again in one of the
articles we published, but we had to delete
it because of space limitations. Here it is for
the record:

Paul Kriley had broken the right front leg
of an old mule buck that we wanted badly
for meat. He shot at over 500 yards with his
scope sighted .300 Magnum. The deer got up
and ran nearly straight away from us
through six inches of wet snow and mud.
Paul could not connect again, so I entered
the picture with the .44 Magnum, shooting
prone. The gun was sighted for 100 yards
with Remington factory loads, and I had
been shooting it a lot at over 500 yards in
company with Judge Don Martin. So I held
up the same amount of sight I had used in
practice, perched the running deer on top of
the center of the front sight, and fired.
Nothing happened. I then held up nearly all
of the front sight, and shot again. Paul said,
"I saw that one through the scope, Elmer
right at his heels!" So I held all of the front
sight up over the rear blade and squeezed off
my third shot. The buck stopped, almost
turned a back somersault, and came back
toward us, shaking his head. Paul said, "I
saw that one hit just over his head," and I
remarked that I must have hit a horn.

I told Paul to let him come, as long as
he was headed our way; but Paul shot at
him again at about 500 yards, and again he
turned directly away from us and ran. I
waited while Paul squeezed off another shot
from the rifle, only to hear the striker snap
on an empty chamber. .

As Paul reloaded, I again held up all of
the front sight and, with the deer on top
of its center, I started the squeeze. The buck
turned up the mountain, following the tracks
of others in the band. He was now beyond
where I had hit him when I turned him back.
I swung the sight picture iu front of him,
and fired. He went down after an interval,
but we did not hear the slug strike and
I thought he had merely stumbled from his
broken leg. But he was out of sight now,
and Paul legged it around the mountain,
headed him off, and killed him his second
shot at 350 yards.

When we examined him, we found that
my third shot had hit the right jaw, broken
it, and come out through the roof of the
mouth. That was the slug Paul saw throw up
mud and snow over his head. My 4th shot
had cut squarely through the center of both
lungs, cutting off a rib on both sides and
leaving a 50 caliber hole through the deer.

with GUNBERTH*
PLANS

&
KITS

Complete Working Plans
and Ready-Cut Kits

•.. for these Gunberth' Cabinets and
20 other models are NOW AVAilABLE TO YOU!

Gunberth Model No. 4CF-10

Ready Answers on How to Select the

. Gun Cabinet Best for You!
Which type of gun cabinet is best for you? Should
you install lights? Must your cabinet be made of
"solid" lumber? Exactly what do you need? You'll be
delighted with the clear-cut answers furnished in the
New, Exclusive ...

"Handbook"-eATALOG on Gunberths
Complete details on full line of Plans. Kits and Hard
ware for 22 different Gnnberth Models are all listed
in big beantifnlly illustrated. "Handbook"·Catalog.
Finished Gunberth cabinets in 82 different styles and
finishes are available. And you'll welcome the p a ~ e s of
valuable tips on design and construction ... all clearly
hrought to you in many drawings and photographs.

Write for your copy NOWI Only $1.00 ppd.
Don't delay! Your $1.00 is refundable in credit with
your first order. Send in NOW! .

COLADONATO BROS.
Dept. G4C Hazleton, Po.
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AMMUNITION

•••• Bore Scopes, New Govt. Surplus; Postpaid.

••: RUBBER

: RECOIL BOOTS
: for shotgun $ 3
: or rifle
•

Bushnell Custom Binoculars
Dave Bushnell is now out with the most

streamlined binocular I have ever seen or
tested. These come in 7X 35, with coated
lenses that filter out injurious ultra-violet
rays. The ultra violet filter lenses are also
furnished with plastic covers. The ocular
lenses have retractable eye pieces, so the
user of eye-glasses can turn the cups down
until he can get' the full field of vision.
Users who do not wear eye-glasses can turn
the eye cups out to normal position. Screwing
the eye cups about half a turn clockwise
retracts their rims for the' eye-glass user;
turning them back counter clockwise the
same amount brings the rims out for normal
eyes. This binocular features a mono-unit
design and comes in steel grey or black
finish with a 20 year guarantee, complete
with neck strap, case, and carrying strap.
It is light in weight and very streamlined in
appearance. Central focus only. Price, $89.50.

After a thorough test, we would say it is
a lot of binocular for the money, with large,
flat field, sharp to extreme edges. In the
bottom of the hinge there is a small spring
loaded red dot which, when pushed in,
exposes threads for the end of a tripod. I
have always preferred individual focus, but
this is about the nicest central focus glass
I have ever tested.

yards. But another best-quality double rifle,
which shot well with its original long stock,
shot wide after its stock was shortened.
Later we found that this rifle would shoot
perfectly with 270 grain ammunition, but
not with the lot of 300 grain we had on hand.

Capt. L. E. Wadman has a fine Westley
Richards best-quality .557-100-750 Cordite
elephant rifle that also had a very long stock.
He cut the stock off to fit, and refitted the
recoil pad. It shot under a dollar at 65 yards,
both barrels from bench rest. Then he de
cided to take some of the bounce out of the
big rifle, and drilled a couple of holes under
the pad, poured in some three-fourths of a
pound of lead, and replaced the pad. It then
shot wide, the right barrel going high and
right and the left barrel going low and left,
some seven inches apart. He lost no time in
pulling the pad, removing the lead, and fill
ing the holes with hard wood dowels. When
pad was replaced, the big rifle again shot
perfectly, both barrels under a dollar at 65
yards from rest.

The late Frantz Rosenberg, a friend of
long standing, told me he had had to have
all his Merkel double rifles re-regulated after
fitting them with scope sights. If you have
a heavy caliber double, remember it is apt
to be very sensitive to any changes. If the
stock is broken, the new stock should be as
near the same weight as possible.

In building heavy caliber doubles, the gun
makers often add some lead under the recoil
pad to bring the balance of the piece right.
They then regulate the barrels for that
weight. But if you remove the lead, you may
also change the shooting accuracy of the
rifle. The heavier the caliber, of fine double
rifles, the more accurate they are as a rule.
But they are also more sensitive to changes in
weight than are lighter calibers.

Hornady 500 grain .450 Solids
10hn Buhmiller is just back fr.om his third

trip to Africa, where he has been shooting
elephants on control ~ o r k for farm protection.

(Continued on page 66)

Changing Double Rifle
Stocks Or Sights

Double rifles are meticulously regulated to
make both barrels shoot to the same point
of impact (or inside a 3 to 4" circle) at 100
yards. Many of them will do even better
than that. However, if you change ammuni
tion even slightly as to bullet weight, primer,
or powder charge, the two barrels may then
shoot far apart, either from side to side or
one high and the other low, or both. One
friend has a 7mm over-under double rifle that
shoots both barrels under a silver dollar at
100 yards; but change the make of the
primer used and' it then groups the two
barrels seven inches apart at 100 yards, up
and down. Adding a telescope sight to a
double rifle usually makes the two barrels
shoot apart, and you will have to have it

regulated.
I once had a long stocked 1514" .375 Nitro

Express double rifle cut to 1414 inch stock
length, and this best-quality Lancaster did
not change at all; both barrels continued to
shoot into the same silver-dollar group at 60

Remington "Three Deuces" Load

For the Remington .222 with 50 grain
bullets of various makes (Sierra, Hornaday,
Speer, Sisk, and others), we have found that
a load of 23 to 24 grains 4895 Government
powder makes a very good accurate load for
all pest shooting. For the later Magnum .222,
the same weight bullets work very well with
a charge of 26 to 27 grains of the same
powder. As this powder is much cheaper
than standard canister LM.R. powders, con
siderable saving in ammunition costs is

effected.

I found less variation in elevations at 600
and 100 yards when powder charges were
thrown from one of the good modern powder
measures like Saeco, Hollywood, or R.C.B.S.,
wi'th 4350 powder than when I hand-weighed
the charges. This was hecause that 4350
powdel', if not all the same lot and shipment,
would vary more in moisture content from
can to can hought at different times and
places than it varied in bulk as thrown by
these good measures. If all powder used was
from one lot and one shipment, then the
scales threw even closer' charges than the
measures; but the fact remains that when
the big measures are carefully set, locked,
and used carefully, the charges vary less in
velocity than when the charges were care
fully hand·weighed from different cans and
lots of the same 4350 powder.

I finally stopped weighing charges except
to check the charges every so often. I have
seen the powder charge thrown by the meas
ures from different lots of powder that had
been stored under different conditions vary
as much as a grain and a half in actual
weight. Yet the powder from one certain can
might not vary more than a half grain in
measured charges. It may simply be due to
different moisture content in the different lots
or different cans of the same powder. The
difference, however, can make several inches
di fference in elevation of the bullet strike at
1000 yards, and that is vital in match shoot
ing at long range.

I believe primer variations cause even
more elevation variations at 1000 yards. The
primer is something we cannot control, as
it will vary in weight in priming content as
well as in weight of the cup and anvil itself.
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SHOOTING ACCESSORIES

takes some close watching to keep the rest
of the men in the unit from stealing each
copy I bring around. I'm real happy to see
these articles concerning anti-gun legislation
and wish it were legal to beat some gun
sense into the heads of these apl"On-string
tied clowns who try to take away the right
and privilege of all law abiding people to
own and shoot weapons.' To use a well worn
phrase in the Marine Corps, I want to "ex
tend a hearty well done" for one of the best
in shooting magazines.

ASGT Robert W. Kemp, USMC
San Diego, California

Why, Indeed?
I would like to congratulate GUNS Maga·

zine for its efforts to publicize the opmlOns
of the people who make or break anti-gun
legislation.

I believe that if more dealers and organiza
tions concerned with guns would have on
their counters for all people concerned to
sign, petitions against anti-gun legislation to
be sent to their respective senators and con
gressmen, it would be possible to wipe out
such bills completely. In my opinion, anti
gun crusaders have no grounds whatsoever
on which to place their demands. They
should realize that the sportsman is not the
hood who pistol whips store owners, or the
meat hunter who shoots at "a movement in
the brush" and thus causes an accident. The
sportsman is an honest, law-abiding citizen

Common Sense, Just In Time
I would like to commend you on your fine

article in the June issue of GUNS, "Common
Sense About The Quick Draw Craze." I
have been practicing the fast draw for about
six months now. I have been using hand·
loads of 40 grains of black powder in my
.45. Naturally, I had to practice outdoors
with these loads. I had read about and heard
of using wax loads for close range practice
but I never read how to go about making
these loads until I read M1'. Bodrie's article.

What prompted me to write this letter was
that I was just practicing my draw with wax
loads. Somehow I got my signals crossed or
the gun snagged on the holster and I blasted
my thigh. That little primer-powered hunk
of wax put a blood blister the size of a
nickel on my leg. This was the first accident
I have ever had while practicing and I just
thank God it was wax and not 250 grains of
hot lead.

Keep up the other fine articles in your
great magazine. How about some more arti
cles on the fast draw and possibly one on
spinning and gun tricks such as the "Border
Shift," "Curly Bill Twist," and others?

Grateful Reader
Hampton, Virginia

A Thorn In The Enemy's Side
I am a regular reader of your magazine

and enjoy it very much. You are to be
highly commended on your series of articles
concerning civil defense squads. I was
pleased at the response it brought. I believe
you've started a good thing and would like
to see you follow up on it and keep it alive.

I was in an artillery unit in Korea and
believe me, guerilla warfare can really be a
thorn in the enemy's side. It can causc much
damage and kill morale if co-ordinated to
some degree.

I am stationed in Germany now, but will
return for discharge in December, then I can
start the action in my area. After traveling
in the army for six years I want to settle
down, but still keep in some sort of military
contact. Probably many others feel the same.
Let's dig them out.

Fred Lehman
San Mateo, California

A Marine Says "Well Done!"
Since I first laid eyes on a copy of GUNS

in 1955, I haven't missed an issue. In fact,
it's the only book I bother to go buy at the
news stand. It and the "American Rifleman"
are just about all I read and believe me, it

Norman C. Lapinski
New York, New York

How About It, Californians?
A friend of mine told me that there are

400 pound wild boars around Monterey, Cali·
fornia, that eat hunters for breakfast. I say
he is all wet.

If they are there, are they wild boars, wild
pigs, or javelinas? How big are they and
what is their natural habitat? Do they really
have as bad a disposition as is rumored and
is there any special way of hunting them on
foot alone? Do you need a hunting license
and what is the best way of fixing them for
a meal?

Guns of TV Westerns
I have been reading GUNS and of all the

gun magazines I have read, yours holds my
interest best and has done the most to
broaden my knowledge.

Like other people whose letters you have
printed, I would like to hear more on "The
Rifleman in Civil Defense." Another article
that I would like to see in your fine maga
zine would be on the guns used by the TV
western stars: Josh Randal's "hip rifle" in
"Wanted: Dead or Alive," Lucas McCain's
rifle in "The Rifleman," Hoby Gilman's
Smith & Wesson Russian .44 in "Track·
down," Hugh O'Brian's "Buntline Special"
in "Wyatt Earp," and others.

Frank H. Miller
Grand Rapids, Michigan

5.25

$ 9.50
20.00
19.00

BIPOD

$17.50

•• • ••
ENCINO 2, C A . L I F O R ~ I A .

All Angle

Tripod

$15.25

48"

-,

This is the original fast draw holster
designed by Hay Howser, fast draw ex
pert, for cowboy movie stars and stunt
men who wanted to get lightning, fast
draw action and spinning thrills. This
is the same holster featured in Chapel's
"Gun Collector's Handbook of Values"
and other leading reference books.
magazine articles. Often copied but
never equalled.
Of fine saddle leather, reinforced with
metal and expertly stitched. Give waist,
hip measurement. caliber, make. and barrel
length. Single holster and belt 5127.58.
Southpaws add S1. Holster only 811.50.
COD's require $10.00 deposit. Calif. res.
add 4% sales tax.

FREELAND'S
Scope Stands. Inc.

AL FREELAND

3737 14th Avenue. Rock Island. III.
Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

fREELAND

.30 Cal. Kit

$13.50

BSA .22 Cal. Martini Target
Rifle. less Sights .•..•........ $150.00
PARKER-HALE. FREELAND and RED
FIELD SIGHTS AVAILABLE

fREElAND LARGE LEATHER HOLSTER

RUG, fOR HAMMERLI. and 10"

barrelled hand guns .....•..••••
fREElAND Bench Rest Stand ......••..
fREElAND '.4 opening Rifle Kit ....•..•.
fREElAND foam Podded Shooting

Glove ..........•.......•.....•.
fREElAND .22 Caliber Cartridge

blocks. 50 hole $2.00, DeWar. . . . • . • . 2.30
fREElAND Sling Keeper .. . . . . . . . . . . • . 1.25

Deluxe Cuff & QD hook .. . . . . . . . 4.25
Mid.Century cuff Comb. 8.50
Alum. butt plate " 10.50
butt plate w/rubber pad .....•.. 13.00
Schutzen hook for above . . . 7.50
OLYMPIC PALM REST 12.50

MARLIN 39-A Regular or Mountie 74.95
MARLIN 336 Series H.P. Rifles •........ 78.95
REMINGTON 40X rifle 129.95
Remington 66 NYLON ........•...... 49.95
Remington 878 Auto Shotgun ......••.109.95
Rem. 760 Gamester HP Rifle.......... 98.20
Series # 300 f.N. MAUSER Rifle ......•.170.00
**LEE SONIC EAR STOPPLES, Pair..... 3.95
ACE TRIGGER SHOE, mention gun. . . . • . 2.50
ITHACA #37 STD. Shotgun 101.95

We now iob the REMINCTON & WINCHESTER
RIFLES & SHOTCUNS also.

Discount to established dealers.

17460 VENTURA BLVD.,
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Colt Army .44 Cal. 1860

These are replicas of origlnal rare COLT guns
made of strong metal-Iuok and feel like the
REAL GUNS-with gun blue finish.

DEPT.

M

GUNS

Colt Wells Fargo
.31 Cal. 1848

ANTIOUE

ORDER WITHOUT RISK-COMPARE!
You'll agree ours is far better quality and value,
or return for full refund, including shipping costs.

PROVEN I BAUER Down products are the
choice of major expeditions and sportsmen. They
are the Original and Genuine-made exclusively
in our own factory under U. S. Patents and sold

. direct, only ... never through dealers.

VALLEY GUN SHOP, Dept. G
7784 Foothill - Tujunga, calif.

1847 Colt Wolker-44 col. $6.95
1873 Colt Peocemoker-45 col. . $5.95
1836 Colt Texas Poterson-40 col•...... $6.95
1848 Colt Wells Forgo-31 col•........ $5.95
1860 Colt Army-44 col. . .....•...... $5.95
1851 Colt Novy-36 cal $5.95

Truly nO"el gifts that are interesting conversation
pieces. Each gun comes complete with a short
and enlightening history on its period.

Send co.h, check or Jloney Order nOUlI

THE GUNS THAT
WON THE WEST

Enclosed is a clipping from one of North
Carolina's state-wide papers, reporting on
a supposed poll of a cross-section of the
American public concerning national restric
tion of gun ownership and possession.

The entire aura surrounding the printed
report suggests strongly that the American
Institute of Public Opinion has either fallen
under the spell of propaganda . and is
carrying their banner unawares, or else it
has actually been infiltrated.

Any effort to expose this report for what
it really is, would in my opinion be one
of the greatest services that GUNS Magazine
could render the American public. I have
followed your efforts in this regard for some
months, and I heartily commend you for
everything you've done. You have a great
magazine, and I thoroughly enjoy it.

Truman Brock
Laurinburg, North Carolina

while having some exciting shooting sport in
the spring and early summer, build up their
game bird populations for the fall hunting
by eradicating one of the worst enemies the
game birds have, the crow.

GUl'iS magazine should be widely read.

Walt Bryn
Oroville, Wash.

I have been Teading your magazine since
it was first published and have found it
very enj oyable and enlightening, especially I

in the field of pistol shooting. I have used
guns ever since I was a young boy. I derive
enjoyment out of pistol shooting and hunt
ing so I am particularly interested in your
crusade against anti-gun laws which would
enfringe on our rights given us by the Sec
ond Amendment of the Bill of Rights of
the Constitution.

A local newspaper says, "A recent Gallup
Poll indicated that 75 per cent of the Ameri
can people favor requiring a police permit
and some 59 per cent would go even further
and limit the posscssion of firearms by civil
ians to police."

I would like to know where they obtained
these figures? I or my acquaintances have
never been approached on such a survey.
They must pick them out of thin air. I
think the majority of the American people
would not agree to this. Heaven forbid!

Harry H. Harrington
Newark, Delaware

What Next?

What next will the anti-gun crowd try?
Nobody gets worked up about people being
killed by automobiles, but let somebody
get shot, accidentally or otherwise, and the
cry is raised, "Take guns away from all
the people." With the help of GUNS Maga
zine and other sports magazines and thou
sands of sportsmen in Pennsylvania, we
killed for the time being the vicious anti
gun law that was sponsored by Radio Station
WPEN in Philadelphia. As one game warden
said at a meeting of the Federated Sports
man Club of Berk County, "We won this
hattIe, hut not the war." He was right. Since
then, another Statc legislator introduced a
bill prohibiting the carrying of shotguns
and rifles in cars. That one, too, we killed.
The price of "Liberty is eternal vigilance."

Charles H. Prutzman
Laureldale, Penna.

Maynard Buehler
Orinda, California

That was a good story about the owl decoy
for crow shooting, and very timely. It will
soon be nesting time for our game birds, and
the crow raises his own young on eggs and
chicks from nests he robs. I am sure the
game birds were more numerous in the Col
ville area the next fall after the help they
got from Schumaker and his owl.

I was almost grown before I found out
that crows and owls are mortal enemies. It
is very probable that many hunters did not
know it till they read the story. Let's hope
t hey now get themselves an owl - even a
stuffed one will help - and a crow call, and

trying to get relaxation and enjoyment by
using equipment that cost him hundreds, pos
sibly thousands of dollars. The hood is obvi·
ously not a sportsman; so why should sports
men be disarmed?

Let's face it; all we need is better policing
of known criminals and a course in small
arms handling and safety.

Maynard Griffin

John Griffin
Toledo, Ohio

Mr. Schumaker's Owl
Just a note to say that I think you have

found a new and interesting author in Mr.
Schumaker. His owl decoy article in the
March issue was new and different. I also
enjoyed the story on his business in "Shoot
ing Goods Retailer."

Wayne E. Schwartz
Owosso, Mich.

The .375 Magnum
I have just finished reading the article,

Load Your .375 Magnum for All Around
Use" in the March issue of GUNS. Mr. Mc
Candlass's findings were very interesting. I
know how he felt the first time he carried it
deer hunting, as I have used one here in
Michigan. My friends lauged at me, said
they didn't know if they wanted to hunt with
me. They changed their mind however, when
they shot it.

The loads that I tested were worked up
with the Speer 285 gr. bullet. I settled on
70 gr. 4895 at 2500 fps as a hunting load
and, with a 4X Unertle Hawk scope, these
loads gave 1:14" groups at 100 yards, 3"
groups at 200 yards, and 4" groups at 300
yards. Later, I got some 300 gr. Hornady
bullets and think that 71 gr. of 4350 left little
to be desired. As long as you are handload
ing, I suggest that the fine .35 Whelan imp.
be tried. I carried one all the time I was
in Alaska. Using the Barnes 300 gr. bullet
backed with 60 gr. 4350, and the Speer bul
lets of 250 gr. backed by 57 gr. 4895, ac·
curacy was 1:14 minute of angle out of that
20" barrel. I shot many a grouse's head off

with the 250 gr. load.
While on the subject of big rifles, the .458

should not be overlooked. I have built sev
eral. Using the Barnes 500 soft nose and
solids with 70 gr. 3031 in Norma brass, I
could depend on llh" group at 100 yards
and 2" groups at 200 yards. Sighted in 2"
high at 100 yds., this load hit center at 200
yards. This rifle, complete with 2% Koll
morgan scope and Dua-lite mounts, weighed
in at only 8% pounds. Lyman bullet 457406
500 gr. gas check is good with any load
from 50 to 70 gr. 3031.
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Box 26, Blue Point, L. I., N. Y.

PUBLIC SPORTS SHOPS. 11 S. 16th St.. Phila. 2, Pa.

Prices do not include postage. Please

allow SOc for single items.

permits
sporter.

Shooting the Beretta Brigadier

With the surfeit of cheap 9mm Parabellum
ammo around, a lot of people are shooting
up 9mm not by the box but by the case. One
pistol calculated to relieve you of an awful
lot of nickels is the handsome, rugged Beretta
Brigadier. At the Beretta factory I first saw
one of these big pistols, which the Italians
charitably sell to both Egyptians and Israelis.
This one was cut away, showing the Walther-

back and forth about as fast as a pump gun.
As a low cost sporter, the SR rates pretty

good from the specimen shot. Its hunting
type open sight can be punched sideways to
zero, and (possibly coincidence) we found it
sighted in on the low notch for 100 yards.
Bluing is a good European rust·type black,
and the wood has been cleaned and oiled to
a nice smooth feel. The clip has been fixed
for .30·30 ammo and there were no malfunc·
tions nor rim failures to feed. Globe Fire·
arms' "SR·1" is a neat little rifle, hunting
accurate, well finished, and. smooth working.

Though Schmidt Rubin Swiss rifle action is long. straight pull design
fast bolt operation. Converted military gun is fairly good .30-30

as easy·reforming of odd·lot brass is con· Strebe Special Stocks
cerned for the handloader. And the bore is Available from Norm Strebe (Strebe Gun
about .295", a little tight for bullets adapted Works, in Washington) is a stock for the
for bores (.30·06, .300 Savage, etc.) of .300" Winchester Model 75 target .22 rifle. We
land diameter. But the .30·30 can be squeezed received a couple of these from Strebe and
down the SR bore because its pressure load· find them to be military specification stocks
ing is low, for the lever action rifles, while even down to the big old "P" stamped on the
the SR is a heavily constructed bolt action pistol grip. Those we got are new, smoothly
rifle, capable of handling the most modern finished but need thorough washing with
military ammunition. (I have seen SR rifles soapy water (don't soak-just wash) to l:e.
rechambered to .30·06 and rebarreled to 8mm move the cosmoline and protective grease.
Mauser by the S.I.G. works for South Ameri· Once cleaned, a going.over with fine sand
can display and hopeful sale.) Reducing the paper and finishing by rubbing in something
chamber is done by sleeving, a process evi· like GB Lin.Speed gives the stock a "new
dently satisfactory in the Globe Firearms commercial" look. These stocks are important

conversion. because every purchaser of a Model 75 for
But the proof is in the shooting, which a child should obtain one of these cheap

same we did, at Johnny Smith's Fox Valley stocks from Strebe (cost around five bucks)
Rifle Range near Dundee, Ill. Johnny has 9" and chop the butt about one or 1V2" to
iron plates strung up at 100 yards. These are adapt this fine but full.sized rifle to the child.
excellent range substitutes for that deer's He will grow fast, but having a short.butt
"boiler room," and if you can keep one of rifle from the very first will increase his
these jumping offhand, you will most likely confidence and starting ability in shooting;
connect okay on the hunt. With 20 fresh while you have thriftily kept the original
Winchester loads, we started blazing away. stock to put back when he increases a little
To our good fortune, the first shot was a hit. in size. A boy under 125 pounds in weight,
Following the same hold, we found it pos· unless quite tall, may profit from a shortened
sible to bounce the plate every time. After rifle stock.
ten shots this way, offhand, we switched from
the left shoulder to the right to try the
straight pull action. I had seen Switzers in
shooting allow the recoil to throw themselves
slightly back and with their bolt hand in
motion slap the gun open before the smoke
had cleared away from the muzzle. This had
the double feature of clearing the gun for
cooling (you can fire these very fast and they
do heat up) and making the piece ready to
load on the natural dropping forward again
into position. In rapid fire, that bolt slicks

Globe's .30·30 Straight Pull

T
HE SCHMIDT RUBIN straight·pull
Swiss rifle has been in production for a

couple of generations. And the sporterized
version, nicely polished and blued, which is
being sold by Globe Firearms Co. of Ottawa,
and New York, avoids much of the objec·
tion to the SR as a "practical" rifle, by reo

chambering it to the ever·present .30·30 car·
tridge.

Originally the SR is calibered 7.5mm Swiss,
a special cartridge not like any other so far

7.50
1.50
3.00

.50
3.00
2.00
5.00

7.50
2.00
2.50

BOX 26, BLUE POINT, L. I., N. Y.

CW Cloth Haversack ' 0000$2.00
CW Knapsack . . 1.50

CW Carbine Sling
w/Swivel .... 10.00

CW Rifle Sling ..m.....mm 1.00
CW CSA Buckle, Replica .. 2.00
CW CS 2pc Buckle, Replica 2.00
CW Eagle Buckle, Replica 2.00
CW Round Eagle Plate,

Replica mnm. . . 2.00

CW Eagle Staff Buttons,
Orig. 00.00.000000.00.00..... __ ...

CW Springfield Bayonet 00
CW Enfield Bayonet ....

CW Cannon Worm nnnm.
CW Cannon Rammer and

Sponge .m.mm.mn.mm
1842 Issue Bayonet .
1822 Issue Bayonet mnm
45·70 Bayonet W/Scab-

bard h..m. .....h.m.m.m 3.00
45-70 Blue Web Belt/US

Buckle nmmmmnnh.h. __ 3.00
45-70 McKeever Ctg. Box 1.00

45·70 Rifle Sling "n""n"" 1.50
45-70 Wrench nmmmnnm .75
45-70 Manual, Original .... 2.50
Springfield Shoulder Arms

Book, by C. Fullern.m.m

1863 Manual, Reprint '00'
CW Navy Pike Head .
45-70 Carbine Sling

w/Snaphook n.>n 5.00
Span.-Amer. War Canteen 1.50
Span.-Amer. War Haver-

sack n.n.nnn __ 1.50
Sharps .50 Cal. Ctg. BOXm. 1.00
1955 Catalog w/New

PRICE LIST POSTPAIDm.n 3.00

BANNERMAN'S SONS, Inc.

BANNERMAN'S

••••••••••••••••••
: I'RDTECT YOURSELF:

• with this Fountain Pen·Type POCKET •

:TEAR GAS:
• DEVICE ••• $l5 VALUE •

• 38 Special Cal. •

• •• •• •
• For police or civilian •

•
defense against robbers, •
mashers, etc. Causes no

• permanent injury. Highly •
polished heavy nickel

• Nickel Plated case with spring-steel •

• Peerless Type packSe~N~iPCHECK OR •

• HANDCUFFS MONEY ORDER. NO COD's .•

• S15$795S:~~'AL RegiSle~e~p~~~r?~~t;ibutorS.
• Official Police Equipment •
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A

HEALTHFUL

OUTDOOR LIFE

I ~l-~ ..
...~~ ...

liard muscles, bronzcd skin, and vi\>.

rant good ht:alth are the exIra rewards

of an activc outdoor lifc. Sleep under

pungent-smelling pines. Catch your

breakfast from an icy Strc:un. Feel

"like a million"-and look like it, too!

SECURITY - RETIREMENT

PENSIONS - LOW

LIVING COSTS

Conservation jobs are more perma

l1ell(. No layoffs becausc of slow busi·

ness, no worry about getting your pay

check. Living costs arc low, and 'JOltr

fJ·hole IUlllre is secure. Stay with the

Forestry & Wildlife Servicc and a

gOf1erllmellt pension assures you a

good income for life!

Evcry day is a new adt'enIUf'(! for men

in Forestry and Wildlife Service.

Some hunt and [rap mountain lions.

coyotCs, wildcats. Some arc trained to

parachute from planes or land in heli

copters-to help animals marooned by

fire or flood, often to savc the life of

....t. an injured camper, mountain climber.

3%, Advcnture, public scrvice, and good
1\ pay-an unbeatable threc-way combin.

; ation!

BULLETS
All calibers and weights of Sierra, Speer,
Hornody, Remington, Winchester-Western,
Normo, Jordan. NosIer and Markell. Also
empty Cartridge Cases, Primers and Per
cussion Cops of all popular makes.

POWDERS
Dupont, Hercules, Hodgdon' and Alcon.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
All leading lines, including B&M, Lyman,
Pacific, RCBS, CH, Ideal, Acme, Thalson, Red
ding, Wilson, Forster, Fitz, Jaeger, etc. Scopes,
sights, mounts, slings, scoles, moulds, etc.

Stock this NEW 1959
B&M HANDBOOK
Fully illustrated. Shows how
to cut shooting costs SO to
85% $1.50

SHOOTERS: Write for Free
Folder.

BELDING and MULL
102 N. FOURTH ST, PHILIPSBURG. PA.

Over 100 National Parks, Forests,
and Game Refuges now accepting
applications for summer jobs. Won
derful opportunity for young men to
"learn the ropes" and make valu
able personal contacts. Also for stu
dents who'd like to spend a summer
in one of the nation's most beauti
ful scenic areas. Apply now for
choicest positions and locations.

MANY START $3000.00 YEAR OR MORE

REGUtAR CIVIL SERVICE ADVANCES

Scarring salaries vary, but many begin at

$3000 or more. Opportunity in som.e classi

fications to work toward management posi

cions up to 10,000. Orhers ar $5000, 6000,

$7500! The government jobs are Civil Serv

ice, which means , . e g t ~ l a r raises, many other

advantages.

I ,

APPLY NOW - FREE BOOK
TELLS HOW. Free booklet, "Vaca·
tions with Pay," tells all about jobs,
salaries, expense allowances. Tells
where, when and how to apply.
Everything you need to know about
vacation jobs in America's most pop
ular outdoor vacation spots. Nothing
to buy. No obligation. Just mail the
Coupon now.

HERE'S AWORKING W"""""TAGE'170R'Q"V£R3

~ : ~ S E O : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O N ; ~ o " : : ~ ~ ~ ; ; : , ~ ~ J
OF OUR AIM FOR A JOB
WILD LIFE IN THE GREAT OUTDOORS
COURSE! 'If you're an outdoor man at heart, start

t<[ have read your course ; ~ d n ~ ! c l f _ ; ~ 1 d } f ! ~ ; r ~ ~ ~ f : ~ ' sccure *'*4\'
thoroughly and am. amaz~d at what you l1lOJI enjoy.' _ ~ , " % : : : :

c:ll the h ~ d p f , ! , l and pertment . _, ~","OWW.
mformatwn It contams. Your _ ~ ' ~ - - ' " p ' ON
course should prove ..of great r : - - - - - ~ C O U
value to anyone wantmg to be· I ~ :;:." 41... .
come a warden~ professional I -Alit ~

~ : ~ l l ~ r , l : ; : s t : ~ ' r : : l ~ i : i s ; ~ l ~ I'" North American School of Conservation. Opt. D-36:t~,,_.~..,..-.,~_
years back-many a! the things I FREE! (All 3) 103B SOUTH LA BREA, LOS ANGELES 19, CALIF.
you clearly explain I had to I. Please rush me the FREE facts on "Forestry & Wildlife" career oppor-
lcarn the hard way. Congratu- 1. Exciting facts on Conservation tunities, FREE copy of "Vacations with Pay," and FREE "Select·a-Job
lations on a job well done," I careers. Chart" details. All postpaid & without obligation on my part. Thank you.

J. F. C., District Game Warden I Your copy of "Vacations with

~
I Pay" I Name Age__

FORESTRY &WILDLIFE COURSE I How to get "Selaet a·Job I
Dpt. D-362, 1038 S. La Brea ~ I Chart" to help you choose Slreel ~--

Los Angeles 19. California _, 1 your best outdoor career
l~~,,,'§.~~~~I! J..2'':n ._.__ ~:.~~S~1==-=-_

OPPORTUNITIES COAST TO COAST

AGES 17 TO 45. Where would you like

best to live? California, Minnesota, Florida,

close to hOffiG-Qf where? Forestry and \V/i1d

life Services are 1uttio1l~1l'ide-and we can

keep you informed of openings ever)'where.

Age limits usually 17 to 45, or sometimes

older on private Game Farms and Shooting

Clubs.

like barrel lock and central under-barrel
spring. I have a fondness for cutaway model
guns, but so did my Italian guide. (His nick
name was "Lucky" and I figured I'd better
not trifle with Italians of that name... ) Back
homc, the late Bennett Calef shipped me a
Brigadier to tryout. Its accuracy was good
for a service pistol, perhaps, but the tapered
post form of front sight made me a little
uncertain with the sight picture. Its main
charm lay in the pointing and hang of the
gun-it felt like a "meaningful" handful.
In recoil, the gun had a rather brisk upward
flip and was comfortable though a little brisk
to shoot. The upward flip was a different
sort of twist from both a S & W 9mm and a
couple of Walthers we were shooting at the
same time. From a hand rest at 20 yards
the Brigadier put ten shots (five and five in
two clips) into the 9 ring, using WCC 42
9mm military ball ammo. For the auto pistol
fan, the Brigadier is a good gun, well fin
ished though rough in the trigger pull (the
military Berettas seem all to be a little
heavy on the trigger) and rel iable in func
tioning. First published announcement of
this new model pistol, introduced into the
Italian Navy as the Mod 951, appeared in
CUNS hack in 1956. Subsequently, Calef
imported a few. From J. L. Calef & Son, 85
Chambers St., ew York, . Y.

Big Beretta Brigadier 9mm. pistol has
cross-bolt safe, turning barrel catch.

Infra-Red Sniper Scope on
Carbine

We should have written this gadget up a
long time ago, and Edmund Scientific Co.,
Barrington, N. J., who shipped us one of
their sniper scopes for M3 Carbine, too long
a time ago, will agree! But two things inter
vened. First, we hoped against hope that we
could latch onto an M3 receiver, adapted
specially to take the big scope mounts and,
second, that some final word would come of
legislative action which announcement of the
release of these devices stimulated in Cali
fornia.

In the first case, we solved the situation
by building up our Ml receiver with putty
like "Twin Weld," a synthetic material that
is often used in body shops to build up
crumpled fenders. It bonds to metal and can
be formed or filed to shape when hard, and
painted. To a limited extent it has value for
temporarily attaching sights to rifles which
may not be drilled for same, for temporary
experimental shooting. We did so and by
wood-screwing the infra-red projector "flood
light" onto the stock, were able to get a fair
focus and zero. From rigging up a lengthy
extension of house current, to go with the
transformer Edmund Scientific thoughtfully
supplied, we were able to get power. In
combat, batteries give adequate juice with
this particular model. Commercial batteries

(Continued on page 52)
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Standard and wildcat sixes include
Remington .244, shorter Winchester
.243, and blown Harvey Maglaska 6.

experts with the Dwyer Wind Meter, a
pocket gizmo by Dwyer :\1£g. Co., Box 373,
Michigan City, Ind. It would be more popu
lar if more widely advertised, being quite
accurate for wind from 2 to 70 mph. It has
helped me make some long range varmint
kills under otherwise impossible conditions,
and it is a real ammunition saver.

Factory figures are about correct in listing
a 75 grain pill at 3500 fps M.V., 2660 at
200 yards, 2290 at 300, 1960 at 400, and a
slow 1670 at 500. Midrange trajectory is
1.9" at 200 yards, 4.9" at 300, 10" at 400,
and 18.5" at a tired 500. The whammy is
2040 fp M.E., 1180 at 200 yards, 875 at 300,
640 at 400, and a puny 466 at 500. One
scribe said he thought nothing of taking
varmints at 600 yards. I don't think much
of it eithcr! His bullets must have had a
mystic power like King Arthur's sword,
Excaliber. I asked Mike Walker about it.
Mike can squeeze maximum performance out
of superb guns and handloads. He said:

"There are no rifle·and·ammo combinations
available which are adequate beyond 500
yards on varmints. I know we all take shots
on ranges longer than this, and sometimes
obtain hits. Bllt, under the best conditions,
no shooter I know will guarantee even a
second chance at 500 yards. A good .244
extends the range to approximately 400
yards, and under ideal conditions to possibly
450. In a fine bench rest rifle the .244 is
capable of averages less than % minute. As
far as I know no one has obtained a five,
10 shot group average at 100 yards of less
than about 4/lOths inch.

"Much 'hoopla' is being put out about the
advantage of 100 grain bullets over 90 grain.
This is pure hyperbole, as 10% difference in
bullet weight was never given so much im
portance in any other caliber. The difference
in bullets within 10% is not in the weight,

range.

Yet my results with one .244 auto, tested
for functioning. might let some air out of old
wives' tales. The action functioned perfectly
with 85 o-rain bullets and charges of 4064
that varied from 31 to 40 grains. A 39 grain
charge grouped in Ph" at 100 yards. with a
lOX Weaver scope.

The gun wasn't tuned. except a Flaig's
"Ace" trigger shoe was installed. CCI primers
were used in the trimmed cases that were
sized in special "tight" R.C.B.S. dies, highly
recommended for loading the autos and
pumps. They insure bett.er functioning.
R.C.B.S. supplies these at no extra charge
when 3 fired cases are senl in. Dies will be
made to fit any chamber that is tight or
sloppy. One of my customers hought the auto
matic. The last I heard he was having a
barrel of fun, and busting coyotes at up to
300 yards for bounty money.

The famous F. N. Mauser and new Sako
Forester are chambered for the .244. Both
handle beautifully and throw lead with fine
accuracy, if you have a quality glass and
mount. These kind words also apply to the
inexpensive Remington Model 722, as well
as their prestige Model 725. If you happen
to be rich you can blow a thousand bucks
on a Model 725F. Don't ask me how it
shoots. I just saw it listed in the catalog like
you did. But any of the .244's will bag a
thousand bucks if you use one right.

A .244 is an all-around caliber that can
be used the year 'round. It bucks wind about
like a .257 Roberts, that has 21.5 inches
deflection at 300 yards in a 20 mph cross
wind. Wind at that speed is pretty cross, and
you'll find it moves a .220 Swift pill a hair
less than 36 inches.

Some lads are learning to dope wind like

Stuffing The Six Em-Ems

R EMINGTON's .244 cartridge took its
place in higher gun society as one of

the fine commercial 6mms. Mike Walker,
supervisor of Remington's Research Division,
created the modern hot-shot. Accuracy with
<Yood handloads will nearly equal the superb
22's that have set new world records. (Mike
also desio-ned the 722 Remington action that
is top d o ~ with bench resters, generally using
the .222 cartridge which he also developed.)

We have a wide selection of guns for the
.244, including Remington's 740 Autoloader
and 760 slide action pump. Hull fillers used
to look with contempt on anything except
holt actions and single shots, but these two
numbers are being well accepted by hunters.
They won't quite compete with bolt jobs in
accuracy. but they handle nicely. The pumps
and autoloaders serve those who prefer them
for medium game hunting, but they are a
definite handicap for small varmints at long

C-N Precisian
Chrome-
Plated Laadinr
Dies are
available in
over 400
calibers.

C-H Shellmaster
reloads complete

shotgun shell
In seconds without

any adjustments
or die changes.

C-H Super "C"
Pre3s performs
all the operations
of tools costing
much more.
Only $12 00.
Choice of either
upstroke or
downstroke
model.

C-H Magnum
"H" Press.

This unique
and

versatile
press enables you

to reload rifle, pistol
and shotgun shells.

C·H Case Trimmer
insures perfect
uniformity from .22
Cal.thru .45 Cal.
whether rifle
or pistol cases.

FREE! Sen.d /0' yo". C-H Ha"dbook IhOIlJ
ing y01l; how to make 10ftr OUlll Ctil/om

ammo. Allach c o t ~ p o n to pos/card and mail
today.

C-H Reloading Equipment was
designed by handloaders for hand
loaders. It is easy to own, easy to
operate. Insures perfecr ammo ~ v e r y 

rime. C-H makes a complete line of
equipment for reloading rifles, pistol
and shorgun shells.

C-H DIE COMPANY, DEPT. G-2

POBox 3284 Terminal AnneX
Los' Angeles 54, California

Please rush me FREE Booklet
Name _

Address ::-:-~---

City Zone_State - __

Name of my sporting goods dealer or gun
smith is:
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FREE Callin2 Stories and best instructions
50 years of callin2 experience can produce.

Close Range
Fox Call •

SPECIAL OFFER: Both Fox Calls Plus

$2 Instruction Record {78 or 45 rpm}ONlY $5
Surefire unbreakable BURNHAM calls featured in Aug. '56
TRUE "The CRITTERS Come When CALLED.".Burnham
calls lured up 121 Fox, 33 Raccoons, 156 Coyotes, 11 Bobcat,
42 Deer, and hundreds of Hawks and Eagles on their dry fun.
Thousands of these calls in use everywhere. letters tell us of
amazing results-"Very first time I used your call I called up
5 Coyoles"-P.T.C., New Mexico. BURNHAM calls must give
you close shot at above mentioned game or your money back!

They stop flinchin2 - and IM
PROVE SCORING by automatically
controlling harmful gunblast

noise. Acc·laimed by champion' shooters and recom
mended by Ear Specialists as the best protection
against harmful noise. They are NOT Ear Plugs - you
hear normally without removing from ears. $3.95 apr.
with money back guarantee. Order TODAY or write for
FREE Medical Proof and Literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1491 Vine St., Dept. K. Los Angeles 28, California

I use 45 grains in Remington cases, also
worked up.

Mike uses 75 grain pills with 36 to 38
grains 3031 for superb target accuracy. His
home·swaged H.P. bullets were made in B
& A dies, and his bench rest charge is 36.5
grains. It may take one or two years to get
delivery on B & A dies. Bahler dies are
also excellent, with delivery in less than a
month. My favorite "moderate" load is 38
grains 3031 with 75 grain Speer H.P. bullets
with CCI primers, in Remington brass, for
3375 fps. This functions well in auto, pump,
or bolt actions; gives fine accuracy, long
barrel life, long case life, and sufficient
blowup for most varmints. Loading is not
critical, and carefully thrown charges are
okay, which makes loading fast.

Cases have a neat 26 degree shoulder. Case
life is long, and stretching isn't bad unless
you insist on hell·for·leather loads. Max
length is 2.233", and they should be trimmed
back before they exceed this figure. If start·
ing with new or once-fired cases, you can
adjust your trimmer to just barely face-off
the mouth clean, discarding any with non
uniform mouth thickness. Sierra,Hornady
and Speer bullets have all been good, and
both makes of brass are high quality, with
few rejects found. It can usually be fired
five or six times, often more, before re
trimming is necessary.

The 6 mms will probably be with us al
most as long as death and taxes. All stand
ard and wildcat rounds have good accuracy,
and with the right loads the punch is suit
able for most game in the first 48 states.
Beginners and women like the mild recoil

(Continued on page 61)

but must be in their construction and ability
to deliver energy to the game.

"Charlie Morse and I did most of the
development work. Best accuracy is obtained
with a 12" twist and 75 grain bullets with
a small hollow point, custom made or hand
swaged. Except in the hands of a superior
rifleman, a 6 mm is not adequate for game
weighing more than 200 pounds."

To comment on Mike's comments, I fully
agree on the bullet weight and game size.
Average varmint hunters with an untuned
store-bought sporter can call 300 yards long
range. 400 yards is a pretty fur piece to
blast fur out of Texas jacks consistently.
Beyond that range you need' some luck:
Luck is as fickle as a tom cat at a feline
convention. Experts goof some 400 yard
shots, even with hand swaged bullets in lab
quality loads and the ultimate in fine rifles
and glasses. But you can bust the bunnies
often enough to make it fun, if you get out
and let the hammer down for plenty of
practice.

As the .244 is Mike's baby, I'll quote his
favorite loads, and mine. He likes a 75 grain
H.P. bullet with 42.5 grains 4064 for var
mints. This may be hot in some guns with
some components, and I advise cutting the
charge five per cent and working up, if de
sired. I'd rather be called "Tex" than "One
Eye," and if more punch is needed I advise
a larger chamber. It isn't smart to get
powder-happy with high intensity loads, and
a .244 is not exactly a black powder number.
Mike's load has not been too hot in any
guns I've fired. His "real deer killer" is a
case fuJI of 4350 with 90 grain bullets. This
runs to about 46 grains for about 3340 fps.

COLT PERCUSSION REVOLVERS
GERMAN LUGERS

Genuine German Luger 9mm
Autos. Blue finish checkered
walnut grips in good mechani-

cal shooting condition $59.85
Ex Ira cI ips 7.50
Ammo 100 rds _....... 9.50
Holster (European) .. _ _. . . 5.50
Erma .22 Cal. Conversion Unit. 39.95

Brand new unfired Argentina 45
autos. Beautiful blue finish wal.
nut grips. . $34.95
45 auto holsters. Brand new 4.95
Ammo--3.25 Box

.45 AUTOMATIC

Tobruk Lee Enfield rifle 303, excellent select $16.95
British Jungle carbine 303, excellent select 24.95
German Mauser rifle, 11 mm, brand new 24.50
Swiss Veterli rifle, 41 cal.. near new 15.95
Lee Enfield rare model peep sights, 303, excellent 26.95

Fine High quality German
Walther, World War II German
automatic. Fires 9mm Luger car-
tridge. Original condition. Extra clips
S7.50. Ammo 9mm, $9.50 for 100
rounds.
European Army Holster .

GERMAN 9MM '·38
$42.50

WEBLEY
.45 AUTO CAL.

Quality English WWII revolvers.
Beautiful blue finish. Select
Grade. $19.75.
Nickel Plated Gun Like New .

•.••...•........... . $28.75
Enfield Commando .38 S&W

Revolver . .$19.75

MAUSER
.32

CALIBER

One of the finest
Commercial blue finish.
Fine original grips•......
Ammo 50 Rds .

Fine collector specims 11 mm
blue finish. Excellent mechan
ical & shooting condo $22.50.
Rare llmm Remington carbine with saddle ring$24.95

Ammo--2.50 a box.

Ii . ' .. 'j R C j - F - ; ' ; ' · - ' ~ - ; . ' · · . i · ~ . · :
. ~ .., - "-.d- .}.

GERMAN ~ .. -. r-.:-~\
MAUSER MILITARY' l ~ ! J ~ ' ~ ~ J l f
Used by.German Para- 1F.;cJ)'. .
troopers ,n WW II, 7.63·· ..... c".,,_.
caliber, original blue

finish. Special $39.95
Rare Astra Military pistol, 7.63 cal
iber, Grade I $74.50
Ammo $9.50 100 rds., Holster $8.50,
extra stripper clips $1.25 each.

ANTIQUE REMINGTON RIFLES

JUMBO USED GUN
Cata'og $1.00

Tremendous selection of modern and
antique gun bargains. Colt Single
Action, Colt and Remington Cap and
Ball revolvers, used revolvers and au
tomatics. Used shotguns and rifles
and hundreds of other hard to get
items for the collector and shooter.

GERMAN MILITARY
Cata'og SOc

Outstanding collection of German
Military Arms. German Lugers,.P-38's.
Mauser Military pistols, Brown,ng au
tomatics and many ather German
Arms. Also parts, holsters, grips and
accessories, current listing of de-acti
vated machine guns.

GREAT WESTERN
Cata'og SOc

Completely illustrated, showing all
models of Great Western Arms. The
Single Action, Derringer, Buntline,
Deputy. Also complete selection of
holsters and quick draw sets and
equipment. Parts, presentation case
and engraved models are also included.

COLT SINGLE ACTION
Catalog SOc

An entire c(l.talog devoted to genl/ine
hard to find early model Colt Single
Action revolvers. Complete listings on
engraved guns, parts, grips and hol
ster sets. Outstanding values on qual
~ t 1 4 . 8 o ~ l e c t o r Colts. Prices start at

EARLY & MODERN FIREARMS CO.. INC. 12418 Ventura Blvd., Dept. 0, Studio City, California
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Joe Hagerty. Fremont, 0.,
won prelims. Joe claims
he is duck hunter, but
wears A.T.A. life patch.

CAN A' GOOD BUNTER OUT-SHOOT
ASKEET OR TRAP EXPERT?

WHATEVER IT PROVES. THIS SHOTGUN MATCH

IS AT LEAST A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO

By JERRY CHIAPPETIA

AN ANCIENT ARGUMENT-AND FUN AS WELL

FEBRUARY 1960GUNS

W HO IS THE BEST all-round shotgun shooter-a skeet or

trap man, or a good bird hunter?

This is a question that will start a hot argument among serious

shotgunners. Hunters claim that trap and skeet shooters who

methodically bust 25 straight on clay targets can't hit anything

with feathers on it; and clay target artists bounce right back with

the claim that bird hunters depend on fire power and an over

abundance of game, not shooting ability, to fill their limits. Who

is right?

Last hunting season, this reporter asked a hunter buying a

license at a local hardware store in Michigan if he ever shot any

clay targets. The answer was no, so we launched into a con

versation about shooting and hunting. We chatted a while about

the pheasant season which would open the next morning, and I

Unusual event was well attended. At far right,
Jerry Chiapetta checks rules with Paul and
Dick Williams. Field has 50 points, 8 doubles.
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suggested that we go out and pop a few targets to get

warmed up-like batting practice for a ball player. He
agreed, but said that he "never had any luck" with clays.

He was right. His score was about one target for every
three shots. It went like this: I would toss a target, and he

would empty his old Winchester. Before the bird hit the

ground, he'd get a piece of it with-usually with the last
of the three blasts.

Just to be fair, I hunted one day last season with a skeet

shooter- not a champion, but a man who breaks twenty
or better out of twenty-five pretty consistently. He didn't

do anything like that well on birds. Five out of twenty was
about his average.

And so it goes. No wonder the who's-the-best-shotgunner
controversy is a never-ending one.

Fred Knoblauck gets set for surprise bird with Dale at
the trap button. Williams family runs range near store.

Author takes Browning over/under through course under
critical eye of Dick Williams. Brownings showed up well
(left) in veteran hands of Sam Schmidt, Detroit, Mich.
champ (right) and Bob Erickson of Federal Cartridge Co.

To settle the argument, Williams Gun Sight Co. have
come up with the Michigan Shotgun Championship, a

competition designed to test entrants on both types of
shotgun shooting. This meet has caught on with Michigan

shooters, drawing more entries each year; and since it
includes just about every kind of shooter-the farm boy,

the duck hunter, the upland bird hunter and the skeet and
trap shooters, it may provide some of the answers.

First, let's look at the last five Michigan "scattergun
champions."

Sam Schmidt, a live pigeon shooter from down Detroit
way, was the first winner, five years ago. Sam says he

likes to shoot a lot of trap and skeet, but "primarily I'd call
myself a live bird shooter." His bird shooting paid off. He

tied with Tom Loucks of Flint in the main 75 target
event that was broken into three parts: trap, skeet,' and the

Williams Practice Bird Field. He won the 25-shot shoot-off
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Release-trigger Winchesters are held by 1958 champ Paul
Paise of Pontiac, Mich., who came to defend, lost title.

Jenny Oesch, shooting only seven months, won the Ladies
Championship trophy, used borrowed gun on last ten clays.

Runner-up with winner pose for birdie. after a
fast session with the birds in shoot-off. Fred
Knoblauck (left) looks downcast with second place
trophy by Bob Uptegraff who beat him by a biral.

over the Practice Bird course.
To better understand this unique contest, let's look over

that third part of the program. Shooting over the Williams

Practice Bird Field is, I would say, exactly like pheasant,
grouse, quail, or duck hunting-except maybe a little more
difficult. There are no "handicaps" in this event; the field

shooting course is its own equalizer. Here's how it works:
The bird field is set up in an old orchard and corn field.

Your shots are from hidden traps which send the clay
targets sailing between the trees, some high, some low,

some across, some straight away. Traps are "pointed" by
metal dogs that give you a rough idea of where the trap
is, but you don't know where the birds are going. On top
of that, the shooter doesn't known exactly when they will

be triggered. The referee just says, "your dog is on point."
Once this announcement is made, he can make you wait 10

or 15 seconds, or he can set off the clay target immediately.
You carry your shotgun, the same gun you would use

on upland game, at waist level so that at least the stock of
the gun is under your arm in a comfortable carrying
position. In shooting the field, you and your shooting

partner have 25 birds each and each man has an equal
number of singles, pairs, and doubles. In the doubles, two

targets fly at the same instant and usually they go in
different directions.

In the pairs, the second target is not released until you
pull the trigger on the first bird. Forgetting to load, or
not being set to shoot because the safety is on, counts as a
missed target. A "reasonable" number of malfunctions is

allowed, and you get to shoot options at the end of the field
to give you a total of 25 shots.

While loads of 7 ~ s to 9s are common here, the choke

of your gun doesn't make an awful lot of difference. Some
use full chokes to be set for the long shots, but they are
handicapped on the close-flying birds. Dick Williams,
one of the well-known Williams brothers, is one of a half

dozen shooters in the country who ever broke 25 straight,
and Dick uses a modified choke, Model 12 Winchester in
the trap grade. The trick on (Continued on page 65)
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THRILL OF AN EARLY·MORNING HUNT

Squirrels can be talked-in to rifle
range by hunter's easily-used calls.

REMEMBER THE BOYHOOD

tWllat was ,IIaf

you called me?'

FOR S9UIRRELS? HERE IS SOME

OF THAT THRILL-PLUS A NEW ONE

Calling is one of the most-neglected
ways to hunt; can boost fun afield.

by the creek. Birds began fluttering

overhead.
I sat silently for a few more min

utes. My camouflage-colored clothing
blended neatly with the green foliage

of the vines. Then I eased a tiny yellow
object from my shirt pocket, cupped it

between the thumb and first two

fingers of my right hand, and tapped
on it· gently with the index finger of

my left. Had my eyes been closed, I
could have sworn the ensuing result

was a frisky squirrel telling the sun
good morning.

I worked the call briefly, then paused
and peered through the trees. Back in

the woods a squirr~l barked, and off to

my left another answered. This time I
pecked the rubber bulb rapidly, giving

By RUSSELL TINSLEY

A HEAVY DEW made the leaves

soggy and quiet underfoot as I

catfooted into the woods just a few
minutes before daybreak. In the east,
the horizon was splashed with brilliant

orange, but under the dense canopy of

tree crowns it was still black and slow
going as I groped my way along the

familiar trail. Shortly I came to a
grapevine spider-webbed between two

pecan saplings. Easing down at the
foot of the vines, I settled comfortably
and awaited dawn.

Soon the sun inched above the tree

tops, bathing the woods with clean,

fresh light. The' droplets of dew glim
mered brightly. Off in the distance I

heard a bobwhite quail greeting the
new day. A wild turkey gobbled down

20

Pair of fat *grays were bagged
9Y a"l;ltlior's nephew, by call1ng.

'>'. ' ~
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With call, hunter persuaded squirrel to
forsake far side of tree, meet his doom.

Vegetables, butter, squirrels
are makin's of day's end stew.

)

21

Various .22s (M74 WRACo., above) team up with
game calls and woodscraft to fill game bag. Reds,
gray squirrels are popular targets tough to find.

moving. After about ten minutes had

lapsed, I put the call back in my hand
and tapped it again. Almost immedi

ately the squirrel to my left answered.

I kept talking to it, varying the

tempo and pitch of the tone. A hint of
movement far up in the crown of an

adjacent pecan tree stopped my roving

eyes. I studied the spot through the

four-power scope. A flick of bushy tail
betrayed the squirrel's position. Grad

ually I raised the call again and
squeezed it between my fingers. Almost

simultaneously a head popped into

view above the limb. I put the scope

on it and touched off a shot. Bark
shattered. The frantic squirrel scram

bled higher into the tree crown, paus

ing on a (Continued on page 55)
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off an incessant chatter. Again my two

admirers answered, but now their
barkings had a touch of urgency. I

kept up the conversation for a few
minutes longer and, presently, I spied

one of the reddish-colored animals
scampering along the woods floor.

It dashed across a narrow wedge of

clearing and leaped halfway up a big

tree trunk, its bushy tail twitching pro
vocatively. I eased my .22 Mossberg

automatic up, rested my elbows on my
knees and centered the crosshairs of

the scope sight on its eye. When I

squeezed the trigger, the squirrel

pitched off backwards and plopped
quietly in the leaves.

The echoing gun shot quietened

things momentarily. I sat silently, not



.'
HERE IS liTHE WORD'" ON COMBAT QUICK

DRAW. SPOKEN OUT OF A LIFETIME OF EXPERIENCE AS A

HUNTER. GUIDE. AND LAW OFFICER

1t is high time, we think, that somebody made clear the fact that there are
at least two distinct and different kinds of quick draw: quick draw for combat.
and quick draw for sport or competition. (Perhaps there should be a third
category, for actors, whose sole purpose is to poke the muzzle of a gun into a
cloua of black smoke. This is a legitimate purpose, and a real skill; but it is
entirely lacking in the requirement for accuracy which is a part of both the
other categories.)

This magazine supports quick draw for sport and competition, but is strongly
opposed to the use, in that category, of anything more lethal than wax bullets.
Combat quick draw, properly done, is also relatively safe; but because it necessi.
tates familiarization with full combat loads, it involves a potential risk which
we do not think should be associated with quick draw as a sport. Elmer Keith
is speaking here of combat quick draw, of which he is a master.-Edilor.

Don't telegraph intent by crouch," says
Keith who urges slow motion before speed.

By ELMER KEITH

W ITH THE MOVIES and television depicting incredi·

ble feats of quick draw and sixgun accuracy, the

novice is apt to come up with a very wrong opinion on

what is actually possible. The present amazing, nation

wide growth of quick draw as a sport has produced some

marvelous time records, firing wax bullets or sinlply bust·

ing caps. This also creates a wrong impression of what

is possible under actual gun fighting conditions.

The novice watching the movies would also gain the

impression that nothing but a single action gun was ever

used for quick draw gun fighting, and that all gun fights

with sixguns were at close range. Neither is true. Double

action revolvers are just as good as single actions, and in

some ways better; and a finished sixgun shot can make a

good revolver highly effective at 100 yards or more.

Quick draw is but one phase of sixgun shooting, and

combat quick draw is a post-graduate course for the

expert sixgun shot who is interested in military combat

or law enforcement. It should never be attempted until

the pupil is, first, an expert marksman in slow fire at both

short and long range. When you can score 90 on the stand

ard American slow fire target, or kill jack rabbits or

grouse with certainty up to 50 yards with a sixgun, or

hit the silhouette of a man's head and shoulders most of the

time at 300 yards from rest or two-hand position, then

you are ready to take up combat quick draw work. Only

then will you know the full possibilities of a sixgun, and

only then will you be sufficiently habit-fixed in safe gun

handling for this post-graduate course. By then, too, you

will realize how very seldom you will need to draw fast.
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hut worse than useless in a gun fight or when ropmg a
wild cow in the brush.

To my notion the best weapon ever made for sixgun
combat is the Smith & Wesson .44 Magnum with 4" or 5"

harrel, barrel length dependent on the height of the man
and how the gun is to be carried. For men with weak or
small hands, lacking the strength to handle the big frame

.44 Magnum gun and load, the Smith & Wesson Combat
Magnum .357 is a very good choice.

Whatever gun you select, the double action pull should
be smoothed up so there is no catch or hitch in its action,
just a smooth even pull. The main spring tension screw
should be kept about full strength, and cutting off the

trigger return spring and other springs for a lighter dou
ble action pull should usually be discouraged. You can

Keith's holster rides high, leaves butt,
guard free for hand to grab • • •

... as it sweeps in quick circle toward
pistol. slipping past skirt of coat .••

••• and bringing handgun level quick
ly as trigger finger raises the hammer.

bers empty, which means you have to pull the slide back
to get off that first shot. However, Ed McGivern did prove
that quick draw was not only possible but fast with an

auto-loader having the double-action-first-shot feature used
in the Walther and other European makes, and now in

the Smith & Wesson 9 mm auto.
I grew up with the single action and was taught the

fundamentals of quick draw and gun fighting with them

by old masters who themselves had survived many gun
fights. I know the possibilities of the single action, and

also its limitations. It points perfectly for hip shooting
and is just as fast as any gun for that first shot; but after
the first shot, the fine double action is much faster. Yes,
I know about fanning. It is fast, and accurate enough at

close range, but no faster and not nearly as accurate as
double action shooting at any range. Likewise, fanning

takes two hands, and you may not have two hands avail·

able when the gun is badly needed in an emergency.
Fancy gun juggling and spinning comes under the same

category as rope spinning-fun to do and fine to watch,

get a very light, smooth, double action pull this way,
but sooner or later you will run into some hard primers

and the gun will misfire, and that could be fatal. Leave
the pull fairly hard so long as it is smooth and uniform,
and train your hands until they can handle it.

Personally, I do not like the big S & W target stocks

for quick draw work. They are fine for some men with
very large hands, but I prefer a flatter grip. The S & W

Plain-clothes type, or the same in ivory, suits my' hand best.
The grips should be tailored to fit the individual hand.

Avoid any finger grooves, thumb rests, and like gadgets.
They have a place and a value on slow fire target arms,
but not on combat guns.

I do not like any filler back of the trigger guard for

fast double action shooting. Some men with long fingers
may find it an advantage, but I like the bulk of my hand

as nearly behind the recoil of the gun as possible, where

the hump on top of the stock will keep the gun from
crawling upward during fast recoil. Each man should study
his own gun hand and shooting (Continued on page 42)
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HOME BLUE BY

RUST METHOD OF CUSTOM GUN

FINISHERS GIVES NEW

BEAUTY TO YOUR OLD IRONS;

IS FUN. ADDS VALUE

Home blue requires only simple gear. Solution can be made up by
druggist. Lye cleans parts, wire brushes, gloves to handle work.

Reblue that Gun Yourself
By ALAN FRANCE

OWN ~ F I N E GUN which needs rebluing? You can

do the job yourself, in your own kitchen, with very

little investment in equipment. Doing it right, and well,
you can realize substantial savings over a custom com

mercial job. The rust blue method used is still preferred
by many gun lovers to the more modern caustic solution

dip. Rust blue is better for home use due to the corrosive
gasses given off by the caustic dip which also requires

close tolerances on temperature and saturation. Further
more, only the rust blue can be used on soldered double
barrel shotguns, since the chemicals in the caustic solution

will dissolve the solder holding ribs and barrels together.

The only piece of equipment not readily available is a
tank in which to heat and clean the parts to be blued. Such
a tank can be purchased from a supply house such as

Herter's, or a chicken feed trough can be used. About three

ounces of bluing solution will be required. This can be

purchased from a supply house or compounded by a good
druggist. Several excellent formulas can be found in both
Howe's The Modern Gunsmith and MacFarland's Gun
smithin[!; Simplified. Formulas should be made up a day or

so in advance and allowed to age in a brown bottle, out of
direct sunlight. You should also prepare a swab of cotton,

bound with string about a clean stick of eight inches length.
The swab should be just wide enough to fit inside the
mouth of a small bottle which you will place in the tank to
keep the bluing solution hot.

The procedure for bluing the gun is quite simple, and
requires two to six hours:

1. Completely disassemble the gun. Lay aside all parts

not to be blued. Be sure you use screwdrivers which fit the
screw slots to prevent burring (Continued on page 61)

Mirror buff on barrels should be
1 lengthwise. Finer grits of emery

cloth are used to polish action.
Keep flats. flat; corners sharp.

Feed trough does for boiling on

2 stove. Keep blue solution at
same temperature, swab on and
it dries in blue-making scale.

With gloves grease-free, handle

3 parts. carding off light scale
or oxide with grease-free wire
brush till desired color comes.
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Moschkau, familiar figure
at shoots for 20 years, is
forced by eyesight to go
slow on competition. Ex
pert's advice is "Shoot
the first sight picture."

A CHAMPION
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KEEN EYESIGHT. FAILING NOW. AND ENDLESS

PRACTICE MADE JOHN MOSCHKAU A CHAMPION. EVEN

By JOHN CARLTON THOUGH HE SAYS HE "NEVER COULD HOLD WELL"

FOR NEARLY TWENTY YEARS, John Moschkau
aimed relentlessly at the ational Smallbore Rifle

Championship. In 1957, the iron-nerved Iowan finally hit

he mark, even though he had to set a new world record

at Camp Perry to do it.
Now it appears that Moschkau made it just in time, for

recent eyesight trouble has forced him to admit that his
chances of ever winning the title again are probably gone.
"Since last December, I've had three changes of glasses,"
says the soft-spoken gear cutter from Waterloo, "and now
it looks like I need another one."

Moschkau e«plains that he can still "do okay" at 50
yards, but the trouble comes at 100 yards, where he used
to shine. That 100 yard event is what separates the men
from the boys, and that's why Moschkau thinks he'll never

win the National again. This is sobering news from the
man who has shot better than anyone ever did before.
Moschkau, in 1957, shattered the U. S. and world small
bore records at Perry with a score of 6392 points after

640 shots, with 488 of them in the X-ring!
Johnny is still planning annual trips to Perry, and he

can still rank with the high 20 shooters in the nation;
but the title race is too long a grind now, and Moschkau's
eyes probably would limit him with iron sights at 100
yards. At that range, although he can see the target "just
fine with the naked eye," he needs a lens combination,
which he's still working on, in order to co-ordinate the
target and his front sight. He has to sacrifice the target
a little in order to see those front sights, and this adjust
ment would, he feels, prevent him from winning the title

again.
This threat to his keen eyesight is a tough blow indeed.

When he won the championship at Perry, Moschkau re
veals that doctors rated his eyesight 13 per cent better
than normal. Other doctors called it "one-in-a-million"
eyesight. This helps explain Moschkau's great successes
in shooting since he began outdoor competition back in
1939.

Surprisingly enough, Moschkau himself rates "90 per
cent of today's shooters better than I am when it comes
to holding. I'm not a good holder," he admits. "The real
secret is touching off at the right time-which means
good co-ordination of eyesight and nerves."

There's no doubt that Moschkau developed that co-ord
ination to a fantastic extent over the years. One could

write a book about his many honors. Johnny has more
than 1000 medals and trophies, won at important tourna
ments all over the country since 1939. These include im
portant ones like the Hoppe Trophy, the Critchfield Trophy,
the U. S. Cartridge Company Trophy, and the National
Rifle Record Trophy for his sensational performance at
Perry in 1957, in addition to scores of regional champion
ship trophies and countless medals and other various
awards accumulated through the years.

Smallbore champ has accumulated numbers of medals with
his M52-C tho', he says, he never can hold and squeeze.

TELLS HOW TO WIN
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'For the record, Johnny has been a member of the U. S.
International Team (consisting of the high 20 shooters
each year at the Nationals) every year in which he com
peted in the National Matches. He has taken part in the
Nationals about 14 times, during which time he has fin
ished lower than third on only three occasions. He estim
ates that he's fired 300,000 rounds in his 19 years of
shooting-30,000 one year alone.

Johnny's interest in shooting began from the day he was
old enough to follow his dad to turkey shoots around Rice
Lake, Wisconsin, where he was born. Later shoots of this
kind provided him with his first competition.

His first gun was a Remington Model 4--a very light
(414-4112 Ibs.) but very carefully bored and hence sur
prisingly accurate rifle, introduced in 1891, discontinued
in 1919, sold in 1906 at $8.00, with gallery or sporting
peep sights optional at $2.50 additional. It was made in
solid-frame and take-down models, in .22 short, long, and
~ o n g rifle, .25-10 rimfire, and .32 short and long rimfire
calibers. Later, he switched to a Savage NRA Model 19
a five-shot, bolt action repeater weighing seven pounds,
designed "to the order of" the top competitive smallbore
riflemen of the time and factory-rifled to equal the ac
curacy of many of the fancy, hand-made target rifles.
With this, he was able to "keep up with any of 'em'" at

the shoots. His early experience included competition with
the Posken, Wisconsin, Rifle Club (west of Rice Lake),
and the Balsam Lake Rifle Club. This shooting came in
the 1920's and was "league-shooting indoor stuff." His

Basement range is needed
by competition shooter so
he can kee'p in form. Iowan's
shooting kit is standard;
his wins come from skill.
At range, Moschkau pauses
to ponder years behind and
consider years ahead which
may hold yet another world
record if his eyes hold out.

first outdoor match was at LaCrosse, Wisconsin, in 1939,
where he won a few beginner's medals.

It didn't take Johnny long to become interested in Camp
Perry. In fact, he went as early as 1939. That year, he
shot with the Wisconsin Civilian Team (.30 caL), which
qualified for the ationals.

The next year he was back at Perry again, and this
time he "shot 'em all." ot only did Moschkau shoot .30
caliber, but he fired the smallbore matches on the side.
The only thing is, he fired on the wrong targets-Bill
Woodring's. And Bill was the winner that year!

During those early years and after the War, Moschkau
continued to climb up the ladder. Around 1951 he began
to hit his peak.

One of Johnny's most fabulous (Continued on pa/2;e 62)
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TO 5-.SHOT .45 PROMISES BIG MATCH SUCCESS

By ELMER IMTHURN

eel Ballistician

The Luger .45

PRE-PRODUCTION LUGER CONVERTED

THE WYATT .45 LUGER AUTOMATIC was the nat
ural outgrowth of an existing feeling of dissatisfaction

among tournament pistol shooters. Many target shooters

feel that the available guns in both center-fire and .45
caliber are not all they could be. The field, at present, is

confined strictly to revolvers and accurized service auto
matics. Up to this time, there has been nothing in the big

bore lines to compare with the fine .22 target automatics
produced by Colt, Ruger, High Standard, and Smith and
Wesson.

Let's analyze this situation for a moment. The revolver is

poorly adapted to the Standard American Pistol Course,
which is made up of slow fire, timed fire, and rapid fire.
The timed "and rapid fire, both of which place a short time

limit on each five shot string, make up two thirds of the

total. The time consumed by manual cocking of the ham
mer before each shot is time taken away from aiming and
trigger squeeze. The thumb in cocking must be removed

from its position, loosening the grip, and must then be
repositioned before the trigger squeeze can be started.

When it is considered that, in rapid fire, this must be

accomplished four times in ten seconds, along with aiming
and squeezing off five shots, it is no wonder that the gen

eral run of rapid-fire revolver scores are low when com
pared to those shot with .22 automatics. 0 wonder, either,
that serious competitive shooters spend more practice time

on this one phase-the development of a smooth, fast,
cocking motion-than on any other single manual part of

their sport-except trigger control.

Good .22 revolvers are available, too. But they are

almost non-existent on the firing line because the auto
matics are easier to shoot, and produce higher scores as a

consequence. (Continued on page 50)
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COLLEGE MATCH

By BILL TONEY, JR.

BIG COLT POLICE PISTOL MATCH DREW

Minimum self-target, maximum steadiness, were tried
at Indiana U match in which nearly 300 police fired.
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300 TO FAST COMBAT COURSES, MAY

CONVERGING ON THE Indiana University campus at

Bloomington last May were nearly 300 policemen
from many states of the Union, Puerto Rico, Canada, and

points between. They were not going to school, though ISU
has a top school of police science and administration.

Rather, they came to prove what they had learned: to show
that they knew how to shoot in the most unusual shooting

match of the season. The Colt company and Indiana Uni·
versity had teamed up and footed the bill for this competi·

tion, doubly unusual because it featured strictly combat·
type events fired in combat situations against time.

The Colt silhouette target with its X.ring modification

was used. The course of fire consisted of: ten rounds
double action from hip level at seven yards in 25 seconds;
15 rounds double action kneeling; weak and strong hand

barricade at 25 yards in 90 seconds; 20 rounds single
action sitting, prone, weak and strong hand barricade at 50

yards in 2 minutes and 45 seconds; five rounds single ac·

tion prone at 60 yards in 35 seconds.
At each stage, each competitor on that relay took his

place, loaded upon command, holstered his revolver and, at
the command, "Fire," signaled by a whistle, drew and
began firing. He reloaded when necessary for that stage

without further commands. Timing was by hand·held stop'
watch. The cease fire command was also by whistle, and

competitors were penalized for early or late shots.
The complete course of 50 shots was fired for the indio

vidual match and again in the team match.

The Ohio State Highway Patrol, New Haven, Connecti
cut, Police, and a Border Patrol team of the U. S. Immigra.

tion and Naturalization Service from Detroit were all tied
for first place at the end of the tournament. Fortunately,

the program provided that ties would be broken by the
number of hits in the "X.ring" composed of a three·and·

one·haH·inch vertical strip in the center of the target com·
bined with a six·inch circle in the chest area. The Border

Patrol won with 137 xs to 129 for New Haven Police and
122 for the Ohio State Highway Patrol.

Louis Loukides of the New Haven Police won the indio
vidual match, with a perfect score of 250. Robert Brannon,

Federal Bureau of Investigation, Evansville, Indiana, also

had a perfect score of 250 but fewer X's than Loukides.

Investigator James R. Gwaltney and Immigrant Inspector
John C. Forman of the Border Patrol team were third and

fourth with 249 and 248. I placed (Continued on page 58)

BECOME CLASSIC MEET AT INDIANA U.



THE WEST'S BEST
SHOTGUN TARGET

Graceful, hard-flying Bandtails have stronger mark
ings than barnyard birds, make fast lead look slow.

YOU NEED GOOD LEGS AND A GOOD

LONG-REACHING, HARD-HITTING GUN TO BAG ]'HESE

SPESOSTERS.' «NOWING Itl;EIR HAIITS )llLR, fOO
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Scouting pigeon flyway, author rests while
climbing. Birds often fly in saddles over hills.

By WILLIAM CURTIS

Knowing bird food can help hunter, Curtis stood
near Toyon berry bushes where wild pigeons fed.

DEW BIRDS ARE more typical of rugged, hard-to-get-at
.L

1

terrain than the wild pigeons of the west. During migra
tion, they occasionally swarm into the lower foothills and
valleys, sometimes even threatening farm crops. I've seen
them strip thumb-sized green prunes from orchards and
pull up sprouting grain; but, mostly, they stick to the high
country.

Open hunting seasons vary between September and
December. Oregon, Washington, and California are the
top bets for the nimrod who wants to clobber a bandtail.
They're big and tough and hard to get within scattergun
range. Through the years that I've hunted pigeons, I've
never seen a dumb one. Even young birds that have had
no experience with chilled shot are spooky and wild.

You seldom get a chance closer than 30 yards, and
most will be out at the fringe area. So, when I'm pigeon
hunting, I select a full choke barrel and No.6 shot. You
may not get as many pellets in the target (important to
me in fast or snap shooting-such as quail or partridge)
as you would with, say, 7.lhs. But the pellet energy is
stepped up enough to better your chances of dropping
these big birds at extreme ranges.

The main step in pigeon hunting is locating the flocks.
A check of the outdoor columns of local newspapers may
help. If you once know bandtails are working an area, the
best way of pinpointing them is to tour around likely
feeding grounds early in the morning. Keep a watchful
eye on the distant peaks and ridges. They do a lot of
shuttling back and forth.

During the fall months, acorns are a chief drawing
card. The hungry birds can gag down so many acorns
that their crops often burst open when the shooter brings
one crashing to the hard-packed earth. Where I live in
central California the season opens in December, and the
large, red madrone berries that ripen this month rate
number one on the bandtailed pigeon's menu. Madrone
trees grow in the coastal mountains among the pines and
oaks. Bandtails also feed on salmon, elder, toyon and
manzanita berries. In the spring, oak buds are a favorite
dish. Look for these tasty bird foods, and you may also
find birds.

GUNS FEBRUARY 1960

If you once get into the middle of a fair concentra
tion of pigeons, you'll never forget it. The distinctive
flapping of their wings heralds a flock's approach, and
you're usually ready for 'em. But there's nothing else
easy about it! A bandtail does no dodging, twisting or
swerving. He depends solely on speed to get him out of
danger. The weight of a pigeon hunter's bag depends on
his knowledge of lead, and you may have to do a little
revising after a few tries at (Continued on page 41)

Even thin sticks can constitute "camouflage." Tree
branch breaks outline, conceals hunter from pigeons.
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Caliber 7.65mm AMMUNITION (Cal. .30) Only $7.50 per 100
Caliber 7.65mm SOFT POINT (Hunlin~) AMMO Only $3.45 per box of (20).

THE M91 MAUSER SP

*
-

Original German long blade Mauser
Bayonel and Scabbard: only $1.95

ABSOLUTELY "NEAR MINT" ONLY $19 95!THE RIFLE THAT MUST BE ACTUALL Y
SEEN TO BE FULLY APPRECIATED.

Never, NEVER, NEVER! has such a Mauser bargain been available. UNBELIEVABLE. From anyone
else but YE OLD HUNTER it WOULD be unbelievable, but not from this crafty woodsman of yore,
the world's greatest gun value bringer. You've paid more for hula hoops than for THIS MASTER·
PIECE. Buy now while tiny supply lasts. THINK OF IT-an original German issue Mauser rifle in
ALMOST NEW condition throughout manufactured in the prime vintage years with (naturally
naturlich) ALL MILLED PARTS AND TRUE BLACK WALNUT STOCKS and, best of all, in the superb
olympic accurate 7.65mm <'30) MAUSER rifle cartridge which was made by leading U.S. ma-nu·
facturers prior to WWII and for which standard U.S. reloading components are available EVERY
WHERE! Buy and enjoy forever "THE MOST BEAUTIFUL MAUSER EVER MADE" at a price whicH
will be an investment in quality, shooting, sporting and collecting pleasure for years to come! There
has NEVER been a Mauser bargain like this and there never will be again! ORDER FROM THIS AD
(ONLY $4.00 More if we select an OUTSTANDING Beauty.) This rifle must be seen to be appreciated

*

THE TREMENDOUS LITTLE ROYAL ENFIELD JUNGLE CARBINE
CAL••303

AMERICA'S GREATEST DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR VALUE!
CAL••303

World's greotest sporter buy! - The fine German made Mauser
M91 - Beautifully sporterized at the most reasonable price EVER.
The rifle that has EVERTHING - including quality features NOT
found on many high priced sporters. Originally manufactured by
the famous German arms makers Ludwig Loewe & Co., Berlin and
D.W.M. (Deutsche Waffen- und Munitionsfabriken), Berlin, during
the great arms period when THE EMPHASIS WAS ON CRAFTS
MANSHIP and now beautifully sporterized at the lowest price
imaginable. One of the finest machined Mausers of all time and
with all milled parts. The M91 is stocked with select European wal
nut, superbly inletted and with natural oil finish. (Only obtainable
today on a custom basis.> A Sporter you can truly be proud to
own - the finest of the fine - yours today and only $27.95
•.. the finest quality buy ever! Order today from this ad.

(Add $5.00 if we carefully select a stock with outstanding grdn beauty)

BEAUTIFUL CiERMAN-MADE ARCiENTINE MAUSERS!
•••• All manufactured in Germany, during the really great weapons production era, prior to the War
when qualities of woods, steels, finishes, precision and workmanship have NEVER Been Surpassed •• I

"The best of the best" .

. , $15 95 '* The #4 ROYAL ENFIELD SERVICE RIFLE ONLY· I

BRITAIN'S BEST!! The past year's fastest selling and most popuial
rifle and the still unbelievable price of only $15.95. Britain's lates

and most developed service rifle which incorporates all the improvements of ovel
50 years of service requirements. Manufactured AS LATE AS 1955! Still a standard
in the British Commonwealth and many other nations. Proudly in service from
Buckingham Palace to Kuala Lumpur! Carefully selected specimens only $4.00 add·
itional. Original bayonets on hand only $1.00 when ordered with rifle. The LATE
refinements, including the highly accurate receiver sight is yours to own today. Thi.
is a value you can't afford KOT to buy. 1959's sales is its Greatest Testimonial

NOWI

- .

AMER'ICA'S GREATEST SHOO

* THE U L T l M ~ T E IN ENFIELD5-0NLy$24 95!
The World famous hard hitting .303 British Jungle Carbine at a priCE

EVERYO::\"E can afford. Order now while stocl<s of this premium rifle are stil
available at the low, low price of $24.95. The rifle designed for Jungle in-fighting. Just thE
ticket for fast off-hand shooting right down to th(' built-in rubber recoil pad. Be a prouq
owner of this "as is" sporter. This is THE rifle manufactured for rapid firing- with a full ten
round magazine and only 7 lbs.-a true featherweight. A hunter's FAVORITE companion
Yours today. Only $4.00 additional jf we hand select one in ultimate condition YOURS TobAl

~

*

SPECIAL!

ONLY
$34.95!

SPECIAL!SPECIAL! !

COLT .45 MODEL 1911
and MODEL 1911 A1

Colt. .45 ACP Model 1911
"'odd renowned U.S. auto:
NRA V.g. only $34.95. NRA
Excellent only $:l!f.95! Order
no\\". A prize value! (.45 ACP
Ammo. only $5.00 per 100.)

SMITH & WESSON
M&P CAL••38 S&W

Here it is! vVhy pay \Hore else
where'! The popu}al' S & \V
~ 1 i l i t H l ' Y & PoliN> L{e\"olver at
only 24.95 in N UA V.g. Choice
of 5 or 6" b a I T P ! ~ .

MOST ARE NRA EXCELLENT.
Only $12.95 up-why pay more elsewhere.

On hand for immediate delivery-order from this ad!
(Send lIermit if your state or city requires)

.38 WEBLEY & SCOTT
Seol£'C't shipment of improved .38
\\rebleys. These ha\"e both the single
and double <lclion design and shoot
the standard .38 S&W. Only $3.00
additional for onE?' in -,RA Excellent
condition. An amazingly low pl"iee.

WORLD'S GREATEST PISTOLS!

WORLD'S LOWEST PRICES!

.38 ENFIELD COMMANDO =:=;;q

::\"OW-Slightly used l\IAURF,R 98 Stril>ped Bolts
Only $4-,95. -\Vhy pay fantastic prices elsewhel'e for
this hard-to-get itelTI? Order now while this limit
pd supply lasts.

(For each item above, add 50c for postage and
handling. On each additional item add 30c.)

Britain's Best P i ~ t o l . ''''arid
renowned reliabilily. Fir e s
3tandard .38 S&\V ('lg. ONLY
$L2.9:1 V.g., or $15.05 excellent.

Ye Old Hunter is all heart!
Ye Old lfuntu iUnllt/"ates afl 11.160110'1/8 by (I,ctual tmrl!
touched photooruplu 80 IIOU call see how the1/ RI';Al.f..Y look!

SMITH & WESSON 1917 ARMY CAL••45 ACP
Kono, the worlrl fanlous Smith
" 'Vesson 1917 Army at a
pdce all can afford. This h a r d ~
hitting Army stand-by in NRA
Very Good condition only
$24.95 (.45 ACP Ammo. $5.00 ONLY
per 100.) (Hal f Moon Clips $2 I
$1.00 per dozen.) Top quality. 4.95.

,"E'''-in original wra.pI>ing-Colt .45 Autornatic
halTE'ls-Only $4.95 each. Peduqls your last OppOr
tunity to o,vn a new .45 Auto Ban'el at this price,
or else stock up with extras,

•

WEBLEY & SCOTT CAL. .455
The pistol bargain of the Y e a r ~ . .
'\Vebley & Scott .455 Revolvers
in NRA good condition at tl1..e
unbelievable p r i c ~ of $14.9<>.
Some NRA Excellent $18.95.
Stan<1ard of the British Army. ONLY
(.455 Webleyammllnltlon only $14951 .
$1.50 per 100.) On hand now. •

COLT MODEL 1917 CAL••45 ACP
New ship111ent of the fa- ..~ = = ; ; ; ;
1110U8 Colt :Model ]!n 7 PCI"- •

mits this bargain price of
only $24.95. Only $5.00
additional for a near new
select specilnen. Yours to
day. (.45 ACP ammo. only
$5.00 per 100 re1s.) (Half
Moon Clips $1.00 per doz.)

UU'ORTA:1\;T INFORl\JATIOX! R.\l,F.S ' I · F . R " R - P I . F , A 8 } ~ REAl) CAUV,FUI,I,Y: All
guns and al111110 shipped RREXPRESS (Shipping Charges Collect) from Alexandria.
Virginia. Send check or M.O. no N'OT SE"XD CASH. Sorry, NO COD's. " . M o n e ~ : · s "\Vorth
or Money Back" guarantee whE'll goofls are returned prepaid within two days after
receipt. ALEXANDRIA, VA., TTTE GCN CAPTTAL OF THE WORLD. WOI'I<1's Biggest
Arms House-'Vor!cl's Lowest Prices. Orner now. ~ a l t ' s IJmite<1 to Cnnt. l"nite<1 ~ t a t f " s !

REGISTERED DEALERS: Write on your official lettel

HUNTERS LODGE. 200 S. Uni



CALIBER .303 BRITISH •••••• $7.50'
HERE IT IS! Leave it. to Ye Old Hunter to bring glealll_
ing pel'fect fl'esh I';tock ,303 Bl'ttlsh ball 170 J;t"r. mug
nifieetlt issue lo.ads to you at IOWlll';t ever pl'ice! Stock I l ~

~ ~ ~ ' ( ) ~ ? ~ t ~ ~ ~ f n ~ ! O S ~ l ~ e ~ ~ : ~ ~ O ' } ~ I I , I ~ a l ; ~ ' ~ ~ d ~ g f : 1 e ~ : ..~'d!!I'1~~~
sparkling ammunition on hand for Immediate delivery_

8MM GERMAN MAUSER ISSUE. $7.51)
Beauliful. clean, 8i\fM Ball allllllunition, all lu'u,ss ('ases
and boxel' (l'el03dHhleJ typl' Iu·imel·s. Tl'ue 0.323 bullets
alone wOI·th PI·actit'.ally this ~ i v e · a w a y price for these
complete M.e. e.al·u·idg-es. Ol"dt:ll' today and shoot your
fa\'orite Mauser fit this s h o o ~ l b l e PI' ice, fOl' SlOt'ks of this
select alnlllO ...'annot Inst f o n ~ \ " e l ' . Don't delay. ol'del' tOdaYR

1
INCREDIlLE AMMO IARGAINS

MINIMUM ORDER 100 ROUNDS. All prices belo'lllt
per 100 round". All ammo must be .hipp@Ci RR·
EXPRESS, SHIPPINQ CHARQES COLLECT. 5eonlAo
tional New sensational prices! Save, save. save.

Exc:lusive-Collectors and Cartridge Oesign Maniacs.
7.62 RUSSIAN SHORT. Only $4.95 per 20 rounds.

~ 8 ~ \ ) f J { S S b ~ ~ C I ~ : i V 6 1 ' : t S k ~ I ~ ~ J ~ S ( ~ I ~ ~ y ~ ~ ~ f e c t ~ 9 : ~ ~ ~ ~ t
friC!nd) has t h i ~ - and at what ha7.3I-dous dealin:-:-s_
Nikita himself had to 01' this deal .mel only a
;'I'cluctant" horse·u·ade on two I'ant'!lo Villa spet"ials
('on\'inC'e<! him he had l l o t h i n ~ to lose hy pludng- this
new TOP·SECRET Russian c a l · t r l d ~ e 011 til(' Amel·i·
('an mal·ket. This is the secl'et c a r u ' i d ~ e USt.'<I. in l I H ~

new Russhln SKS·46. tile Avtomat aSAAult rifle. theil'
new J.:\IG. and aeeUl"ding to I"UIllOI', desiKIH..'<I. fOl'
i n t e l " p l ~ l I l C ! . t m y lise. _OnlY _$4,.95 pel' ftlll 20 l·OlllHls ..

6.5MM JAPANESE ISSUE.••.... $7.50 !
At last! The fil'st and only o f f c r i n ~ of this sliPrem.l:;
dt'sirable J<lpnnese rifte and carbine c a . I ' l I · i d ~ ~ , . 'bl'tw._I:,...hl

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ r l a l u ~ ~ . i : ; ; r ~ ~ e ~ i ~ ? J , a ~ ~ l I ~ y n ~ ~ H b l g a : u ~ ~ e : a ~ \ f ~ c : - - ~
lICit holdt'l' in ammo barg-ains. 13M ~ r . FP. Brass c<lsps!!!

.45 (ACP) COLT AUTOMATIC •• $5.0D
Unbelientbie dif'covel'y of enOl'IllOUS uudel'g'l"olmd supply
permits this asconishinrr b a l ' ~ a l n lor all you .45 shootel·s.
All U. S, manufactured. late date and in sealed boxes

~ ~ i ~ ~ ' t l i i r ° \ s t ~ l ~ T y c ~ ~ . ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? n ; l ~ o · ~ ~ . · ; K ~ ~ ~ l U ~ n \ ~ . ~ ; ; e .
the stocktn's 2"ood. as supply is not unlimited! TODAY.

.44·40 WINCHESTER •••••••• $5.0D
Ycry I'are ul'i:-:-inal 217 Gr. Bla<:k Powdcr loads in OI'il!"
inal unpacked condition. Functions in all modern guns
as well as thosc choice old Coils and Winchesters, Any
round that fnilf' to fire is a treasul'e of reloading com
ponents. H u ~ e new shipment pel'mlls thif' unpl'ece
dentC'd bar·g'flin. A l'm'C! 0ppOl·tunity for Ammo Fanalics!

U.S••30 (.30.40 CALIBER) KRAG•• $5.51)
Lpu\'e it t.o Ye Old Hunte,· to ret.urn U'illlllphant with
this ~ T e a t e s t lal"R'e I'ifte c a l · t l · i d ~ e bargain in A m e r i c a ~
today. B-:alltiful orirrinal Commercial U. S. Kr8g 22Qo
gr. FP louds at far less than even l'elnadillg" com_
ponents cost. Supply not inexhaustible, so better or'del"'"
now to be sure! Manufactured by Winchester. Etc.

7.35MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS ••• $6.01)
Finest <llwlity I'ecent dnte issue ball ammo In ORlGINAL.
6 rd CLIPS at the lowest price eve,:, offered.. Othel's sell
the (-lins nl"l1e for more than we 8 II the ammc. Imlll(>d
In them. 128·gr. original issue ball round ••• the first
of the new 'ShUI'1 cal'u'idg-es' and stIll among the finest.

.43 C11MM) REMINGTON •••• $6.0D
\\'ho else uut \e Old Huntel' would ha\'e found this
t l - e a s u r e · : _ . O I · i ~ i n a l {teminrrton UMC loads in Ol'iginaI
b o x e ~ - 3 I '> KI'. load bullet makes superb t:wgel or
hun.tlllg round for those shootable .43 Reming-tnn
rolllllg blr.{"ks, AI>peal's magnificent - shootabilitv un
rrmu·nnteed. \\'ol'th twice 1.his !ll'iee fOl' compOllenlf.' ~ i . l o l l e !

7.65MM (.30) BELGIAN MAUSER $7.51)
The collcctOl's' <Ind shoot{'rs' find of we year at lo\\cst
,wice C!vel' offel'ed: The I'al'pst and most desil-able of

~ ~ m e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I $ · , l \ ~ ~ \ ~ f ' ~ ~ I l I ~ J ~ n ~ ~ ~ r ~ : ; ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ : ' ~ ~ ' \ l i l ~ O ~ ~ I ~ ~ : ~
lasts at lhis alll<lzing" pri<-e. Contemporary production!
184 GI". Boat·tailec1 BulleL... 'Yhat·a-j(l\"c·away. Todayr

7.65 MANNLlCHER Pistol Ammo $7.51)
One of the most amCJ-ing finds evcr, bUI'ied in a fan
tastically secrC!t arms \.-ache. AbsolutC"ly a collector must..
and for you Mannlicher Pistol owncTs-your troubles are
nuw solved. a"del" today h ~ l o n ' thjf' limited '<;lIpply is
gonc forcvcr. Bcautiful condition and beautifully b o x c d ~

9MM F.N. STEYR PISTOL•• '•••••. $5.0D
This amazing' lind makes ,>ossible Lhls most shatlel·lll/.:"
offer of the centw·y. Fabrique National's slll>erb smoke
less powd ...,,· ammo packed in original long- boxes. KOW!

.303 BRITtSH SOFT POINT ••• $14.75
Unhcllenlhle, cal'th - sllaking', but tl"lle, tl"ue. tl·ue.
Impol"led SI){)I"ting .303 Bl"ilish soft·point ammllllitinn
now available at the u n h e ~ I ' d of pi-ice of $14.75 per
100. Nevel' has anyone d;;II·t..'<! offer ne\\' hlillting allllllO>
at 15c per round, but Ye Old lIunLer, beillR' all heart..

~~::~ern 1~~I.e~~I~~ec~e~'~'~~h ang~~ol~~~srJ~eBe~~~e~~i~~I~
and 174_Gr. expanding bullet make this thc ammunition
bu)' of the C(,llttll'Y. l'el'h<lIlS long-er! Be prepal·ed. Stock up!

9MM LUGER (PARABELLUM) ••• $5.0D
At last! Your favorite pistol cartd,dge at an absolutely
unhew·d·ol l H l I ' g · ~ l I n pl·ice. Fille OI'IJ,rIlHtl assorteu i s s l l ~

loads £I'om the wOI'ld's most famous faetol'ies to slllle
thl"llll!!!1 th(.f'(> n o - I o l l ~ e l · · e x o e n s l \ · e · l o · s h o o t 9rnm 1 . ( I ( ! p , · ~ .

Browning-s. Rndoms. Mauser's, or what-have_you. NO\Vll!

l ~ l
OLD HUNTER PUBLICATIONS:

Send 25c for story of AmeriC2.'S most famed and most
binest AI'ms Merchant. Send flOe fOI" I st edition
calQl'ed pl'inUng of America's amazing- nC!w automalic
riOe-AI'!»aHte AR-10-a world first from Ye Old
Huntel"s secret underground p l ' i n l i n ~ press. Send lOe

R % r ; ; P h ~ r t r i ~ i ~ ~ ~ l d ~ J ! e c i a l Enfteld sLOI'y "The Finest

ALL PRICES VALID ONLY FOR
MONTH TH IS AD APPEARS

•

• 24" Barrel

• J \4" Swivels

• Commerciol High Finish Blueing

THE NEW YE'R'S
FINEST FIRE'RMS!

Mililary issue 1'A" lealher adjuslable Slings (used) .ONLY SOc

Original genuine brass muzzle cap ONLY 25c each

OWN THIS FINE SPORTER-ONLY

IN LIl\f1TF.D SUI>PT.JY - The No. 4 Royal Enfield, beautifully
sporterized by the world-famous Cogswell and Harrison gun mak

ers (England's premiere gun makersl-and only $29.95! Each rifle has been care
fully selected for both condition and beauty. J<Jach has been cut down and reshaped
by professional gunsmiths and COMPLETELY refinished and reblued. Each is a
genuine fadory custom conversion and not to be confused with makeshift "cut-downs"
advertised at fantastic prices elsewhere. Insist on a genuine Cogswell & Harrison
conversion. ORDER TODAY! This is the ritle that has all sportsdom talking.

*

U. S. ARMY MODEL 1917 CALIBER .30-06 RIFLES! !

Magazine-No Clip Required O ! L ~ 7 9 5 !
• Select European Walnut-Partially Hand·fitted-Natural Oil Finish ~

World's greatest sporter buy'

MODEL 1911 SWISS RIFLES

The Most Spectacular Barga;n ;n All Rifledom!
The nlost SOUGHT AFTER treasure in all gundoln-at last run down by Ye Uld Hunter'
(Who else would dare such a sta.rl~ "inlilossibility"?) and just to please yOll Swiss ritle

lovers whose voices went so long unheeded! A few Iucl{y tourists have been paying $flO.OO for
these rare precision lnasterpieces .. , but now this very rifle is available to ONE Al'\D ALL at

the unheard of give-away price of ONLY $lG.95 (No 111i1'5print-YES-only $16,951) Do not confuse this
::Uodel 1911 with SOlne salvaged older models which others nUty offer-this is a true, genuine Model 1911
nsed by the world known Swiss marksmen with such efCecth'eness that no country dared 'violate its
cffecth'e range. Super designed with t h ~ rapid (ahnost sCIni-automatic) straight pull bolt and also
chambel'ed for the SUPER ACCURATE 7.5 Swiss cartridg-e. a\'aiIable from several U,S. Dealers NO'V
This is the rifle tha.t could not wait for amlTIunition shipments (CODling along shortly) ... but who
wantl:; to do lnore than initiaily just "eye" this exquisite attraction. Think of it-no imnlediute aUImo
problems-no amnlO. A must for all)' collection.... Order now, before huge supply has been piclied o\-er
All in good or better condition. (Selected specimens only $3 additional!) The bargain you can't afford
to be without.

Swiss Model 1911 Bayonet Only ..... __ . ...... _.._._. ... __ .......hh .. h __ .h .h_._ 1.95!

Another Ye Old Hunter first! A unique bargain and in greot demand-Swiss Saw Tooth Comp.. h_.h_

Mochete-complete with Sheath-Only_ __ .__ _.. . .._ __ -- ..----..----.. -- -3.95!

FROM SWITZERLAND!!! Where the Watchword is Always
Precision! c
Cal. 7.5 SWISS

*
Virtually unfired ••• fresh S2995'

from government cases ... and only. . . •
All milled parts.

All N.R.A. Very Good· or Better!
TffiEIJ OF I'.\YIXG A I ~ ) r O S T $40 FOR A U.S. AR,UY .30-06 RITI,E? So was YE OLD
HUNTER. so he went out and now brillgs you this "SPACE AC-m" SPECIAL and {J.S. AR.\lY

MODER=-< .30-06 RIFLE GIVEAWAY WI1'HOU'T PRECEDENT! Tlw latest and last model U.S.
Army bolt action .30-06 rifle, and strongest U.S. Army bolt action E V l ~ R Inade owing to its I ~ I 

PROVED S P R I N G F l ~ L D SPEED TYPE OF ACTION. So let your pocketbool\: bask in the reflected glo\\"
of the a ~ t o n i s h i n g econolT:'Y of THIS rifle bargain, and load-up NO'V ... U.S. Army SURPLUR 1\'1:1917
. :~0-06 rifle-falned Springl1eldl.Mauser "speedloek" action designed to cock on closing. complete with
precision miC'rometer receh'er sight (where H belongs!). For you telescope enthusiasts, the bolt. Hnd safe
are alr{·tlCl" designed for scope clearance. This supel' strf'ngth action can be converted to tal,e virtually
ANY cartridges but it aJrearly shootH "the BEST OF ':ruM ALL, the fantastic U.S..30-06, available in
every spot in the good '01 U.S.A.! (The 1110st highly developed cartriflge ever made!) ... Bargain U.R
made )l.C. ammo onl)' $7.t)O Iter 100. (A few uHke nlint" sf'lf"cted specimt'ns on hand for )'OU ultimate
.1Ioch-1 '17 st"elu:-rs ~ \ t onl)' $;).00 additional.)

Gf"nnine T.t"ntlwr ~ I i l i t a r y _"-cUlIl'Otable ~linJr~ Onl,· i)f)(". G ..nuinf" )fmlf>1 1917 Ra;\'onets $1.7;).

Special! CUSTOM ROYAL ENFIELD SPORTERS!

. "~

ER'S BARGAINS

*,

IBER 7.65 AMMUNITION ((al• .30) $7.50 per (
IBER 7.65MM S.P. (Sporling) AMMO. 175 GRAIN $3.45 per 20
r MinI German M91 Bayonets wilh Scabbard ONLY $1.95

)RTER!!

I!ad for new sensational discount lists.

St.,- Alexandria 2, Va.
CANADIAN BUYERS:

Write direct to our Canadian Distributor,
P. 0, Box 628, Peterboro. Ontario. Add
200/0 to above prices when ordering.

ATTENTION AMERICAN RIFLEMEN! Take advantage today of thcse supel"l>, safe. sure.

sf'lecled. sensational. special weapons and ammunition bargains! Nevel' in history such

a seluction at such prices! Order TODAY fl'om this ad. for l a s t i n ~ pleasure and

pel'manent value! Don't be misted by clt\ims of othcrs-for the flllest quality and

gre.ltest value selected slu'plus wcnpons and ammunition are unqucstionably the bestt



Home handyman Pen Musser appreciates fine old guns,' has den well filled with
good collectors' items. Above Colt board is "in white" Paterson he is making.

The Return of the Navy Colt

New replica Navy Arms
guns are exact copies
of Civil War originals.
but made for shooters.

Fine Italian hands in shop in Brescia have part in replica
business. Master workman puts final touches to new Navy.

36 GUNS FEBRUARY 1960
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Stock for Army Colt is replica but
those marked US with inspectors'
initials may be considered fakes.

By WILLIAM B. EDWARDS

" AND HE PRACTICALLY BEGGED me not to start

ft making Colt replicas."

The man begging was one of the country's foremost

gun collectors, a man of much learning and enthusiasm,

whose knowledge of what and why he was collecting could

not be denied. The man speaking was D. E. Edwards, of

Silsbee, Texas, who as a hobby in his spare time has made,

to date, 19 shoulder stocks for the Springfield M1855

Pistol Carbine. The occasion of Edwards' remark was

when he completed a replica stock for my paternal grand

father's heirloom big Springfield pistol. And the whole

subject was the most controversial today in the gun col·

lecting field-what to do about modern replicas of old

time guns.

Whether a replica is fake or facsimile is an argument

over which gun collectors take sides in a hurry. There

seems to be no middle ground. The problem for years was

confined to the occasional basement gun butcher hacking

up a Walker from a Dragoon by welding on an extra

ARE REPLICA ANTIQUES. IF

PLAINLY MARKED AS SUCH.

A BANE OR BOON TO GUN

COLLECTING HOBBYISTS?

On modern miller Musser surfaces Paterson Colt replica
barrel. Outfit is costly, better made than Sam's guns.

length barrel, or the Confederate pistol faker brass-plating

some worn-out old Navy Six. Today, the problem takes

on a new slant because of the aggressive commercial ex

ploitation on a national scale of modern replica Colt Navy

and Rebel Army revolvers. A new company called the

Navy Arms Co., Bogota, N.J., has just announced the

production of shooting facsimiles of the popular Union and

Confederate revolvers. More replicas are, says NACo presi

dent Val Forgett, Jr., in the works for future deliveries.

"The Civil War Centennial, from its reenactment of the

Battle of Bull Run to the signing at Appomattox, is going

to make everybody acutely muzzle-loading gun conscious,"

says Forgett, in explaining why he got into the Navy

replica business. And another man, midwestern Civil War

curio dealer Bob Vogel, on whose Valley View Farm near

Wadsworth, Ill., "Civil War Cannon Shoots," are held

every six weeks, exclaimed when shown samples of the

NACo guns, "These are the answer to this business!" He

was enthusiastic about having, (Continued on page 44)
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Spectators are forbidden but most interesting of snow sports in Winter. Olympics
will be ski-shoot. U.S. entrants will use Model 70 .243 iron sight rifles.

By HARVEY BRANDT

DROM THE GASTHAUS, and from the steep cobble-stone street that passes
_r the town hall with its second-floor entrance across a bridge, and from
beside the ice-brook that tumbles toward the valley floor and the solitary rail
road station, you can see the Mountain. At its summit, burned into the moun·
tain with gasoline in 1945 by Russian ski troops, is a huge hammer and sickle.
It is faded now, but the villagers of Saalfelden, high in a cup of peaks among
the Austrian Tyrols, still remember the skill and ability of Soviet riflemen on skis.

But in March, 1958, a new type of man-with-a-gun came to tiny Saalfelden
competitors in the Winter Olympic "Biathlon," the shooting match on skis. And
the hammer and sickle as an omen of Soviet skill looked down over all. For
USSR skiing marksman scored near the top: came out with 3rd, 7th, 9th, and
10th places in a competition dominated by Sweden's Wiklund and Olle Gun·
neriusson who took first and second. But far down the list in 20th, 24th, 26th,
and (last) 29th places, were the U.S.A. competitors.

Certainly, "the game's the thing." But the" purpose of any game is to win
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-with honor. There is no honor in losing, unless it be in
losing gracefully. U.S.A. competitors in the recent biathlon
events have finished low on the list. But with each entry,
the half-dozen or so skilled skiiers who combine the acrid
tang of powder smoke with the bite of frost on the face
have finished a little higher up the ladder. They have
done better in spite of the biathlon course being a com
bined skill long exercised by north European military
sportsmen, especially Swedish and Norwegian militia who
meet as civilians for weekends of fun shooting in the snow.

Consider the recent record. Again at the World Cham
pionship Winter Biathlon, in Italy in February 1959,
Robert Collins, slender 29-year-old University of ew
Hampshire geology major who has skiied since he was
fi,-e years old, now on duty with the U.S. Army, finished
19th in a field of 30. And better yet was the record of

Tricky course takes firing from 10()
to 250 meters while skiing 20 kilo
meters. Locale of Squaw Valley Lodge.
Calif., is site of Winter Olympics,

another New Hampshire man, Maurice Pacquette, Jr.,
who explains finishing 8th in the first major champion
ship event he has entered, with the simple statement,
"I was able to start skiing at a very early age." Pacquette,
son of a building contractor of Plymouth, N.H., and cur·
rently a student, placed 8th in Italy but, the following
month, won the famed Thompson-Alpine event in Alaska.

Topping Pacquette (8) and Collins (19) were Vladimir
Melanin and Dmitri Sokolov, first and second, both of the
LSSR. A third Soviet skiier, Valentin Pchenitsin beat
Pacquette for 7th place.

But the biathlon has ceased to (Continued on page 63)
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SHOP EQUIPMENT
(See also Cover 3, pages 3, 41, 64) ORNAMENTAL CiUN RACK

INLETTING & BOTTOMING

CHISELS

A handy 8et of 8 chisels, gauges and V
tools that every gunsmith should own.
They ~ a v e time and trouble . . . are
perfect for inletting and bottoming on
rifle and shotgun stocks. Made by
skilled craftsmen of Best German Steel,
ground sharp ... require little honing
10 give keen edge for lifetime service.
All spoon shaped, the best type for all
around intricate work. Round Handles.

Complete set 8 lools only $14.70

SEND 25c FOR BIG NEW 48 PAGE

CATALOG NO. 58

FRANK MITTERMEIER
E.fc/usive Importer & Specialist iu all T),pes

CUllsmith Supplies. Established 1936.

3577 E. Tremont Ave. New York 65, N. Y.

Plaque-like wall rack for collector or shooter guns makes good ap
pearance with one or two items, but can be cut to hold any number.

By HI SIBLEY

KENFIELD~ I PR~DUCTS $1.50
San Clemente, Calif. ppd.

DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED
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with this easy-to-make two gun
rack. If you want to show off more
than two guns, just extend the de
sign using the finishing shapes top
and bottom. If you're not a wood
worker, get a home handy friend to
rabbet the edge-cut with a deco
rative moulding that will also avoid
chipping and splitting. Locate
screw holes so they are concealed
with guns in place. My original is
mahogany; maple or walnut is
good. Then sand, add oil or wax.
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To the one-gun man, or the man
with one hundred, this gun rack
will prove useful. For the first gun
of many to come, a spot in the liv
ing room or dining room may be
just right to show off your prized
possession. And if you have many
more, interest can be added by ro
tating the "exhibit." Might even
get your wife curious about your
hobby.•. Keep the "arsenal" in
your den or basement workshop,
and just show off something nice

Center lline

Draw pattern on brown paper ruled in Y2" squares; cut wood to fit.

IN ITS 5TH YEAR

Push BlItf()n

~ GUN SIGHT BLACK. .
~~

lNHY
-GUESS?

This gauge tells you
at a glance* Caliber* Millimeter* Shot Gauge

Calibers on one side, milli
meter and gauges on

other side.
Made of solid Brass with

key chain.
Buy It at your nenrest denIer.

ONLY $1.00
Dealer Inquiries Invited

B & G GAUGE CO.
2017 ROSCOE STREET

CHICA.GO, ILLINOIS

Improved Minute Man Gun
81ue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron sur
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
- No heating necessary
Comes complete with all nec
essary equipment.

GUARANTEED - Tested and
proven over 40 years by 81
repeat sales to satisfied
users. SEND

MONEY BACK GUARANTEEr----------,
I ~~2wBr~d1~r~,O~a.MFG. CD.,

, Name I
IAddress I
I ,
...C.!2=.=.=:::;;:;;~~=.=.J
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(Continued from page 33)

SILVER FINISH
RAISED LETTERS
Limited Quantity

ARMY - MARINE
CIVILIAN

SPECIAL

SI!:PAID

'frozen' parts of

RODS. REELS. GUNS.
OUTBOARD MOTORS. etc."

AT HAROWARE STORES, GARAGES.
FILLING STATIONS EVERTWHERE

RADIATOR SPECIALTY CO.
Charlotte, N. C.

"AII-In-One"

Gun Lubricants
r--------"
I 79 C
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MARKSMAN BADCE
for shooters. sterlinl
silver $1.00 each,
postpaid.

Anderol Gives Your Gun: 100 Times
BeUer Protection against salt spray
and corrosion! Perfect firing Irom
_50° to 300° F.

Only Anderol Gun LUbricants clean,
protect and lubricate your gun in one
operation. No solvent is needed.

$3.95 ...
POSTPAID Hcvol\'cr Cleaning Kit. Removes

Leading from Forcing Cone. Cyl
inder, and Barrel. A\'ailahlc in 38-44-45 cal. !{It for two
calibers $1.10. Patches (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer Inquiries
~ Invited. Check or Money Order-No COD's.

~ GUN SPECIALTIEScoll:ge°;'a~~~ ~:~,.;a

Anderol Gun Lubricants are similar to those produced exclusively
by Lehigh lor jet·age mililary weapons.
Send $1.00 for Manual on Cleaning and Preservation of Firearms

LEHIGH CHEMICAL COMPANY, Chestertown, Marylond G-2

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Expert Riflemanls
-===;;;;;=====;;;;===- . BadCJe

NO SOLVENT
NEEDED

with ANDEROL

Melal-weUing, non·gumming lubrica·
tion lhat lasts 10 times longer!

Gel a Tube at your lavorite shop. II
unavaiable, send $1.50 lor postpaid
kit 01 Anderol Gun OU and Grease.

i'RUGER-CifNS
ARE PROTECTED BY

ANDEROL

----------------

certain canyons or areas, many of the bunches
will pour through low saddles or along some
ridge that has been an established flyway for
years. During such times a well-located stand
pays off much better than trying to sneak on
the flocks.

A few years ago, the pigeons were flocking
into a great canyon not far from my home.
A friend and I were trying to outwit them,
without much luck. We'd get a couple of
shots, and all the birds would pull out of
the canyon and disappear. A week later we
found, when we scared them from this can
yon, that they settled in a smaller one several
miles farther down the main ridge.

There were several hundred birds hood
winking us in the two canyons, so one morn·
ing we tried a new deal on them. I hiked up
to the canyon where we first located the
birds. My companion junketed up to the new
area where we had recently run into "our"
pigeons. In the back of our minds was the
idea we might have them hemmed in be
tween us. We both knew these migrants don't
readily desert lush berry crops once they've
found them, and they habitually stick to fav
ored paths of flight.

I eased along the rim of the big canyon,
but it was apparently devoid of anything
other than squabbling jays and literally
acres of robins. For a stand I selected the
highest ridge sloping towards the bottom of
the gorge. Tall pines and black oaks offered
plenty of cover, and I had noticed earlier
the bandtails often arrowed up or down the
backbone of this ridge when they were on
the move.

A chilly ho ur passed, and I felt certain
we'd been outsmarted again. I figured my
partner already had plenty of time to stir
up the birds, and they probably had gone
elsewhere. Just as I was about to give up,
three bandtails came hurtling down the ridge
barely clear of the pine tops. I shot twice
and heard the solid "whack" of a pigeon
crashing into the dry leaves behind me. I
retrieved a big male with slate-blue upper
parts, light underparts and a pale band near
the end of a square tail. He sported a white
ring around the back of his neck joined by
a patch of shining green. His legs were yel
low, unlike the domestic fowl, and his beak
yellow with a black tip.

Soon other flocks showed up; the loud
flapping of wings tipping off their approach.
Some followed the ridge where I was hiding,
others swung above or below me. My shots
would scare nearby birds away, but others
or the same ones would return again. By
noon I had rounded up a limit, but I won't
say anything about the number of empties
scattered among the leaves.

When I picked up my partner later in the
day, I learned he had also enjoyed some fast
action. The birds were feeding in his canyon
when he arrived, but took off after he fired
a few times. Later, my shelling drove them
back, and we had kept them working be
tween us. Hunters who can locate baudtails
and team up against them, will find they're
swinging on one of our toughest and ~
wildest targets! ~

THE WEST'S BEST SHOTGUN TARGET

Don't miss GUNS QUARffiRLY. See pages 46-47.

.'

the big boys.
When I was a kid on one of my first band·

tail hunts, I had emptied almost a full box
of shells without scoring once. Theu I spot
ted a small wad of the slate-blue speedsters
corning down the mountain towards me with
throttles wide open. I swung ahead of the
lead bird, touching off my Model 12 Win
chester. The last pigeon in the bunch folded
up neatly and smacked against the leaf

carpeted ground behind me.
After that experience, I began swinging

farther ahead of the passing birds, and my
score picked up quickly. I doubt if you ever
shoot ahead of a bandtail when you miss
him. They even take off with a surprising
burst _of speed that you somehow don't ex
pect from a bird so large.

It's a thrilling sight to watch 100 or
more wild pigeons settle noisily into a big
madrone and start feeding. I've watched the
sheer weight of the birds snap off berry
laden limbs. And displaced pigeons would
constantly be fluttering around the tree. Such
sights are always reminiscent to me of the
stories I've read about the fabulous flights
of passenger pigeons during the early days.

No matter how many or how hungry the
bunches may be, they rarely forget to
post sharp-eyed sentinels among the higher
branches when they're feeding or resting. If
the birds have settled in evergreens, such as
madrones, the lookouts will usually be
perched on the bare limbs of some nearby
tree. Always pick out the heaviest cover for
your stalk. I've never found anything wrong
with a bandtail's eyes yet.

Pigeons have one habit that has enabled
me to knock down the making of a potpie
on many occasions that would have otherwise
heen a blank. Due to the jet speed they de·
pend solely on for safety, the big fellows
almost invariably take off on the downhill
side from their perch. And you frequently
hunt these birds along steep mountainsides
or canyon walls where you can make the
most of this trait.

I've even spotted pigeons feeding or loafing
far above me-nnapproachable due to inter
vening cliffs and slides or plain laziness.
Keeping well hidden and in a direct line
below the birds, I've fired my gun and had
the entire bunch come swooping right over
within easy range.

Of course, this method may not work at
times. The bandtailed speedsters often swerve
out of range on one side or the other. But
always sneak up on the bunches from directly
below them. If you get close to your quarry,
you're almost sure of some action. Even
though they take off before you're within
range, you'll have pigeons right over you.
The bandtails sweep from the trees so fast,
they can seldom veer out of range within a
100 yards. On flat land or gently sloping
country, it's a different story.

Pigeons have a second weakness that's a
big help to leg-weary, frustrated gunners.
When the migrations reach feeding sections
of real estate, and the birds decide to stick
around for a while, they use regular flyways.
If the bandtailed pigeons begin working in
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I prefer the butt of gun tipped forward, so
you are not drawing against the leather, and
I prefer to draw and throw my gun toward
the target as I fire. This draw is safer, and
it is more accurate. If a smooth, even,
rythmic motion is developed, from start of
draw until gun is fired, it is also very fast.
You can point your finger at anything with
such a motion and be dead center on it; the
same applies to your gun, once you have used
it enough so that it is a part of you and
simply a prolongation of your hand. Some
25 years ago Ed McGivern and I agreed in
the opinion that about one fourth second
was tops for any man to draw and hit an
adversary with certainty at 10 to 15 yards,
using either single or double actioIL guns.
Even that meant starting on his own mental
impulse, and was very apt to be his very
fastest time, with many draws registering a
half second or more. 'Even a half -second
draw-and-hit is very fast, and if the shooter
has to start on someone else's signal, then
the draw and hit with full heavy loads may
run anything from one-half to a full second,
depending on how fast the shooter's reflexes
are. Put a target of a man's head and
shoulders out at 15 yards and see how many
of the hammer-cockers who now record the
draw and fire under a quarter second can hit
it. You will find very few who accomplish

Much-mentioned Colt belt swivel was
offered in Hartley & Coo's 1903 list.

hits under the best of conditions in under a
quarter second. They fire their gun when it
barely clears the holster in order to attain
such blinding speed, and that means nothing
in a gun fight unless your adversary is at
arms length. The gun is too close to the body
to properly point it and the shots will spray
up and down a good six feet at any con
siderable range.

For both safety and deadly accuracy com
bined with speed, I consider the double ac
tion Smith & Wesson sixgun in a class by
itself. I like the grip and the double action
pull of S & W better, myself, than other
makes, but others have other preferences.
But with any double action gun and a holster
properly designed, the trigger guard above
the leather and the butt tipped forward, you
have the safest of all quick draw rigs, and
the fastest except for the stud·and-belt-clip
carry. The double action requires a sure
heavy pull of the trigger and a firm grip on
the gun. You have ample time to accomplish
this trigger pull as you swing the muzzle up
in line with the target, with only a fraction
of the chance of a fumble that could fire the
gun before it lines up with the target. All
my practice was with live full loads, starting
slow and letting speed come with practice.
Today, the novice can use primers and wax

positions and have grips tailored to fit his

hand.

Ramp·type front sights that will not drag
or catch on clothes or holster are mandatory.
On the .44 Magnum, I also find it advan
tageous to cut about 1;$" to 3/16" off the
back of the hammer spur and round the cor
ners and checkering by grinding. Also, I
have the wide triggers thinned to just %"
total width for double action shooting. I do
not believe in cutting out the front of the
trigger guard, although, for men with long
fingers, it can be narrowed for easier access
to the trigger. I do not believe, either, in de
horning the hammer. You may want to do
some long range or deliberate slow fire
shooting, for which you'll need the full
hammer spur for cocking the gun, especially

with cold fingers.

Some insist that the single action is the
fastest gun for the first shot, but I do not
believe it. Chic Gaylord has recorded just
as fast time with a double action, and
McGivern's double action records are history.
With equal training in both double and
single action quick draw, I seriously doubt
if either one is any faster than the other
but it is a sure bet that the double action
draw is a hell of a lot safer for the shooter.
We'll get into this later.

Next, let's talk about gun positions and
holsters for quick draw. Cross draw rigs are
very fast when the target is to the side of
the shooter, so that the muzzle points toward
the target before the draw; but if the body
has to be turned to line up the gun, or if
the gun has to be drawn and then swung
on the target, it is very much slower than
the straight side-hip draw. Probably the
very fastest time will be recorded with single
actions, hip holstered, with butt of gun
tipped back and muzzle forward, using the
old hammer draw method. The gunman sim
ply hooks the gun back out of the holster
with the thumb, cocking and firing as he
does so. It is fast, and okay for competitive
quick draw using wax pellets, gas guns, or
primer loads. But with full loads, it has also
caused more busted legs and ruined more
$40 boots than any other draw. Accuracy
is practically nil beyond a few feet range.
I have watched some of the fastest single
action men use this draw, but I want none
of it for my purposes. I say that it is neither
safe nor practical for combat.

Even this hammer draw from a holster is
no faster, and I doubt if it is as fast, as the
draw that is possible with Jesse Thompson's
swivel and belt clip-the stud being used as
a hammer screw on the single action Colt,
and a belt clip into which the stud slides to
hold the gun on the belt. To my notion, this
is the fastest gun rig ever devised. I know
I can do faster and more accurate work with
it than with any holster ever made. You
simply wipe the gun off the belt toward the
target, and fire as the muzzle lines up. This
rig, of course, offers no protection to the gun
and none to the clothes of the wearer, but
the gun does swing around to conform to
any body position on the belt, either seated
or standing. It is applicable to any gun,
single or double action or automatic. Studs
can be fitted to right or left side of most any
gun to hold it in the belt clip with butt at
just the right angle to suit the shooter.

(Continued from page 24)
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FIREARMS
BARGAINS

STANDARD DISCOUNTS
TO DEALERS WITH LETTERHEAD

• Hand Guns, Rifles and Shotguns
• Reloading Tools and Components
• Scopes, Mounts, Sights, Accessories
• F.N. & Sako Rifles, Actions & Bbls.
• Archery, Fishing & Camping Equipment
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Free trial offer!

Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You bet!

Fill in the coupon below and mail it today!

Are you 0 gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain.filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub

lished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts ... all at money

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000

listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

AURAND'S

iff' Fast Draw Timer ~
~ ~ How fast are you? "y-

~ ~ ~ ~ , . , . Measure your spped and reaction time to
/.) . 1/100 second. Our electronic timer de-
-. . sig-ned fO!' use with wax bullets fm' safety.

<:=. ,- Full loading" instructions. Complete set-
up-timer. switch. tal'get, wil'cS and
instruction. $59.00.

FASTIME CO. t76t Hampton Road
Crosse Pointe Woods 36, Michigan
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Other Redding Reloading Equipment

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed I REDDING-HUNTER, INC.

Available through ;obbers and dealers 113 Starr Rd. Cortland, N. Y.

$99.75

150 LB.
DRUMS

MERRIAM
KANSAS

Powder and

Bullet Scale

Standard of the

industry. Guaran

teed accu rate to

a tenth grain. Ca

pacity 325 grains.

$14.00

$64.50

$64.50

•

100 LB
DRUMS

LIST fREE.

Here is the first choice scale for

the beginner or the veteran

handloader. Ease of operation

combines with accuracy, a t t r a ~ .

tive appearance and low cost.

Over-and-under scale permits

checking of variations of pow

der charges or bullets without

further adjustr':'ent after setting.

$34.50

$34.50

50 LB.
DRUMS

It's Lots of Fun
It's Different Too, ~
It's Coming Soon ~ '-'"

; ; w l ~ C a t · N C h ; ~ ~
far it! I ~

20 LB.
DRUMS

Master Powder

Measure
All caliber tube; microm

eter settings. Capacity V2
to 100 grains. $18.50

Standard Powder

Measure

Removable metering cham

ber. Capacity 0 to 100

grains. $12.50

I LB.
CANS

BASIC LOADING DATA 25c.

HAND LOADING TOOLS and COMPONENTS
(See also pages 4, 14, 44, 45, 49, 52)

8 OZ.
POWDER CANS
# 5 Pistol $1.00
H240 $1.50 $20.50
H4227 $1.50 $20.50
BL-C $1.50 $20.50
4895 $1.50 $20.50
H375 $1.50 $20.50
H380 $1.50 $20.50
4831 $1.50 $20.50 $34.50 $64.50 $99.75
H870 $1.50 $20.50 $34.50 $64.50 $99.75

~ 0 5 ~ t 5 0 1 0 :Ug Hg:~g :~::~ m:~g :~m
Rai! freight prepaid on 100 Ibs. and over of all brands ~ m o k e l e s . s powder in 48 states. We carry Lyman,

:T:~~~' T~:a~SLo~d~·3st~~P:~~. o~~~:u~~spul~rEs~PPI~:~e30 ~~,:r~·IOSI:~. ros~e.r, J~bu~I~·ts.H$~~5gype~IIICO.imers,

POWDER

Standard

Reloading Press

All rifle and pistol cart
ridges $22.50

Shell Holder $1.80.

Primer Post $1.50

Master Case
Trimmer

One-pass trim and cham

fer any caliber rifle or

pistol case. $15.40

~ 1 & I i ' ~ ~ ~ ~
USEIS IllPOIT OVElI.ooo.ooo GUAWmID FOIl 200.000

lONG lIfE • NO SCRATClaNG • NO GlLUNG
MANUfACTURED .Y

~ 'Die & ?![H. (!4.
~'M,"TED m.'.' CARBOLOY eTlAOl Mm.

P. O. lOX 226 • COViN.... C"'L1F.

B. E. HODGDON~ Inc.
-- ----

bullets and be entirely safe while learning
just as fast.

To start quick draw work, stand loose and
perfectly relaxed. No use telegraphing your
intentions to an opponent by going into a
sti II crouch that will not increase either
speed or accuracy. Start by drawing gun
and swinging the muzzle upward as you poke
the gun forward toward the target and fire.
Do this over and over until you hit with
each shot, right where you want your bullet,
before you make any attempt at speed. For
get speed for the time being; it will come
naturally with enough practice. Just practice
a smooth, even, circular motion of the hand
irom wherever it happens to be to the gun.
and on with the gun toward the target until
it is fired. Poking or throwing the gun to
ward the target Jines it up and you will
score hits every time. Practice it enough
alld you will develop speed as well.

I drop the shoulder of the shooting arm
down and back as the gun is scooped up and
forward toward the target. After the first
shot, I usually bend slightly over the .gun or
guns as I continue to hammer the target
double action. After the first shot is time
enough to move. That first shot should be
:fired with the least possible body movement.
Concentrate on drawing and hitting with that
first shot. If in a gun fight after dark, tl1o"n
lnove with or after every shot so your 0,)'

ponent cannot hit you by shooting at the
flash of your gun.

Another very good gun rig is the Berns
Martin, designed to carry a heavy handgun
lligh and yet in position to be drawn quickly
in an emergency. It does just that, and with
very short barrel guns it is very fast-but
still not as fast for me as the properly de·
signed open top holster.

Shoulder holsters, like cross-draw holsters
.are never as fast as hip rigs. If you face a
target or opponent, you have to jerk the gun
butt down to clear the spring and then swing
the gun around in line. It is hard to stop the
horizontal swing at the right instant with
either cross draw or shoulder holster. The
shoulder holster, while one of the best of all
positions to carry a gun while hunting. is
out as far as I am concerned as a quick
draw rig.

If the quick draw holster fits the gun
tightly, then the belt must also be tight so
that here is no movement of the holster on
the belt. If the holster fits the gun loosely
and the rig is made of hard, firm leather,
then the holster does not need any tie down
or string around your leg, but for general
use should have a safety strap that can be
snapped over the hammer spur to hold the
gun. The strap should be long enough to
fold over behind the belt when not needed,
or to snap in some position where it will be
in the way of the draw. The Bolin spring tab
is best of all.

Next, let's look at gun positions. The
movies, patterned after Zane Grey's many
novels, like to depict the gun fighter with
low-swung guns. I had Zane Grey and his
party of ten ont here on a two months pack
trip to Thunder Mountain back in 1931, and
showed him the first long range sixgun shoot
ing he had ever seen. He wrote the novel
"Thunder Mountain" after that trip. To my
notion, a very low hung gun is in the way
either walking or riding, and for fast gun
work is slower than a higher hung gun. You
have to raise the gun higher to line it up
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Satisfaction guaranteed! $S.9S

of Texas, both advanced collectors, are firmly
against the production of modern replicas.
So strongly has duMont felt about this
matter, that he (as a member of the gun
collecting committee of the National Rifle
Association) prevailed on The American
Rifleman to refuse advertising from replica
makers. Contradictorily, each year the N.R.A.
has awarded to some distinguished personage
a lavishly hand-crafted Kentucky rifle, sil
ver mounted and with magnificently striped
stock, which is so new the varnish is almost
wet! Made by a master gun craftsman in
Ohio, this replica Kentucky, a fresh example
of which is awarded yearly, is an official
presentation by the N.R.A. Certainly, the
problem cannot be easily reconciled.

Advanced collectors are against replicas
because too-often a replica has been falsely
sold as original. The advanced collector, ad·
mittedly in the minority, has thousands of
dollars invested in fine arms. Unless he be
gan collecting many years ago, he has paid
heavy prices for his rarer guns. One exceed
ingly fine Wal)<:er Colt, bought back from
Denmark at $2,000, jumped to $10,000 in a
few months of trading from one dealer to
another and finally to a wealthy Texas col
lector. This specimen was unusually valuable
because gradually the dealers who success
ively upped the price came to realize that
it was unique - it was the only known
Walker Colt in a contemporary casing. (The

safe and very fast draw. The coat is worn
open in front, and I do not use any body
sway to swing the coat, merely thrusting my
gun hand back inside the coat and scooping
the gun up and out toward tbe target in one
swinging circular motion. Men with long
fingers need the gun butt positioned about
two inches out from the body. Men with
short fingers can grasp the gun easily with
less room between the gun butt and the
body. Some holsters tip the butt outward
from the body at a sharp angle. For me, this
is wrong; but different body conformations
require different slant and different positions.

In all quick draw hip shooting, focus the
eyes on the target to the exclusion of every
thing else and keep them there while you
draw and fire. You will be surprised how
well and accurately you can shoot with this
point method. The feet should be spread
somewhat, with the weight slightly forward.
Let the shoulder drop down and back as the
gun goes forward. Dropping to a crouch is
all right after the first shot, making smaller
target for your adversary; but always fire
that first shot from a perfectly relaxed, easy
stance if possible.

There is a vast difference between reaction
time and impulse time. There is also a vast
difference between the reaction time of dif
ferent men. A man with a smooth, even, ac
curate draw that consumes most of a second
is very apt to win against even the very
fastest gunman if the latter waits until the
former starts his draw. If the chips are down,
don't wait for him to start proceedings: gun
men past and present who have lived longest,
started first. They made up their minds what
they had to do and went through with it. The
old "you go for your gun first" stuff sounds
very sporting in the movies, but it's the bunk
when you are risking your life against ~
a no-good killer. ~

answer to this business!" He was enthusias
tic about having, at last, something to sell
at a price most people could afford to pay.
Vogel had the dealer's slant on things; but
Chicagoland collector Archer Jackson, J r.,
a member of the Company of Military Col
lectors and Historians and sundry other gun
collectors' associations, was equally enthusi
astic.

"N0, I don't think replicas will hurt the
value of good collector guns," Jackson de
clared. "Even the junkers will continue to
rise in value. But you know, I've been
looking for one of these replica things my
self-I have a Colt Army that has been re
blued and isn't in good collecting shape, but
it is a good shooter. I've always wanted to
pick up a shoulder stock and try it out as
a pistol carbine, but you simply don't buy
stocks in Bannerman's junk pile anymore
for $15 ... Guess I'll just have to get a
replica."

Jackson concluded on a rather interesting
point: "Anyway, if someone finds an original
Colt stock and puts it on a gun, is the as
sembly, put together today and not a century
ago, legitimate? I've seen plenty of Colt
Armies with what were supposedly original
stocks, put on three-screw frames, when
Sam Colt planned to fit the stocks only to
four·screw·framed guns."

But still the battle rages. Men like John
duMont of Massachusetts, and Harry Knode

THE RETURN OF THE NAVY COLT
(Continued from page 37)

with your target, and that takes more time.
For me, the fastest of all gun positions is
with the butt of tbe gun tipped forward and
riding about half way between wrist and
elbow. Some very long armed men may like
it lower, but Bill Jordan has long arms and
carries his gun even higher, and he and Bill
Toney, George Parker, Charley Askins, and
others I could name, are among the most
deadly and fast gun men of our time. Ed
McGivern was a very short pudgy man and
carried his guns about the same as I do, or
slightly higher. He was the fastest and best
double action shot that ever lived.

Double action shooting requires training
of the gun hand and trigger finger, and
nothing is. better than fast double action
shooting. I practiced one of Ed McGivern's
stunts one whole winter, throwing a gallon
can up 18 to 20 feet in the air and hitting it
six times before it reached the ground. After
a winter's practice, I did this stunt six times
straight, tossing my own cans with my left
hand. I was using a S & W .38-44 Heavy
Duty 5" gun. I used to make three hits,
throwing the can up with right hand, then
drawing and shooting with same hand. This
stunt was easy as compared with some of
McGivern's. One of his best stunts however
was to have five clay pigeons thrown up at
once, then breaking two with one gun and
three with the other, shooting two guns.

For plain clothes wear under a coat, the
best position for me is to have the holster on
the waist belt right over right hip bone. The
hammer of the gun is barely above the top
of my hip bone. A coat easily conceals the
heavy .44 Mag in my design holster or one
of Chic Gaylords' belt holsters, and with the
butt tipped forward, makes for a smooth,
even, draw straight out from the holster. The
gun need be raised very little owing to the
forward slant of the holster. This can be a
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NEW FROM RCBS
JUNIOR RELOADING TOOL

ONLY $31.50

(with removable head shell
holder and· primer arm)

• Designed for greater resistance
to spring.

• Optional down or up stroke.

• Removable shell holder is
standard equipment.

• Price also includes primer arm
with flat spring.

At Your Dealers or Orrter Direct-Free CataloQ

Now you can reload the new Remhlgton and Peters
Target cases with superior l;4 oz. field & 11,2 oz.
Magnum loads by lowering the inside base and recon
cUtioning them in one easy operation. Eliminate the
problem of head separation as Was common with the
()ld low base case by "CUSTOMIZING" your cases with
the all new f4SHELLDRILL." Have the full Magnum
powder charge below the top of the brass base where
it cannot burn through the paper case. Use one brand
()f cases and a standard wad column of two %" nitro
wads and one %" filler wad for all of your reloads.
target, field or Magnum. Absolutely foolproof and safe
to use. Adjustable to allow different powder charges or
wad column. Hardened tool steel construction thruout.
Model SOl fits any ;2" motor shaft. Model SD2 fits
%" or larger drill chucks. Either model $6.95 Ppd.
12 Gauge only. Fully guaranteed. No C.O.D. orders.
Send card for descriptive brochure on the uSIIELL
DRILL" and on our line of reloading accessories.
()nce fired shotshells, shotshell labels & the famous
Ultra Crow Call.

ULTRA PRODUCTS
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Showing the mush·
room effect of a lead
revolver bullet that
has been hollow
pointed by a GOERG
HOLLOW POINTER.
compared to a solid
point bullet. Avail.
able for .45 Colt.
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Complete job as shown for
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"Those Hornady bullets can't be beat,"

writes Leon Kelly who got these

outstanding trophies in the Wrangell

mountains of Alaska, "The caribou scores

above 400 and will go way up in the

records. Also got a beautiful Dall ram and a

silvertip grizzly, all one-shot kills. Shooting

a 270 loaded with Hornady 130 spire points

ahead of 54 grains #4350 DuPont powder.

Have shot many heads of big game using

this combination and have always found the

Hornady bullet to perform perfectly •••

have experimented with others, but have

never found any that compare with

the Hornady."

Lakeville.
Connecticut

L:lItC:lster, Cnlifornh.
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JACK FIRST
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callbers-22 to 45.
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One Alaskan hunt nets three

fine trophies for Leon F. Kelly

of Birmingham, Alabama

Trophy Ram and
Grizzly, too

Licensed Associate Manufacturers of Jugular &
Prot·X-8ore bullets.
Mason Williams. Stanfordville. New York.
Maurer Arms. 29 Willow Way. West Chester, Pa.
C.8.M. Inc., Rte. 2. Castle ROCk, Colorado.
Lomont Precision 8ullets 4421 S. Wayne Ave., Fort
Wayne. Ind.
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SHOOTI

expression "original cased Walker" applied
to this gun, as Lincoln said of the rat hole,
"deserves looking into." Walkers "originally"
at time of issue were paired, two by two.
Tabulated are pairs of cased Walkers, not
single pistols, presented to Generals Harney,
Twiggs, and others; but no such casing has
come to light.} With uniqueness an element
of value, certainly the collector who sees
replicas turn up identical to his cherished
prize may be excused his alarm.

Probably most skillful of modern replica
makers in general is a pleasant, round faced
young man in the horn rimmed glasses who
lives in Reseda, Calif. Penrod Otis Musser
is his name. By day he is regularly employcd
and by night his home workshop hums as he
turns out anotber Paterson Belt Pistol or a
Walker complete to the Indian and Ranger
fight scene on the cylinder. Musser does not
engage in mass prod lIction: his models,
which are full scale copies of popular and
valuable collectors' Colts, are skillfully laid
out and cut from steel by mills, shapers,
and drills. Each is a "tool room job." It is
amusing to consider that with the ordinary
metal-hobbyist's lathes and millers ·he uses,
Musser may be making Paterson revolvers
more by machinery than did Sam Colt him·
self generations ago!

Musser's line-up, which he offers at prices
midway between junk-shop sleepers and fair
prices for originals, pay him back at low
rates for the time he spends in their pro·
duction. Currently available are Colts as
follows: Paterson No. 5 Belt Pistol with
long barrel, at $500. With the Paterson can
be obtained accurately shaped replicas of all
the accessories, and including the distinctive
fluted-edge Paterson rosewood or walnut
case. The cylindrical five-spout flask, neat
"watch fob" capper with its running horse,
three·handle bullet mould, jag-end cleaning
rod, and compound 1839-type loading tool,
all are sold at modest prices considering
the way they are produced, by hand-machine
work. Though each is an individual job,
Musser works closely to gauges he has made,
so his replicas are very close in detail to the
general run of originals.

Also in production at about $300 are
Walker revolvers, a full four pounds of
shooting .44 which, if you are willing to
spend a little more, can be had complete]y
cased with mould, flask, and horseshoe
wrench-tool. Also being made as time allows
are shoulder stocked Navy revolvers com
plete, including a 12" barreled type, and
separate stocks for Army M1860 Colts.
Dragoons, too, have been made by Musser,
and he has turned his hand to producing onc
or two of the littlest Colt, the origi nal
Pocket Model 1848 without loading lever,
also called Baby Dragoon. A specimen of
the Musser Walker revolver examined by me
was stamped inside the barrel lug with
Musser's name and address, and the word
"Replica."

Partly in criticism, partly in justification
of Musser's activities, I should remark that
the reason I looked at the Musser Walker
(displayed several years ago at a middle·
western gun collectors convention) was be
cause the grip shape was not quite right.
Subtle details-hardly important enough to
comment on individually and, in most cases,
not even capable of being demonstrated by
comparisons with original dimensions - re
vealed that the gun was not genuine.

(Continued on page 48)
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GUNS
Q u A R , E R L Y

The publishers of GUNS magazine are pleased

to announce the publication of an entirely new

type of magazine ... GUNS QUARTERLY. Here, in four deluxe

quarterly editions you will find all the excitement, the

events, the authoritative knowledge and the many-faceted

allure that encompasses the whole, wide, wonderful world

of guns. GUNS QUARTERLY is a luxury magazine in design

and a book in content. No expense has been spared to

make it a color-filled, richly printed "limited edition"

volume. Produced on the finest quality heavy gloss paper,

its brilliant full-color covers are preserved by plastic coat

ing to add a new dimension to gun magazine publishing.

The entire magazine is bound in a deluxe steel spiral

binding that allows every page to lie flat" for full visibility.

Every edition is richly illustrated with superb photo

graphs that make the printed word come alive. And, to

enhance your pictorial gallery of fine guns, each issue

contains the "Gun Showcase" ... a special, plastic-coated

gatefold masterpiece of gun art, faithfully reproduced in

brilliant full color ... precise in every detail

•.. that may be clipped and suitably framed.
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The unique features of GUNS QUARTERLY put it in a

class by itself. It contains everything you've always

wanted to see in one publication ... priceless read-

ing matter in all fields of gun interest up-to-the-

minute reports on guns of all types expert tips

on hunting and shooting ... special reports on impor

tant events shaping the role of firearms in the mod-

ern world vivid accounts of gun-slingers in the

Old West exciting stories of the Civil War days;

all written by a staff of writers with years of experi

ence and know-how ... all profusely illustrated and

graphically designed as you'll find only in the most

expensive firearms books. We're fast running out of

superlatives to describe the unique and rewarding

qualities of this impressive quarterly. You must see

it for yourself.,Once you sense its variety and sparkle,

once you are enriched by its t i m ~ l y and timeless

information, GUNS QUARTERLY will take its place

among your prize possessions.

A magnificent treasury
of hunting and shooting
lore designed to be a
permanent part of every
gun sportsman's library

GUNS QUARTERLY will publish four times a year ..•

in February, May, August and November. You would

expect it to sell for a price much like its counterparts

in the hard cover book field ... anywhere from $10

to $15 ... but, due to our large print order, GUNS

QUARTERLY is within the reach of the smallest budg

et. You pay only $4.00 a year to receive all four

quarterly editions. And, you take no risk. If you're

not completely satisfied, if GUNS QUARTERLY isn't

everything we say it is, simply tell us. We will cancel

your subscription and refund your money in full.

The first issue will be off the press early in April,

and it's sure to be a sellout. You won't want to miss

this classic "first edition" which is certain to become

a collector's item. Why not reserve your charter

subscription now under our money-back guarantee

offer. Fill in the coupon below and mail it today.

GUNS QUARTERLY

8150 North Central Park Avenue
Skokie, Illinois G-2

Please enter my name as a Charter Subscriber to GUNS

QUARTERLY, and send me my copy of the first "limited
edition" as soon as it is off the press. $4.00 enclosed for 4
quarterly issues, to be refunded if not completely satisfied.

Name

Address _

City State
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-lOIN -THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION for only $5.00

Musser's reasons for making his replica,;
include an appreciation of seeing them on
the firing range. Reflecting the growing
muzzle loading enthusiasm, Musser has been
catering to an in-between level of collector
who could afford $300 for a "shooting
Walker," though an advanced collector
might reasonably be afraid to fire a gen
uine one worth ten times that much. Sboot
ers will argue that Musser and others are
merely catering to a normal fun-hobby de
mand, where at first hundreds and now
thousands of shooters are turning to the
black powder sports for more variety, The
Civil War Centennial boom will soon turn
these thousands into hundreds of thousands,
while more and more people who have no
particular yen for gun collecting will flock
to the shops to buy something "pretty to
hang on the wall." Cost-conscious gun col
lectors will recall being shocked at seeing
$1.75 junk Remington Rolling Block mili
tary rifles polished and buffed to chrome
plated luster, set in shadow boxes, and sold
in West Coast decorators' salons for $85 [
It is for people like these some answer must
be found; for people who, unable to ap
preciate patina or traces of original finish,
will gloss-buff a fine old Colt because "it
looks better."

According to Val Forgett 'of Navy Arms
Co., his firm has found the answer - in
mass produced shooter's replicas of Navy
revolvers. To see just what the score was
on this new concern, I made a point of
routing my recent European trip via the
Italian factory which is under contract to
make these guns for Navy Arms Co. My
visit surprised me in many ways for, scat
tered in a seemingly haphazard fashion
through a rambling succession of stone
walled rooms, was one of Italy's major gun
factories now producing "antique" revolv
ers. As I studied the layout I began to see
the careful order in the unconventionally·
laid out works, and came to appreciate the
efforts made by draughtsmen and engineers,
as well as workmen with machines and files,
in bringing these guns once more to "life."

They had made blueprints for the Colt
Navy revolver, all made to metric dimen
sions and, incidentally, with metric screw
threads. Any man who gets stuck on these
nationally advertised guns, stocked by shoot
ing dealers as well as collector specialists,
deserves to get stuck! They fool no one,
nor are they intended to fool anyone. But
my hat goes off in admiration to the filers
and fitters who, responsible for those last
touches of detail finishing which make or
break the quality of imitation, have got old
Sam Colt's barrel and frame profile down
just perfectly. My impression of these Navy
Colts is that no collector would mistake one
for an imitation of an old Colt, but that if
Colt had made a gun according to these
detail changes, this is the way he would
have made it.

There are detail changes. "We wanted to
make this a shooter's percussion revolver,
patterned after the most acceptable styIe
of gun," Forgett says. "But those tiny safety
pins on the back of the Colt cylinder were
worse than useless-they had to go. And
the hole in the hammer nose, which just
weakened the striking face of the hammer,
was another thing to omit."

Other differences include the marking of
NAVY/ARMS/CO on the frame in three lines,
plus the same stamping on top of the barrel.

sand times a day in other kinds of business.
There are laws about fraud which can be
applied. And," he concludes, with an air of
satisfaction felt only by the independent
mechanic who knows he is good, "If per·
chance this should happen, the buyer got a
better gun anyway!"

Whether you may agree with Musser's
individualistic attitude, or deplore it, there
is one basic law at work to protect, as much
as possible, the unknowing collector from
some unscrupulous butcher altering a rep·
lica. This is the Federal Firearms Act of
1938, as amended, and the Regulations en
forced under that Act. These Regulations
have one major point -of value in them: the
Federal prohibition on altering or erasing
the serial number and marks of a firearm.
And, although cap-and-ball guns are not
"firearms" in the Machine Gun Act sense
(hence shoulder stock guns are legal, thanks
to the efforts of the N.R.A.), they definitely
are firearms in the FFDL sense. Any dealer
who is licensed under that Act can incur
strict penalties for Federal violation if he
is even in possession of a gun from which
the marks have been erased. In the instance
of old, worn-out revolvers which have been
refinished so that the marks are indistinct or
obliterated, this law is seldom if ever in·
voked. But the purpose of the Act is to
prevent criminal activities. And if the ques
tion arose in any civil case of fraud, it would
be entirely just to invoke the Federal Fire
arms Act in order to quash fakers and
phoney gun dealers. In this, there is no
question but that the enforcing Treasury
officers would have the entire support of
the gun fans.
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included FREE as an extra bonus for joining now. Wear it proudly;
it identifies you as a m"ember of this great sportsman's organization.

------------------------------,
JOIN I

NOW! I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

(Continued from page 45)
Perhaps I'm a little sensitive to the line

and form of gun design, but even an exact
.'copy of an article can be too good to be

true. In researching my book, The Story
of Colt's Revolver, I studied Sam Walker's
own personal Walker revolver in the Colt
museum in Hartford. My measuring scale
was a steel rule graduated in tenths. The
modern mechanic may be horrified at my
"lack of precision," but I should point out
that until after the Civil War gunmakers
were doing well to work closer than "a fine
sixty-fourth"-1/64" on a steel scale. What
I discovered was that of the three top flats
of Walker's pistol barrel, two measured .3"
and one measured .2"-a full tenth inch
difference! Considering the hand finishing
and fitting involved on the old guns, it is
easy to see that a precision copy alone is
not necessarily an undetectable imitation.

Musser's own philosophy is pretty rugged
and independent. He is a collector; owns
some nice Winchesters, assorted Springfield
.45-70s, and percussion rifles including
Kentuckies and a nice Mississippi Yaeger
Rifle, M1941. But the idea his products "will
destroy the high prices of a few items held
by a very few collectors does not concern
me at all," he declares, "My greatest reward
is to go to a range and see active shooters
and collectors shooting my products and

. . "usmg my accessones.
Musser now marks his guns, although un

skilful attempts to weld over his marks have
been made by fakers. "The idea that some
one may get stuck with one of my products
after it changes hands is no concern of
mine," says Musser. "This happens a thou-
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Inside the

gun, visible when field stripped, are marks

of the factory in Italy, cyphers using the
initials GV, in several places. Certainly,

these new, finely-made guns add nothing
to the collector market that wasn't already

handy for fakers who had their choice of
worn-out Manhattans or Metropolitans to

rebuild into "Confederate Colts."

Forgett, a member of a New Jersey Artil·
lery unit in the North-South Skirmish Asso
ciation, is an advanced Confederate arms

collector. He has a number of rarer guns,
including the Confederate-altered muzzle
loading Hall rifle, two of the only three

known [orse cylinder lock muskets, a wall
full of Morse Carbines, and other CSA rari

ties. The symbol of Navy Arms Co. is the
Confederate Navy seal. But as for the new

guns detracting from the value of his his

toric rel ics?
"Not much!" he scoffs. "Along with the

copy of the Colt M1851 sixshooter which
we make for Yankee fans, you'll notice the

oth"r gun now in production is a round
barreled brass framed copy of the Griswold
& Grier Confederate six-gun. The model

for this piece is my own G & G which I
picked up in Virginia several years ago. But
I don't think anybody will be mistaking our

gllns for Confederates, in the real collector
sense. For one thing, ours are so much bet

ter made!"
Perhaps these detail changes will ulti·

mately be the meeting ground from both
sides of the gun collector fence. Clear mark

ings are certainly a must for any replica.
They are, if the replica is made for sale,

required by law. My shoulder stock for the
Springfield pistol from D. E. Edwards, for

example, bears his serial number E15 on
all parts, while beneath the butt plate, easily
seen when unscrewed, deeply struck into

the wood in individual stamps 'is" high, is
the legend "REPLICA STOCK MADE BY

D. E. EDWARDS, SILSBEE, TEXAS, #15,
JlINE, 1959." As Edwards remarks, "If any

body is going to get that off, they will !lave
to dig pretty deeply and make some reveal

ing mark, anyway."

Perhaps my only complaint with Edwards'
work was that he went too far, and matched

the wood exactly in color to the original
stock wood; then spent an idle evening

whacking the stock with file edge, old bolts
and other unidentifiable hard objects until

he had created a pattern of "use" that defies
you to tell if the stock is new, or has always

been with the gun. In that, perhaps, he
went a little too far; but that, also, may

be just a matter of opinion.
But where an entirely new product is

made, or a copy of an old one thoroughly

marked, there is only one general type of
man who will be easily fooled by the faker.

This man is that bane of the thrifty and

serious student of historical guns-he is the
rich gun collecting dillettante. Thinking that
it is nice to "have a lot of fine guns," he

will buy from almost anybody and the word
soon gets around that he is a sncker. Often,

too clever for his own good, he will think
he has a "sleeper" and gets something val

uable for less than market; and only then

calls his friends in to exclaim over his prize.
The rude awakening, that he has bought a

fake, makes nobody any friends.
Not to be compared to these suckers are

the few very wealthy collectors who combine

FLARE PISTOLS

HAXD GR1<,NADES: the famous
PINEAPPLE of 'World Wars 1 and
2-new but unloaded. Price-$:tOo
ea. pp. The new U.S. offensive type
grenade - slTIooth body (new un
loaded)-$3.00 ea.

M-l GARAND GRENAlIE
I.AUlS'CRER-a rare accessory for'
your Garand .. _ Ideal for line
throwing ... Firing signal rockets.
etc. COlnplete with dUJluuy rifle
grenade. grenade sight, and 20

~ blank c ~ r t r i d g e s .

1iii__ I ; . ! ~ _ " i r l ~ ~ l .

FRENCH CHAUCHAT-Complete and in ex
cellent condition-$19.95 ... A few choice ones
at-$29.95
303 ENFIELD CHARGER CLIPS........B tor $1.00 ppd,

SPECIAI,- KRAG rear sight and safety-
complete kit $1.75 ea. PI'.

KRAG-barreled actions. stripped ..$2.50 ea.
SPORTING AMMO-all spo['UnR' ammo loaded with Amer·
: ~ ~ t n S O ~ l l l I r i l n J l a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t s manufactured by one of the
6.5 J'fp $4.00 pel' 20
6.5 x 55 MAUSER •••••••••••••...•.. 4.00 per 20
6.5 ITALlAN ••••••..••••••••.•.•.•• 4.00 per 20
7 USER • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 3.50 per 20
7. • ....•.•.•••••...••... 4.00 per 20
7. • ........•••••.•.•.•.. 5.00 pel' 20

~ ' M l \ ' I HER'::::::::::::::::::: ::gg ~~: ~8
303 B ...••••.•...•••..•••••• 3.50 per 20

NEW 4th EDITION CATALOGUE
-thousands of superb itelns for ~
the hunter, shooter, and collector.
Rare arJns, ammo and accessories
. . . send 50c. .

*
• U. S. lVI-8 Flare Pistols, 37MM-New .. $7'.tiO ea.
• BRI'l'ISH WEBLEY Flare Pistols,

;;7MM 7'.50 ea.
• GERMAN Flare Pistols, various models 7.tiO ea.
• Special ('o11"ction of 5 different Flare

Pistols-complete with 2 flares $ : l ~ , . m i for gTOUp
• 37!\1:1\I Parachute Flares 2.00 ea.
• 37l\1l\i Star ShelIs l.OO ea.
• 37MM Sig'nal, Sound, & Flash Shells .. 3.50 ea.
• Rille Grenade Parachute Flares, to be

launched from M-l Grenade Launcher :l.tiO ea.
• lVI-I Grenade Launcher complete with

Parachute Flare and 20 rds. of blanks 7.50 ea.

*

PISTOL SHOOTERS!
It's Ready! Big, New Pistol Shooters

Reference Book and Catalog.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' c \ ' ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ S e ~ ~ I ' { ; s 1 ~ ~ r i O f ' ; f ~ ~ g c " a ' " m a t e 1 i f J ; t ; e ~ i ; f o ' ~ ~ r i e ~ : : oNr

6 ~!tf'ilY~;l'r''acJ...
¥gg~y'. ·ca~i~~~l~~~~e~?Pv1~ft~~iWe~r:,~.rTJg~~~~;. a&f~~i,i~eesb~~~~t~~~~V;i{e
worth many dollars if published in book form National records ... 2600
Club, etc. All the latest products and prices hundreds of score improving
items and tips ... Clark" Shockey, Pachmayr custom guns ... Ruger,
Hammerli, Hi Standard, S&W, Colt target guns.

The pistol shooters "Bible" and standard reference book. No catalog like
it! A MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone interested in handgunning.

Double your money back guarantee if you Don't agree it's the biggest pistol
shooting value ever for SOc. Mailed immediately in protective envelope ..
POSTPAID SOc.

• LONG EYE RELIEF

• LIGHT WEIGHT

• INTERNAL ADJUSTMENTS-2'j,X

• FINE GERMAN CRAFTMANSHIP

• COMPACT AND RUGGED

~ ~ ~ ~ N S T ~ I P E R . S C ~ P E . C ~ M , P . ~ ~ T E . ~ . I T H .. ~ T . A ~ . ~ A ~ ~ $ 1 9 ! ~
DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

Colt Buntline Revolver with ZF·
41 scope on custom mount

BRAND NEW ZF·41 SCOPES

SERVICE ARMAMENT CO. 8 EAST FORT lEE RO BOGOTA NEW JERSEY

HANDGUN FANATICS-THIS IS FOR YOU!

ORDER YOUR COPY NOWI

GIL HEBARD GUNS KNOXVILLE 6, ILLINOIS
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life on it. This man may be a shooter; likes
to buy collector guns in as fine a condition
as he can afford. Each gun should be
"shootable," though he may fire it only one
day to see how it shoots; then put it in the
rack and go on to another. For him, a
shooting replica, whether it be a fairly ex
pensive but well-built handmade Paterson,
or the inexpensive mass-produced Navy Arms
Co.'s Yankee Colt and Rebel Army replicas,
is a practical fun-gun. It is a revolver he
can shoot all day, and burn up powder and
caps till he is black as a coal-heaver, with
out fearing he's taking the "gilt edge"
value condition off his pet collector item.
And for the Civil War enthusiast, accurate
replicas with just enough minor changes to
make fraud impossible, satisfy an important
need. The North-South Skirmish Association
sees no inconsistency in using replica ram
rods (often missing from muzzle loading
muskets) or replica clothes and leather

goods. The boom in replica Civil War ~
guns will be a boon to many shooters. ~

rapid fire. Trigger pull can be worked down
to anything desired, and still be perfectly
safe clear down to 2% pounds. As the firing
pin assembly was designed to fire small
pistol primers, it is desirable to use a sensi
tive large pistol primer in .45 caliber.

Because it combines minimum recoil and
jump, light trigger pull, good accuracy, long
sight radius, extremely fast action, and good
grip angle, this gun is very easy to shoot.
Almost anyone who can shoot well with a

.22 target automatic can shoot well with the
Wyatt .45. Everyone who picks it up and
shoots it for the first time is amazed at how
well they do with it, particularly in timed
and rapid fire. It is the opinion among
shooters who have fired this weapon that
they can do better with it than they can do
with either their present .45 or center-fire
handguns. '

The advantages of being able to shoot one
gun for both center-fire and .45 caliber, of
course, are many, most pistolmen will agree.
Perhaps the reason most tournament shooters
use a smaller caliber for center-fire, now, is
that they are somewhat handicapped by the
shooting qualities of their .45. They feel that
they can pick up a few points with a .38
caliber gun in the center·fire matches. If
they had a .45 caliber automatic with which
they could outshoot their present .38 scor~s,

they would certainly use it. '

Some of the advantages of using this .45
target automatic for center·fire matches are
immediately evident. For one thing, there is
only one gun to buy and carry along instead
of two. There is only one load necessary,
thereby making the ammunition problem
much more simple. It is necessary to prac·
tice with only one gun other than the .22.
This .45 target gun, as well as being as
accurate and easier to shoot than the existing
.38's, makes larger holes in the target, which
inevitably will result in higher scores.

To sum it up, in the opinion of many
shooters who have seen the Wyatt .45, it is
the first large caliber handgun yet to be pro·
duced that is completely adaptable to ~
the Standard American Pistol Course. ~

The service automatic is the target shoot
er's only other choice in either center-fire or
.45 caliber. After an expensive .45 tune-up
or conversion to .38 special for center-fire,
these guns will produce quite satisfactory
accuracy. But by their very nature, they are
difficult to shoot, particularly for the civilian
shooter, who has neither the time nor the
money to spend many hours a day on the
practice range. The sight radius is short. The
trigger pull, when set at a safe level, is
heavy. The recoil and muzzle-jump, particu
larly in the .45, is detrimental to good
shooting.

Malfunctions occur frequeritly from the
tight-fitting parts necessary to make them
accurate, or because of wadcutter ammuni
tion which is apparently necessary to get the
desired scores from them. This same gun
is available in .22 caliber, but very few
shooters have ever seen one on the tourna·
ment line, and with good reason.

In contrast, the Wyatt .45 Target Pistol is
built along the lines of a good .22 target
automatic. The barrel is screwed solidly into
the receiver, as a barrel should be. The
sights can both be mounted on the barrel, or
the rear sight can be mounted on the receiver
assembly.

The action of this gun is the Luger. Its
operation is very fast, and cannot be felt by
the shooter, as it can with other automatics.
Slow motion pictures show the ejection and
reloading cycle is 3/64 of a second. Regard·
ing accuracy, the Wyatt .45 delivers beautiful
groups with round·nose bullets, which most
shooters know give better functional reliabil·
ity than the wadcutter types in any auto
matic. The pilot model of this gun has, at
this writing, fired 1440 consecutive rounds of
registered outdoor tournament competition
without a malfunction or alibi run.

The grip angle is almost identical to that
of the Ruger, Colt Match Target, and the
various High Standards. Especially when
used with an integral muzzle brake, com·
pensator, or recoil suppressor, the Wyatt .45
has very little recoil or muzzle jump, and is
very fast to realign for the next shot in
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You'll want GUNS QUARTERLY in your library.

THE LUGER .45
(Continued from page 29)

with their money a sense of its value, and
a very real understanding and appreciation
of historical guns and their meaning. These
men, when in doubt, are quick to circulate

, a questionable piece among their friends to
get an opinion. They are informed, and well
informed. Some are known by name to every
gun collector, because of their scholarly re
searches in uncovering the tattered fabric of
historical gun lore. Much of their concern
is for the field of gun collecting generally
becoming saturated with fakes, not that they
personally will get "taken."

But the most important type of gun col
lector to take into -consideration must be
the "average man." He knows guns, learns
more about them, and has a healthy skepti
cism. When offered a Walker Colt at $300
by some M e x i c a ~ lad in Brownsville, he will
buy it "because as a replica it's worth
that." But when the truth is revealed, he
isn't too depressed. No believer in pie in
the sky, he keeps alert to the ever-possible
sleeper or bargain, but he doesn't shape his

Browning, A~tomatic :
Browning, American .
Browning, Light "12"
Browning, "Sweet Sixteen" ,
Browning, Doubie Automatic.:"
ithaca, M3l
Remington, MIO Remington, MIl.
Remington, Mll "Sportsman"
Remington, Mll·48
Remington, Mll·48 "Sportsman"
Remington, MIl Remington, M29
Remington, M31 Remington, M58
Remington, M8l0 Remington, M8l8
Savage, M720 Savage, Ml45
Winchester, MI91I·SL
Winchester, MI2 Winchester, M25
Winchester, M42 Winchester, M50

Informatio.n you furnish on a
Bishop Custom Fitting Chart will
enable BISHOP to build a stock
to fit you perfectly.

At you r favorite Gunsmith or
Sporting Goods Dealer or
write direct for Chart and
FREE Catalog.

~.#"~ _•.. ~

E. C. BISHOP
& SON, INC.

Dept. J84-fl, WARSAW, M 1 5 5 0 U I ~ 1

BUY GOVT. SURPLUS NOW
DIRECT FROM U.S. GOVT. DEPOTS

~
Tremendous Savings-

· iI • Buy at Fractions of
" - ._ Army & Navy costs.

· -=-.: . ~~~;v,i,.~u,:I:" .e,.a." Q~:~ :~~Pl~i;
· government property-Depots

are located in e....ery State in
the country

FOR SALE - Boots; LST's; LCVP's; Aircrofts;
Helicopters; Marine Engines; Radar; Sonar; RadiO
Telephones; Walkie-Talkies; NautIcal Instru
ments; ETC.
ALSO: - Jeep!; Trucks; Tractors; Amphibious
Vehicles; Farm Mach.; Farm Impl.; Generators; etc.
Thousands of other items too numerous to mention.
SEND FOR: "COVT. SURPLUS SALES" $1.00
(Lists Govt. Depots & Procedure to buy from Govt.)
"GOVT. SURPLUS SALES." Box 42S-GU. Nonuet, N. Y.

OLD GUNS and SWORDS
You don't want to miss this absorbing
catalog. Fascinating background and pho
tographic illustrations of hundreds of
authentic old guns. daggers. swords. and
armor. For your Catalog No. 31, just send
$1.00 to cover handling and postage
with your name and address.

.,ROBERT ABELS Box G. 860 Lexington Ave.
• New York 21, N. Y.

"
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Rugged. durable. dependablc ... and performs perfectly
on A!'i"Y rifle. Extends shooting time from dawn to dusk.
Distortion-free. color corrected. Lens hardcoated to IT .S.
Army standards. Easy to adiust windage and elcvatioll.
Easy to i n s t ~ l i l . Weighs less than 10 oz. mounted. 4X
scope and E'REE mts. IlYaiI. for all rifles only $9.95.

BRIGHT
NICKELED

S&W
.38 SPECIAL
2" BBL.
REVOLVERS
Made in U.S. bs Smith & Wesson, these fine
6 ~ s h o t revoh-ers wi-th swing out cylinder are
terrific buss. .Fine condo inside & out. Fixed sights. with
rich nickel-plated finish and shall) STAG grips. li'il'PS

pop. American made .38 special S&W ammo. Only S39.95.
Holster only $3.95.. 38 Special ammo box o( 25 ... $1.8:,

All sets are approximately 5 to 6 reet wide.
Each set has its own individual markings yet
appears approximately as set shown. Makes a

.wonderful conversation piece when
placed above fireplace, mantel,

over bar or in den.

These wild-eyed critters were introduced to the Ameri.
cas back in 1521 at Vera Cruz. Melico. Horns are

hand-polished to a smooth-as-silk surface. leather
centerpiece is genuine hand·tooled cow-

hide. Choice of dark or
light brown leather.

only
Sensational new slide rod .22 shoots all three
-long. short. and long rifle .22 ammo. double

and single action. A tight. well-made I)iece. Looks like an
old frontier revoh'cr. acts like an old frontier re\-olver.
Tcrriflc gun for fast draw practice and plinking. Feels
just right. ?oIot $63, not $7:1.00. but onl;y $19.95.
Complete with fast draw holster $24.95.

ITALIAN

POCKET AUTO.

.25 CAL. - $19.95

D ; ? u B ~ @"g .4"
AUTO.

DERRINGER V.G. TO EXCEL.

ONLY $19.95 Only $36.75
Imllorted from EurOI)c. It is an cxact copy of famous
ltemington Derringer popular in the late 1800's. Valuable
collector!" itt'lll. Fine "old world" gun craftslHanship has
been employed to give you a superior hanugun & still
retllin all the features of thc original DerrillKer. Accurate.
Shoots .22 8hort. long or long rifle. Checkered black
grips. Only $19.95. ~ p a r k l i n g chrome·platcd model only
S22.50. Western hand tooled holster $4.50. .3S ~ p e c i a l

nirkf'1 Derringf'r ... J:-l4.95

Save $121
Small lot of

War Surplus
American made

Mosshergs issued to
","W II Hritish troops

for special training. Hears
British Royal Proof House·

marks_ Ramp front sight. 'Walnut
stock. 8-shot clip. ~ " ' i r e s .22 shorts,

longs & L.R. \Vehths 7 Ibs. 20" bbL
Good inside & out. Bore ",ood. Only $14.95.

~ Combina.tion offer: SCope. :Uount & Mo<.;;-;bl'f/.C
Only $21.95

WEBLEY MK. VI
.45 REVOLVER ••• $14.95
Latest model adopted b:r British Armed
it is extremely accurate. has eXCel)tional smooth
action. Fires elther as a single or a dOllhLe ac
tion. Specs: Overall length 11 14". barrel 6", wt.
12 lb'. GOOn CONvrrION.. 45 Cal. $14.95.
Holster $3.25. Specially selected like new-$17.95.

Model 1917 Cal. .45 A.C.P. Blued 11nish. not
parkerized. Tig-ht actions. {) %" barrel. I : \ I ~

PORTANT-These nrc o r i ~ i n a l U.S. marked
guns not imporled. Acknowledged best of
big bores. Remarkable condition. _ . onl:r 527.50

.22 MOSSBERG
8·SHOT REPEATER
NOW

$14.95

Imported direct by us from Italy's finest
gun manufacturer. Brand ncw! Trim. com
pact weapon fires powcrful and easily ob·
tainable .2;) Cal. American made ammo. Also avail. cali·

FffiES BOTH .22 SHOUT & LOXG A:\DIO. hers .22 long or .22 short ... only $22.50. 1!a\'e orlgi-
This sensational r-iEW 6-shot Rosco Yest nal factory blue finish. 6-shot capacity make;-; excellent
Pocket .22 long re\'olver would be II tremen- oliutdng and home urotrouon weapOn. l..... ixed sights.
dous value at 3 times its I)rice. Made in \r. Germans. it W(·iJ.:"hl approx. lil oz. Only $19.95. H o L ~ t e r $2.25.
is a tight, well-made. exceedill.g*' accurate handgun. Firl's .25 ('al. amlllo hox of 2il . $1.8:;

t ; i 2 g g ; o n ; d i ~ s t ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i n F e : i t ; t ~ S r s;gci. gJ;~ IS~(~~t'G E NUl N E M E X I CAN
llIVl.ED HARUEl. with blade front sights. 'I'errutc for
target shooting, varmint hunting or hOUlC defense. Only
$12.95. Gleaming nickel-plated model only ~ 1 4 . 9 5 .

Leather holster $2.25.

.22
6-SHOT
REVOLVER
$12.95

COLT
.45 REVOLVER

.•. $27.50

Collectors! Genuine Antique Belgium, Danish 6. German Percussion Muzzle-loaders (.51
cal.) only $39.95

SEAPORT TRADERS, INC.}}e~~tSn~~afdAA~ei. Cal. •
Gentlemcn; Please rush me the following:
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may
work;'

Springfield
fitting to

Conversion kit for
need considerable

Mauser rifle conversion kit by an adjustable
locking collar on the chamber end of the
barrel sleeve, and by using an expensively
manufactured .22 clip. Of course, if you buy
one of these kits, it may match up with your
gun with no other trouble or fitting. But
the above suggestions are the findings of
experience with two of them, in two ~
rifles, one old, and one new. ~

.22 Cal. NEW 7 SHOT RE
PEATER AUTOMATIC. The
skilled hands of the German
gunsmith is responsible for this
.22 Caliber 7 shot repeater
automatic with self - ejecting
empty shells, loads from handle. Just 4 inches
long fits easily into pocket or purse. Ideal for
sporting events, Stage use (Not avallable to CallL
residents). Not a lethal weapon. Money back
guarantee. Comes for $6.95 from Best Values Co.,

I Dept. F-66, 403 Market St., Newark, New Jersey.L.. -.

at the $34 price, we felt it inadvisable to
give the conversion units a write up. At the
lower price, it now pays the buyer to do
some hand work to make the device work
okay. Two things can be done by the buyer
to improve the functioning and reliability.
First is to replace the stud, that locks the
barrel sleeve into the .30-cal. bore by en
gaging the bolt locking recess, with a
tinned-thread eccentric screw. By twisting
the screw it will be possible to jam the liner
into the gun solidly, instead of permitting
the nearly 1/10" fore-and-aft motion now
possible. Then, the bolt should be inserted
and the headspace plug tightened up solidly
as per instructions, and locked into place.
This is a standard trick with the M2 bolt
and one familiar to most riflemen who have
used these rifles. Next, consider carefully
the breech end where the rim protrudes and
the extractor slips over. This part of the
barrel may have to be carefully filed to allow
the extractor to hook over the rim, solidly.
In the units I had, failure to pick up a car
tridge was the rule, due to too-much polish
ing on the face of the extractor.

This unit requires some "fiddling"to get it
going right but, once done, it is an excellent
addition to the Springfield GI or sporter
rifle. The last consideration may be to the
magazine. If the bolt fails to pick up the
round, the clip can be disassembled and a
spot of brass dropped below the lock stud
and filed to cause it to latch higher into the
gun. Changes inside, obvious on examination
but difficult to describe, may also be neces
sary: filing and a little sheet-metal bending
will do these ok. These problems were
avoided in the old pre-war German Erma .22

Springfield Rifle .22 Conversions
There are many Springfield 1903 and vari

ations around, and many shooters would wel
come a sub-caliber attachment to permit
shooting .22 LR indoors and off-season in
the .30 caliber guns. George Numrich decided

to do something about it, and produced a kit
consisting of bore liner made for him by Mar
lin Firearms, altered pressed-metal M1903A3
magazine assembly containing a clip similar
to that fitted to the Ithaca X-5, and using
M1922 and M2 .22 bolts slightly altered
which had adjustable headspace, short firing
pin fall and would interchange in the stand
ard .30 caliber Springfield receiver with the
centerfire bolts. Unfortunately, Numrich reck·
oned without considering lack of interchange
ability among Springfields and their compo
nents, and consequently the kit that would
have been a "bargain" at $34.95 is now being
sold off elsewhere, by Bruce Woodin, RFD
Box 541, Woodstock, N. Y., for about $20.
At that price, it is a good buy, for the idea
has all along been a good one and it was not
Numrich's fault that the U.S. government's
acceptance of varying standards for certain
key dimensions in the M1903 rifle, "skunked"
him. Briefly, the problem was this: in some
rifles, the barrel liner, which at the breech
was shaped like a .30 cartridge and filled
the chamber, would be too loose and slide
forward on chambering the .22 rimfire shell.
In a maximum chamber, such as might often
be encountered in a used or surplus rifle, the
forward movement so cushioned the firing
pin blow that misfires were common. I tried
two of Numrich's units in two different rifles,
and switched components to see if selection
would improve the project, and was unable
to get any satisfactory functioning. Hence,

fREt CATI/LOc/
~.

Just out. Corcoran's
new 1960 Spring-Summer
catalog of lishing and
camping equipment. Send
for your free copy today.
It's full of hundreds of

practical, lield-tesled
items including boots.
clothing, lishing tackle,

tents and many other specialties.

---CORCORAN INC.--
I BOX G-20, STOUGHTON, MASS. I
I Send me your new Spring·Summer 1960 catalog I
I of Fishing and Camping Specialties. I
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NBC
SWAGED BULLETS

THE FINEST TARGET BULLET OBTAINABLE

Each bullet machine formed under 10,000
Ibs. pressure. Grease grooves swaged in
keeping them in perfect balance.

SEE YOUR DEALER ••• OR WRITE TO

NORTHRIDGE BULLET CO.
P.O. BOX 64 NORTHRIDGE, CALIFORNIA

on the target. Visual definition is surprisingly
sharp, but seems definitely limited to fifty
feet at the most-perhaps due to use of house
current. However, the purpose of this device
originally was to help our guys stop, being
killed in Korea, and as such it definitely
would give an edge at night over the "other
team" without such aids. At night, in com
plete blackness, it is possible to detect a faint
glow from the edge of the infra-red pro
jector, if one is close and slightly to the side.
Otherwise, the "target" has no clue he is
being sighted at. Which leads us not un
naturally to the second case, legislation pend
ing and its outcome. When these Sniper
scopes were first released, Governor Knight
of California got all upset and introduced a
bill to make it illegal to hunt deer with them,
etc. Somehow, people who know less about
guns than the average GUNS reader figure
that all we are up to is mayhem and man
slaughter. In the case of the great sniper
scope scare, the popular press fails to reveal
an incidence of its use unlawfully, always
bearing in mind that it is unlawful to take
deer after dark and, further, that if a hunter
can stalk within fifty feet of a deer, my hat's
off to him and he can have what he can
catch! The California legislation may have
passed but, if so, it apparently worked no
hardship on gun fans in that part of the
country, and the Edmund Scientific Coo's
sniper scopes remain available for the ad
vanced gun·curio student. Price is about a

Snooper-scope has converter tube inside that changes invisible infra-red project
ed by stock flood light into image of target with phantom "V" sight in scope field.

GUN RACK
(Continued from page 13)

" and power sources, such as auto lighter tenth of government cost, $150 FOB Barring-
socket plug-in, are described with accompany- ton. There are accessories, such as trans-
ing pamphlet. But the concept of "portable" former, power packs, etc.
is strictly dependent on who says it, for the
whole outfit, complete with carbine or rifle,
is about 20 pounds, and may be tied to the
house by an extension. Sighting through the
handsome scope, that resembles a shortened
Balvar 24, is an eerie experience. A small in
verted V luminously appears in a light area
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PARTS & OTHER ITEMS
advertised by us in prior
issues of this magazine are
still available. Send self
addressed envelope for List.

N.C.O. CUTLASS WITH SCABBARD

$9.95

GUNSMITH SPECIAL
Small Parts Grab Bag $5.00, postpaid

Large Grab Bag $10.00, postpaid
Hard to find parts assortment. I or 2

sales pays for the lot.

.30-40 Krag (incomplete rifles-no bolts)
....................... 3 for $15.00

I =:

~
Chauchat, Good $19.95

Chauchat, V Good $24.95

Accessory Kit w/Dewat $ 3.95

a shrill whistle of alarm and the small band
scattered over a nearby ridge. Five minutes
later, while my guide, Herr Oberlehner and
I were eating, the same bucks reappeared at
the crest of the ridge like a bunch of kids
peering over a backyard fence. Noting their
curiosity, the guide and I slowly assumed a
prone position, anxious to see what the
chamQis would do. Minutes ticked by wilh
out anything interesting happening. Then
suddenly, just as we were going to give up
playing possum, the bucks walked down in
single file to within IS yards of our prostrate
forms, cocking their curious heads from one
side to the other.

Although the chamois is more inclined to
become alarmed by the scent of a human,
as opposed to sight alone, the overall re
actions are also variable. Sometimes human
scent has little or no effect upon a chamois'
behavior. At other times I've witnessed them
become quite apprehensive, if not completely
spooked. Much depends upon the distance
of the hunter in relationship to the chamois.
In the majority of cases they'll allow a
hunter to get within 200 yards of them and,
sometimes, even less.

The few times that I have seen chamois
really spook is when a human passes too
close or, instead of stopping when sighted,
continues walking directly towards them.
When this happens, a chamois will tear up
turf and rock. And gettin.g a shot is almost
next to impossible due to the zig-zagging pat
tern of their flight. Under such circumstances
it does not seem to make much difference
whether you have been scented or only
sighted.

But for all their curiosity, don't try to
overplay your hand. When a chamois spots

POTOMAC ARMS CO.
P. O. Box 550 - 329 S. Union St.

Alexandria. 2, Virginia

ALL ITEMS SH I PPED
EXPRESS CHARGES COL·
LECT" unless otherwise in
dicated. Send $5.00 mini
mum for COD EXPRESS
C O L I ~ E C T Shipment.

NAVAL OFFICER SWORD
WITH SCABBARD

$14.95

HUNTERS SPECIAL
Field Repair Kit in Canvas Ditty Bag.

SPRINGFIELD .30-06 TERNI 7.35
Firing Pin $1.50 Firing Pin $1.75
Extractor $1.50 Follower $1.50
Ejector $2.25 Follower Spring $1.00

Oiler. .35c
Specify "Springfield" or "Terni" Repair Kit.

COMPLETE KIT Prepaid $3.50

MARBLE GUN ACCESSORIES
Rifle Cleaning Kit .$3.25
Pistol Cleaning Kit $2.85
Shotgun Cleaning Kit $3.50
All Other Marble Items now available.

Dea lers Inq uiries Invited.

A prized "shooter" and collector's item, also the ideal "dec
orator" for 111antle-piece or den. ~ r a d e by Remington nearl3r

a century ago, but factory reconditioned to look aln108t new. Packed in
factory cosnloline, cOlnplete with cleaning rod. Shipping weight 12 lbs.,
Overall length 50". Supply lilnited, hence no dealer discounts.

Cal. llMM ROLLING RI,OCK Al\11UO: 100 rds. (5 boxes) $7.50; loose $6.00. Misfires
naturally to be expected.

-----------------------------.
. GENUINE REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK RIFLES

FACTORY RECONDITIONED TO LOOK LIKE NEW!

a chamois' usual curiosity.
Another incident, attesting to the chamois'

peculiar behavior, occurred while I was hunt
ing in Valepp, below Spitzingsee. Stalking
along a game trail, some distance below the
towering Rotwand, we walked out on four
chamois grazing 50 yards away On a vast
alpine meadow. All were relatively old bucks,
judging by their horns and body conforma
tion. Startled by our approach at such close
range, the largest buck of the group let out

GENUINE SOLINGEN STEEL SWORDS
Vel"Y rare Solingen steel !"words, "as issued" to officers and nonCOlns. Superb condition. Seal
and lettering removed. Suppl)T linlited. Sorry. no dealer discounts.
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(Continued from page 19)

THOSE CHAMOIS MYTHS

weather conditions.

My hunting for chamois spans 10 years.
During this period I've been privileged to
become acquainted with practically every ex
cellent chamois producing area in Germany.
This includes the mountainous terrain at
Berchtesgaden and Oberstdorf, the area
around Fussen, and that wondrous country
around Bad Tolz, my present station. And,
after intimately tasting the inspiring scenic
wealth found in these areas I still have all
my limbs, bear no scars, and have never
taken a shot over 200 yards, with the major
ity of them being less than 100. Further
more, thanks to the lack of fog, all of my
chamois have been collected on the first day
of the hunt. So gentlemen, let's store all this
ballyhoo that we've been subjected to in the
past, and get down to the untainted truth
relative to chamois hunting.

Chamois possess certain peculiarities which
not only make them easy prey for the hunter,
but also make them unique among the
"hochwild." Belonging to the family Bovidae,
just like domestic goats, they manifest the
same acute curiosity often associated with

the latter.

A number of years ago, while acting in the
capacity of friend and interpreter for an
other American hunter, we spotted an excel
lent chamois buck at roughly 600 yards. The
buck had just topped a snow covered ridge
and was moving parallel to our position.
Suddenly, he became aware of' our dark
silhouettes, in sharp contrast to our white
background, seated on the distant slope. The
buck seemingly lost all interest in searching
for a mate and stopped to stare. Standing
atop that wind-swept ridge like a black
statue, with the breeze ruffling his "bart,"
he continued to stare at nS for over five
minutes. No doubt he would have remained
there longer, but the guide, anxious to get
the hunt over, started waving a white hand·
kerchief in the air. Now, even more fasci
nated, the buck ran in our direction. My
partner, M/Sgt. Dobol, somewhat excited and
confused by the buck's strange antics, still
composed himself long enough to take the
buck at a short ten measured steps.

I'll never forget the ease with which I
collected my second chamois. It was almost
too easy and I was reluctant to take ad
vantage of his astonishing behavior. I was
hunting in Hohenschwangau, when we came
upon a buck not over 70 yards away, resting
on a small out-cropping of rock overlooking
the valley floor. Somewhat startled at first by
our unannounced appearance, he jumped to
his feet and stood awaiting our next move.
After watching us intently for several min
utes the buck resumed his place on his rocky
bed but stiil kept his eyes "'glued on us.
Wishing to test the extent of this buck's
curiosity, the guide pulled the handkerchief
trick again. Still nO frightened reaction on
the part of the buck. Then the guide, even
more interested, picked up a couple of dry
branches and started snapping them in half.
Again nO anticipated response from our curi
ous partner. Thinking the buck sick, Herr
Schmidt directed me to shoot him, trying for
a neck shot, since he wished to examine the
internal organs for signs of disease. I shot,
the buck collapsed and, later, examination
proved that the buck was only inflicted with
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you at relatively short range and doesn't
spook, become motionless and let him get
accustomed to your innocent·appearing pres·
ence. Don't advance toward him as long as
he is watching you, or make any quick, sus
picious movements which may telegraph your
intentions. And the chamois, in most cases,
will stand long enough to have his image
framed in your sights.

It is often heard that the most difficult
part of chamois hunting is the back-breaking
climb up to his perilous domain. And this is
because the chamois' habitat is generally as
sociated with only the highest elevations of

his range. But this is only partially true.
Even though they are found inhabiting the
stratosphere, they 'are also commonly found
ranging the lowest reaches of their habitat.
I've observed them within 200 yards of the
base of a mountain, as well as at over 1600
meters altitude. And upon several occasions,
although rare, I have seen them placidly
crossing an open meadow not over a stone's
throw from a farm dwelling, in the valley.

Most of my kills have been made within
a short hour's climb or stroll from the hunt
ing cabin, or where I parked my car. Natu·
rally, there have been times when I have had
to climb for two or three hours, with breaks
in between, but this has been the exception
rather than the rule. And if you're wondering
about the pace you'll be required to maintain
while climbing, don't let it worry you. The
guide you'll be hunting with will adjust his
pace to your ability.

As for the perils of the terrain, you can
erase this from your mind. No doubt there
have been a few people exposed to somewhat
treacherous terrain, but in the majority of
cases you're as safe as in a "hochsitz." Given
a good "bergstock," you'll be safely capable
of negotiating any of the trails and slopes
present. And no guide, who is responsible for
his hunting guest's health, is going to risk
his job by exposing you to unnecessary
dangers.

What makes chamois hunting so safe, as
compared to hirsch or deer hunting, is the
fact chamois is not a nocturnal animal. You

Old Hammerli & Hausch chamois rifle
has military-like wood full forestock.

won't have to negotiate trails in the pitch
black darkness of those pre-dawn and eve
ning hours, before or after the hunt, as you
normally would when hunting stags. Instead,
you'll be hunting during broad daylight be
cause this is when chamois choose to move
about in search of food, sunlight and during
the "brunst," for their mates.

Chamois preferring to live in herds the
year around, with the exception of a few
hermits, present many targets for appraisal,
once located. I have seen herds numbering
in the tens and twenties, many times. And
if you can't find what you are after in such
a population, then you're a rare exceptiou.
As I previously stated, everyone of my
chamois were taken on the first day of the
hunt, usually in the very first hour.

The very best time of the day to hunt
chamois is generally during the morning
hours and the latter part of the afternoon.

Normally, during the heat of mid-day, they
will bed down for a few hours rest. Excep
tions to this are during the "brunst," when
the males are out carousing for mates and,
also, on rainy days, when the chamois prefer
to forego their siesta or at least postpone it.

The ranges at which you will shoot your
chamois are variable, but by no meaus ex
cessive. And as you have found out, it is
not due to the wariness of your target. It is
governed, primarily, by the type of terrain
you may be hunting. In most chamois areas
the terrain is no problem, allowing the hunter
to shoot at ranges of 150 yards and less.
However, there are certain regions where the
terrain offers such natural obstacles that dill
hunter is unable to approach any closer for
reasons of personal safety or due to lack of
sufficient cover. Under such conditions, you
may be compelled to take shots at greater
distances. But even under these circum
stances, your average range won't be much
over 200 yards. The hunter who has taken
shots at 300 and 400 yards is certainly the
rare exception. For the number of chamois
available, I would not advise attempting
such long shots. The chamois can be an
awful small speck at such ranges. And the
chances that you may only wound him is
hardly worth the suffering the animal will
have to endure, not to overlook the work and
perils normally involved in tracking down a
wounded chamois. I possess a .30-06 rifle,
use a 150 grain bullet zeroed in at 200 yards,
and this combination of caliber, bullet weight
and zero has proved more than adequate.

Now that I have gone out on a limb and
blasted the chamois fantasy I hope I haven't
disillusioned anyone from accepting his first
chamois hunt. This mountain goat is ~
still a grand and unique trophy. ~

V2ol1
RED BOOK OF
USED GUN VALUES

Positively The Last Time
This Money-Saving Offer.
The response has been so tremendous ...
the demand so overwhelming that we are offering
once again, but for the last time, a chance for you
to obtain th8 RED BOOK OF USED GUN
VALUES ... now at one-half the original price.
You won't want to be without this valuable reference
work. It's the price handbook for shooters
and dealers everywhere.

But the supply is limited. We urge you
to act immediately and avoid disappointment later.
Fill in the coupon below, enclose your remittance
and mail it right away!
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$2
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8150 North Central Park Boulevard
Skokie, Illinois, Dept. G-2
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gun market.
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tails to be concentrated.
More cartridges are burncd each year on

squirrels than any other slllall game except
the cottontail rabbit. Squirrels are found
universally, being very adaptable. Yet I
imagine that less than one per cent are
killcd by hunters using game calls. Some
people have the misconception that calling
is difficult to master. With squirrels, just the
opposite is true. The curious bushytail is one
of the easiest of all wild animals to fool in
this way.

There is one facet of squirrel calling
which ncvcr has been exploited, one which
I feel is very important. If you ever have
hunted squirrels, undoubtedly you have run
into a situation where a bushytail got be
hind a limb and moved simultancously with
you, keeping shielded behind the branch.
The two time-honored methods of getting
the squirrel to show itself are these: either
toss some debris to the opposite side of the
tree, causing the squirrel to retrcat from the
noise, or catch its attention with a piece of
cloth or coat hanging on a bush and catfoot
around and slip up on its blind side. There
is still another gimmick which is easier and
quicker, and often surcr. When I meet sl,,:h
a dilemma, I simply give a few taps on tit<>
game call. The squirrel almost invariably
jumps into view, curious as to what i".
causing the noise.

Camouflage clothing is definitely an assct
in squirrcl calling. It makes the hunter part
of the cnvironment, hard to detect. I also
often wear a camouflage·colored head nct
which doesn't hamper my shooting, yet kills
any reflection off my eyeglasses.

As I see it, the caller's greatest advan
tage is that he can hunt more area than he
could by simply waiting patiently and quietly
on a stand until one of the critters shows
itself. It also is fascinating, dramatic and
challenging. Hunting squirrels anyway you
go about it is top-drawer sport. Call- ~
ing makes it doubly fun. ~
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STOCKS and GRIPS
(See also pages 3, 50, 58, 59)

Write today for 2B-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

order form for

GUNS QUARTERLY
is on page

For All American, Many Foreign Cuns

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

Non-Breakable, Guaranteed

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are

the most durable made! Beautiful colors; smooth,

checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc

tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per

spiration, most mineral and Yegetable oils. Will not

chip or peel. Luster. color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,

with or without thumb rest. Ayailable for all popu

lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,

Black and Staghorn finishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$B.00-5ee our complete catalog!

FREE
CATALOG
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For
Colt Remington Browning
Great West'n Ruger Czech
H & R Savage Oreyse
Hi-Standard S & W Schmeisser
IYer-Johnson Walther Llama

And Many Otlters

SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept. CH-2, Chicago 40, III.

ing the huntcr can nail one. Calling merely
hurries up the process.

This time when I tapped the call, a bushy.
tail in the vcry tree I was proppcd against
answcred from somcwhere high in thc leafy
crown. I put the rifle to my shoulder and
scrutinized the branches with the scope.
Nothing. So I worked the call again. This
time the squirrel jumped out on a limb, a
setup for the .22. I caught it cleanly behind
the eye.

Personally, I favor thc .22 rifle loaded with
long·rifle cartridges over thc shotgun in
squirrel hunting. Of course, in conventional

squirrel hunting the shotgun is generally
favored because it is bcst on fast.moving
targets. But calling sets the bushytail up
for a shot. It lures it out int.o the open.
The squirrel makes the mistakes rather than
the hunter. A scope sight not only helps in
pinpointing the shot, it also aids in locating
a phant.om squirrel playing hide-and-seek
in a dense tree crown.

Even whcn the call fails to attract a
squirrel, it usually prompts it to betray its
location. In squirrel hunting, finding one of
the crafty and diminutive critters is the
most difficult assignmcnt.

On this morning I finally called it quits
after bagging eight squirrels, two less than
my Texas limit. It was a good morning's
work, thanks to the call. I doubt if I would
have got half that many without it. At times
I've act.ually killed as many as fivc from a
single tree by calling t.hcm out into the
open. This is part.icularly t.rue in the fall
whcn nut.s on one tree ripen quicker than
those in surrounding trees, causing the busy-

"WHAT WAS THAT YOU CALLED ME?"
(Continued irom page 21)

limber limb. It hung there precariously for
a moment, swinging with the breeze. I aimed
for its neck. The bushytail hunched, clutched
at the branch briefly, then plummeted down
through the branches and thudded on the
ground.

As I went after the downed squirrels, I
checked my wrist watch. I'd been gone from
the auto only sligbtly more than thirty
minutes. It was an auspicious beginning.
Picking up the pair of bushytails, I headed
deeper into the heart of the woods.

To me, calling is the most exciting and
fascinating method of hunting the ubiquitous
little squirrel. Yet it is one of the most
neglected methods. I often wonder why. It
really pays off, and there is no particular
skill involved.

The model call which I use is manufac·
tured by the Burnham Brothers of Marble
Falls. Texas. It is nothing more than a
thin rubber bulb with a perforatcd dia·
phragm covering the opcn end. When the
hulb is tapped with the finger, it forces air
throilgh the diaphragm to imitate the squeak.
iug or barking of a squirrel. The only real
know-how involved is to tap on the call
with just the right pressure to imitate a
squirrel's tone. Anyone who has heard a
squirrel bark can imitate the slow, rhythmic
harking a squirrel makes when going about
its daily chores, or the urgent, incessant
chattering of an irritated bushytail. It is
merely a matter of cxperimenting to find
which works best in any particular area.

Why a squirrel answers a call is baffling
to me. Curosity, perhaps. With the meat·
hungry predators the caller deceives the
quary with the promise of an easy meaL
But with the squirrel the caller is working
with an entirely different variable. Possibly
it is the squirrel's inherent curosity and
temper which prods it to start barking
when it hears another squirrel fussing. I've
watched an irritated bushytail run out on
a limb and fuss incessantly when our pet
dog wandered under its perch. Its chattering
would set off a chorus of barkings in sur
rounding trees. This might explain why a
squirrel answers the caller's imitating bark,
yet it leaves some doubt as to why one
is actually lured to the call. Maybe therc is
some sort of secret conversation wrapped
up in these barkings.

I've given the squirrel call a thorough
workout in my central Texas bailiwick
where thcre is no closed season on squirrels,
and it seems to work equally well throughout
all seasons. Thcrc is no improvemcnt during
the spring mating period, so that rulcs out
the sex angle. The only sure thing I do
know about squirrel calling is that it works
like magic, on gray or cat squirrels and on
fox squirrels.

As I moved deepcr in the woods I picked
my way lightly to avoid any unnatural noise.
Presently I came to the bank of the creek,
walled on either side with big grecn trces.
J sat down at the base of a skyscraper pecan,
lcaned back comfortably against the trunk
and watched about me for several minutes.

When the hunter initially enters the hunt
ing grounds, it is best to wait patiently for
fifteen to thirty minutes before attempting
to call. This gives the bushytails time to
forget his entrance and start carousing
again. Oftcn by simply waiting and watch·
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MOUNTAIN SKI CAP of German origin
with "high uplift front." Bought in Ger
many, caps are original "mountain" style
(for fall and winter) of last summer's popu
lar Afrika Desert Cap. All new, made of
soft wool-felt, with full lining and flaps for

both neck and ears. Colors: Mountain green,
uavy blue, field gray $5.95 plus 35c postage.
(Genuine Edelweiss mountaineers' insignia,
in gold and silver toned metal, 82.50.) From:
Ainsworth Company, Dept. G·2, 158 East
38th St., N. Y. 16, N. Y.

GUNSLINGER HOLSTER has been devel
oped by Edward H. Bohlin, 931 No. High
land Ave., Hollywood, Calif., for draw speed
and safety. This holster features a natural
curve, allowing the cylinder to turn freely
before or during the draw. The holster is
designed to place the gun handle entirely
clear of the belt for quick draw and to elim
inate accidental d i ~ c h a r g e while drawing.

BENGAL TIGER ARTISTRY. A superb liv
ing likeness of Wild Bengal Tiger in full
color oil hand-painted on silk in warm rich
colors. A new, beautiful excitement for the
sportsman's den or library. Tiger color is
tawny yellow above and white beneath with
vertical black stripes on the body and black
rings on the tail. Black background and
green leaves. Size: 15" x 18" unframed.
Made in Japan. Allow 4 weeks delivery as
it comes direct from the orient to you. Work·
manship and materials last indefinitely. Send
only 3.95; then pay postman 32c on deliv
ery. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re
funded. From World Export Sales Company,
P. O. Box 1980, Dept. G-2, San Antonio 3,
Texas.

SHOPPING

HAND GUN SCOPE with 22" eye relief
for hunters and shooters. Features perfect
focus from 5" to full arm's length. Complete
with clamp-on mount, unit fits over 300 re
volvers, no drilling or tapping required. 1.4X
with coated glass optics. Moneyback guar
antee. $14.95 ppd. complete. $1 for COD.
Order from Pan Technics, Ltd., Box 578,
Encinitas, Calif.

"SPREE BAGS" imported from West Ger·
many designed to carry sports and outdoor
accessories in high fashion. Smart color
styles in plaids, stripes, prints and solids.
Travel-tough, waterproof fabric with con·
venient zipper pocket. Priced at $6.95 in
better departmen t stores and sports shops, or
write Himalyan Pak Co., Inc., P. O. Box
1647, Monterey, Calif.

TOQUE DICKIE, U. S. Navy, 100% all
wool. Guaranteed new, never used. Convert
any jacket into Parka. Real comfort in cold,
damp weather. Sized to fit men, women, chil
dren. Keeps ears, neck, head and chest
warm. Soft, durable, and flexible. Only $1
ppd. Special 6 for $5 ppd. From A. L.

. Robbins, 36 Bowery, N. Y. 13, N. Y.

DELUXE MODEL OOGIAK BOAT avail·
able from Conrad Company, Box 989, Dept.
S·lO, Minneapolis, Minn. Modeled after Es·
kimo Kayak, Oogiak weighs 90 Ibs., is 13'
long, 40" wide, with a 16" depth. Impervious
to heat or cold due to fiberglass construe·
tion. Styrofoam float chambers make it un·
sinkable. It can easily carry two large men
with packs. An ideal boat, olive drab in
color, for duck hunting, trapping, river and
lake fishing. A $199 price includes all deliv
ery costs to anywhere in continental U. S.

SHOOTING LASSIE. The shooting kilt,
shirt and cartridge sporran are part of the
trap and skeet wardrobe designed for Win
chester·Western, Div. Olin Mathieson Chem
ical Corp., 460 Park Ave., N. Y., 22, N. Y.,
by John Weitz. Shirt is cotton sharkskin,
with action short sleeve, roll collar and Scott
foam recoil pads. Retails for $13.00. Kilt in
Galey & Lord cotton, manufactured by Nar
dis of Dallas. Approximate retail price,
$19.00. The outfit is complemented by a Win·
chester Model 50 Featherweight Automatic
shotgun.

HUNTER'S TROPHY for den or lodge
comes already mounted and ready to hang
in the form of an interesting new Buck
Plaque. Shield-shaped wooden plaque dis
plays mounted buck's head. Realistic detail
and coloration gives real animal impression.
Noble spread of antlers, molded of Tenite
butyrate plastic giving hornlike toughness
worthy of the original. The Buck Plaque re
tails for $5.95 and is man ufactured by
Makinen Lamp & Ornaments, Kaleva, Mich.

·.
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"MOTOR MICA" prevents muss and fuss
for sportsmen. An anti-friction compound in
clean, white powder form, "l\'[otor Mica" is
designed for all-season lubrication. Recom
mended for automatics, revolvers, shotguns.
locks, reloaders, rifles, and zippers. No more
smudged, grimy ammo, nor soiled hands widr
"Motor Mica." Its high lubricating qualities
greatly reduce split necks, common in used
cases. Special U.S.A. offer: 1 lb. container.
$2.40, 5 oz. containers, $1.50. Shipped post
paid when order is accompanied with remit
tance. "Motor Mica" is a product of Scien
tific Lubricants Company, Dept. G-2, 3469 N.

Clark St., Chicago 13, Ill.

"SAFETY" ONE PIECE Firing Pin for
Springfield '03's. Simply installed without
great rivetings and hammerings. Consider
able decrease in lock time. Safety feature in
solid steel shoulder, rather than a hairpin
type arrangement. One-piece firing pin is
assembled through the bolt sleeve, just as
in Mauser rifles. Complete unit retails for
$3.75. Manufactured by Numrich Arms Com
pany of West Hurley, New York.

BAVARIA MODEL '30' is new air rifle for
young shooter; 'Match' export air pistol, for
more avid shooting enthusiasts. These two
'Age-Graduated' spring-operated air pistols
and rifles are produced by Bayerische Sport
waffen-Fabrik in West Germany and distrib
uted by The Gordons, Ltd., 819 North Daniel
St., Arlington 1, Va. Bavaria '30' is beauti
fully designed, well-balanced air rifle willr
bead foresight, rifled steel barrel, adjust
able rear sight and strong, durable main
spring. Retails at $19.95. 'Match' export air
pistol powerful weapon delivering velocity of
472 F.P.S. Offers adjustable rear sight and
trigger pull, precision rifled barrel, knee ac
tion cocking rod and polished walnut stock.

Retail price: $28.50

"HUNTER'S PACK" of Kleenex tissues in
flare red color being introduced nationally
by Kimberly-Clark Corporation of Neenah,
Wis. Designed to reduce the number of hunt
ing casualties, "Flare red" tissues are easily
seen at rifle and shotgun distances. Packet
contains 24 folded tissues in a dispenser
type waxed paper wrapper. Fits into any
pocket of hunting coat, jacket or shirt, mack

inaw or pants.

HARMLESS NON-TOXIC GAS PROJEC
TORS available in three practical sizes from
Hercules Gas Munitions Corp., 5501 Broad
way, Chicago. A valuable means of self
defense for women as well as men; threat
of gas in face has turned pending assault
into fugitive flight. Pen-like gas projectors
come in .38 Special and .410 (l2mm. brass
case) calibers. To fire, flip button. Positive
safety notch; does not have to be carried
dangerously cocked like cheap imitators. Gas
shells effective at close range. Solidly ma
chined from steel, alloy and brass. Abso
lutely unsafe for shooting a ball cartridge or
regnlar blanks---only tear gas shells. Priced
$7.50 to about $10, from your dealer or
directly from Hercules.

GUN NAMEPLATES engraved to order.
Available now for the first time to sports
men. Brass nameplate in either chrome or
gold finish. Special adhesive holds plate
indefinitely. Will also personalize a handgun
case. Priced at $1.95 each or two for $3.50
ppd. From Anderson Products Company,
P. O. Box 607, Bloomfield, N. J.

PORTABLE WATER PURIFIER, manufac
tured by the Water Conditioning Division of
1. H. Scharf Mfg. Co., 6120 Binney St.,
Omaha, Neb. Light-weight Dynion "Sports
man" instantly purifies water from any fresh
water source. Easy to use. Dip-fill container,
pump up pressure, and turn on faucet. The
"Sportsman" safeguards health of outdoors
men by purifying water from remote sec
tions and from countries with a dangerous
water supply. Weighs only ten pounds. Re
tails at $99.95 postpaid.

MICRO-DIAL UNIVERSAL MOUNT de
signed and manufactured by Maynard P.
Buehler, 17 Orinda Highway, Orinda, Calif.,
solves problems of mounting scopes witlwut
internal adjustments. Smooth, low, sleek all
steel mount has its own built in windage and
elevation adjustments. No tools necessary.
Elevation and windage adjustments are made
separately. Elevations corrections are made
in seconds by simply turning a dial gradu
ated in inches and a lock ring with the
fingers. Windage is the regular opposed
Buehler windage screw adjustment with a
new feature-they are also graduated in
inches. All Buehler rings fit the new Micro

Dial bases.

WITH
NEW STYRA-LITE KAMPKOLD portable
refrigerator introduced by K-Appliances,
Queen Products Div., King-Seeley Corp.,
Albert Lea, Minn. Made of Dylite poly
styrene, refrigerator is 66%% lighter than
the conventional steel unit. An ideal piece of
equipment for the traveling sportsman, the
'chest can accommodate 24 bottles of average
:size soft drinks and is equipped with a re
movable tray for easier access to hard-to
store items such as butter and eggs. It will
safely refrigerate foods and beverages up
to 4 days on one filling of ice. Corrosion
resistant, even near salt water. Unit is
finished in attractive polar yellow with cover
in crisp charcoal. The KampKold is 21" in
length, 1 3 ~ 1 l " high, and 12" wide. Suggested
retail price is $14.50.
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High scorer Loukides took home big
trophies plus Colt Three-Fifty-Seven.

Two of Colt's top repair men, who have
been familiar figures for years at other na
tionally important pistol matches, were on
hand to make emergency repairs for anyone
needing them.

The second night of the tournament, a
panel of several nationally recognized author
ities in the field of police training discussed
a variety of subjects. Formal discussions
ranged from futuristic weapons, night train
ing, new courses of fire, and p r o b ] ~ of
mass training to the legal complications of
using the police revolver. Open discussion
led to views on effective revolver calibers and
other items.

Indiana University's interest in police train
ing began in 1936 with a program of instruc
tion in the general academic field of law
enforcement. By 1949, its importance and
stature gained departmental status for it, and
a four-year course leading to a degree in
police administration was offered. Courses
are now available leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Science in police administration
or traffic safety administration. There is also
a six-year program with the school of law
that leads to a combined Bachelor of Arts
(Police Administration) and Bachelor of
Laws degrees.

The Center for Police Training is con
nected with the Department of Police Ad
ministration for shorter courses in various
fields of police training for both new and

Therefore, divisions may be wise in order
to maintain interest. If so, they should follow
natural, clearly definable, and easily main
tained dividing lines.

The award system in this tournament was
a very simple, fair and effective one. Besides
the top prizes, an award was offered to the
high competitor from each state and Puerto
Rico. Thus, fifty men could be reached that
conceivably might not otherwise receive
awards. In the future an award to the high
man from each foreign country would add to
the international flavor of the event. For
classification, all competitors were ranked
according to scores fired. The top, second,
third, and fourth twenty-five per cent consti
tuted Classes A, B, C and D. In each class
there were at least three awards and no ne
lay, record keeping or jockeying for position.

(Continued from page 31)

POLICE GUNS BLAZE IN COLLEGE MATCH

fifth with 248 outscored by Forman on X's.
Everyone was encouraged to use the

weapon which he carried on duty, but other
revolvers of .38 caliber or larger, with adjust
able sights, up to six-inch barrels, and any
standard ball or wadcutter ammunition, were
permitted.

Definition of a police service revolver by
rules is very difficult. Some departments or
agencies stick to four-inch barrels with fixed
sights. Others regularly use six-inch barrels
and adjustable sights. To restrict barrels to
below six inches and prohibit adjustable
sights would impose an artificial and point
less obstacle to the outfitting of policemen
with superior sidearms. However, adding
faster and more realistic drawing and firing
stages to the course would encourage the use
of more of the faster handling four and five
inch barrels.

A variety of weapons as well as firing tech
niques were in evidence. Without attempting
to accurately canvass the firing line, I noted
barrels from 31j2 to 6 inches. Many revolvers
had adjustable sights. Many were _357
Magnums, though I heard no sounds of
factory Magnum ammunition being fired.
The .38 Special midrange wadcutter was the
favorite load, and many handloads were

used.
To emphasize the combat aspect of the

tournament, no "alibis" were allowed. Just
as misfires and malfunctions might be fatal
in combat, they were disastrous to scores in
this match. It would have been still more
realistic to require the use of full-charge
factory ammunition. The .38 Special service
load is puny enough against a determined,
armed opponent. Midrange wadcutters are
accurate and mild, but their use in combat
is downright foolish.

An assistant chief range officer supervised
each two competitors on the firing line. A
chief range officer supervised each six assist
ant chief range officers, and the entire firing
line of 24 firing points was under the com
mand of another chief range officer. Army
and Air Force personnel of the Military
Department at Indiana University scored all
targets in a scoring tent at the end of each
full course of fire. Competitors could watch
their targets and those of other competitors
as they were scored, and appeal and protest
procedures were provided. The scoring de
tail did a fine job, but it would have been
easier and more reliable to score after five
or ten shots.

The statistical office was operated ably
and with apparent ease by Mr. Alexander
R. Reiss, Mr. Hillard J. Trubitt, Mrs. Mary
Parr, and Mrs. Mary Jackson. All except
Mr. Reiss are employed by the Indiana
University Center for Police Training.

The awards consisted of classic trophies,
tie bars and cuff links, belts and holsters
made by Ken H. Cox, and-guns. Nine Colt
Trooper revolvers and five Colt Cobras were
awarded to the winning team, the high five
individuals, the Class B team winner, and
the high Class B individual.

Artificial classification and handicap sys
tems fail to stimulate high levels of perform
ance, and are not realistic. In gunfights,
there are only the quick and the dead. On
the other hand, large or highly trained de
partments field good pistol teams more easily
than do small or less finely trained ones.

List.

THE GUNFIGHTER ...
newest FITZ GRIPI

Genuine
IVORY. STAG. PEARL

••• Now at special
savings!

GRIPS

Makes your snubnose 0 handful of

G
deodly occuracy! For S&W Chief's, etc.

~
~ = r 2 ' , " , ' • IRd.•,,,, •.. Dod THE VIPERI Fo' Coil
~ ~ ) Cabro & Del. Spec. AT YOUR DEALER

Siomp for brochure.

BOX 49702, LOS ANGELES 49, CALIF.

No investment, no experience
needed. Just show magic cushion
comfort to friends, neighbors, co.
workers. Advance commissions to
$4.00 a pair, plus Cosh Bonus,
Paid Vocation, $25.00 Reward
Offer Outstanding values for men,
women, children. Money back Hit With

;'i~h~~:e:~s;'h~~itSeaf6JlY f;~~~~ Cushioned
new84page catalog and fun details. It. Comfort
TANNERS SHOE CO., 501 BROCKTON, MASS~ ""--'"

The Finest Revolver and Pistol

For blazing fast draw action and spinning thrills.
use Pointer's Fast Draw Adapter. It's one of the
most important advancements in the art. since
the F. D. Holster. Converts your .45 single action
so that you can use .22 Rim Fire Blanks, also .38
Special & .357 Mag. use ;t.57 Rem. Primers, with
out danger of accident. Not only wlll it be a safe
sport but you'll save on ammo costs. too. Set of 6
in box only $5.95. In addition, for a sharp pistol
grip get this new sliver finish Regal Pup (shown).
Avail. for poP. handguns. Uncond. Guaranteed
not to warp or lose its argo luster. Only $5.95. Reg.
Imitation Stag Grips only $4.00. Choice selection
of genuine fancY pearl, Ivory or Stag Grips also
available.

FAST DRAW FANS!!!

The Original Thumbrest Stock
1ST CHOICE OF TARGET
SHOOTERS! For hig-h scores

& greater shock absorption, crack pistol
shooters rely on Pointer Stocks. Improved
l>ack strap built into stock, additional
length, width & breadth; form fitting- non
slip grip; ALL combine to inSUl"e you
positive control & greater shooting accuracy.
Though orlen copied, nothing- can compare
to the feel & service of Pointer Stocks.
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED! Will
never wat·p. flare-up 01' burn. \Vill never
lose its O I · i ~ . luster. Easy to install. Avail.

{ Z A l ~ J ~ p o R a l ~ ~ O ~ S Y . ~ ~ $ + ~ O O . r f i ~ ~ ~ e S j o f . v ~ ~ ~ E · ~ ~ { ~ i l ~ ~ :
REMEMBER, IF IT'S A GRIP YOU WANT, SOUTHWEST
HAS IT.

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY & MFC. CO., INC.
1309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello 5, California

"
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SIGHTS, SCOPES and MOUNTS
(See also Cover 4)

The uPin Pointer 7 5 ~ is especially designed
to meet the growing need for a moderately

priced precision instrument. Designed for instal-
lation on over 350 U.S. and "Foreign make rifles,

including the popular Enfield, the unit is com.plete
with your choice of 'mounts. Score a bUllseye for these
features:
• Centered crosshairs - shock mounted _ Coated precision e:lass
.plics throughout. Color corrected _ long eye relief - 2.1h to.4"
• Internal adjustments _ Choice of power - 2lf2X - 4X - 6X •
Wide field - 40' at 100 yrd - 2Y2X • .750 tube diameter 0 Steel
construction - permanently blued. Price includes mount ..• 350
types available. All parts designed & manufactured in the U.S.A.

Jabber dealer inquiries invited

Let the competitor'choose the most effective
position.

Two opponents firing accurately will finish
a close range gunfight within six rounds
each. In some other cases reloading may be
necessary, but, at a few yards distance. an
opponent may either close in hand-to·hand
combat or go for help in the ten or fifteen
seconds needed to reload a revolver. Omis
sion of reloading under time in competitions
would add to the safety of a tournament
with no loss of practical value.

Double action affords great.er speed and
single action greater accuracy. When t.wo
seconds or more may be taken for each
firing cycle, single action may very easily be
used and is more accurate. At average speeds
of one to two seconds per firing cycle there is
doubt.. At faster than one second per firing
cycle, double action has a very definite ad
vantage. A stage at medium range with a
time limit of five seconds for five shots would
encourage double action. However, the de
cision as to which should be used in any
particular situation should be governed by
the speed and accuracy requirements and
should be made by the competitor. This is

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO

Write for Illustrated Brochure with all
information on Stocks and how to order!

Box 741

• Law Enforcement
• Target Shooters
• Hunters
• Field Shooters
Stocks car v e d for all
popular American guns,
individually custom fit
ted.

l1errtffs STOCKS

PAN TECHNICS, LTD.
P. O. Box 578, Encinitas, Calif., G-2.

It has been Done!
HANDGUN

SCOPE
22 INCH EYE RELIEF

Pan Technics scores another first ... a new
handgun scope with 22" eye retief. Perfect for

hunting or improving accuracy with iron sights.
Precision constructed th is new scope comes

complete with clamp-on mount for installation
on frame or barrel ... fits any revolver. no

drilling or tapping required (over 300 modets)
... 100% satisfaction guaranteed or your money

back ... check these features:

• 22-inch eye relief. _. (Perfect focus & Max. field from
5" to full arms length) • lAX. Precision glass optics
throughout. Fits all revolvers. Complete with Clamp·on
mount ... no drilling or tapping required.• 100% money
back guarantee. 625 tube dia.• All parts designed
& manufactured in the U.S.A.

fe arder scape , .auRI: Speclf, lIl_e, medel and laarrel learlh. lnclest
check. clsh, er mORe, order. $1 tor C.O.O. CII. Residenls adll 4% St. fl.

you have been hit may prevent his escape,
but you still may die from his bullets. Pat
Garrett is reported to have said, "Speed is
important, but accuracy is fataL"

The police officer going into a dangerous
situation is wise to be as well prepared as
possible even to the extent of drawing his
revolver and approaching a criminal with it
ready. There is no faster draw than the gun
already in the hand. However, there will be
occasions when, for various reasons. the reo
volver has not been drawn. Then the officer
must draw and fire accurately as quickly as
possible. To develop this ability the training
or competition course should have some
stages in which the officer must draw and
fire within a short time limit.

Whether shooting from the hip should be
required, is debatable. Pointing from shoul·
der level without the use of sights is more
accurate and requires only a fraction of a
second more time. Also, the firing position,
"from the hip," is difficltlt to define for com
petition. Instead of arbitrarily imposing a
position which mayor may not be wise and
which is difficult to enforce, a shorter time
limit for drawing and firing is suggested.

experienced officers. It fills a need for high
quality police training facilities for agencies
in Ind iana and nearby states which. b e c a u s ~

of their size, budget, or other reasons, can
not provide the same facilities for themselves.

The combined Department of Police Ad
ministration and Center ror Police Training
is headed by retired Captain Robert F.
Borkenstein, Indiana State Police. Associate
Professor Richard A. Myren, Harvard Law
School grad nate, has taught academic courses
in law and police science and lectures in the
in-service training program of the Center for
Police Training. He has concentrated in the
field of administration of the criminal law
with emphasis upon criminal investigation
and the problems of proof in criminal cases.
A. Robert Matt, another former Indiana State
Police officer, is the assistant director for the
Center for Police Training and appeared to
be the sparkplug of this combat type pistol
tournament for police officers.

Colt's name has, of course, been a house·
hold word in police families for over a
century. Somewhere in the background of
this match they and Indiana University came
together in mutual support. I did not ask
how the expenses were divided, but they
were not passed on to the participating
police officers. There was not even a registra·
tion or entry fee. This was a case of two
interested organizations teaming up to stirn·
ulate police firearms training.

Bloomington, with a population of about
30,000. of whom about half are college peo·
pIe. accommodated the shooting crowd easily
and comfortably. There were hotel and tour·
ist court facilities in town and dormitory
rooms on the campus. Both the dormitory
rooms and buildings were as nice as the
average businessman's hotel except for the
absence of private baths. That, however, was
no problem. Meals in the university cafe·
terias and dining halls were reasonably
priced and good.

Some of the younger policemen were quite
at home on a university campus. The more
grizzled ones may have felt out of place, but
they had their laughs too. Early one morning
one of the several police chiefs at the tourna·
ment and three others about his age were in
the community bath. A very sleepy eyed.
sophomoric appearing young man wandered
in, completed the task for which he had
come, and wandered out, still half awake,
muttering hoarsely that the blankety blank
students were getting older every year.

The object of a police combat course is to
afford practice and competition in a type of
pistol shooting that duplicates combat as
closely as safety and practicability permit. It
must develop and test accuracy, speed, both
long and short range firing, single and dou
ble action skill, ability to draw and fire
quickly without aiming, and ability to utilize
steadiest body positions and available cover
or rests.

Accuracy is essential. A fired shot which
misses wastes the officer's time and ammuni
tion. While it is being fired, the criminal
may fire a fatal shot. Its waste becomes
critical when the gun is empty and one more
round might mean the difference between
life and death. Also, the shot which misses
is a hazard to innocent bystanders.

Speed is important. A man shooting to save
his life after an opponent begins a hostile
move may have only a fraction of a second
in which to hit that opponent hard enough to

stop the host.ile action. Shooting him after
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Range
7 yds.

P. O. BOX IS05

EL PASO. TEXAS

5 sec.

5 sec.

5

4

6

2

3

HQui(k-Drow" Holsters

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST

SINCE 1897

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

FREE CATALOG

Firing Procedure
Draw and fire five
shots.

7 yds. Draw and fire three
shots on one target
and two on another
beside it.

7 yds. Draw and fire three
shots with strong
hand and two with
weak hand.

5 sec. 15 yds. Standing with gun
in right hand fire
five shots.
Repeat Stage 4 with
left hand.

3 sec. 25 yds. Standing with gun
pointing downward
at 45 degree angle
raise weapon and fire
one shot. Repeat for
second through fifth
shot with seven-sec-'
ond rest after each
shot.

7 10 sec. 25 yds. Draw, assume kneel·
ing position and fire
five shots.

3 10 sec. 25 yds. Same as 7 except as
sume sitting position.

9 30 sec. 50 yds. Draw, assume sitting
position, and fire five
shots.

10 30 sec. 50 yds. Repeat 9 except as·
sume prone position.

For competition in important champion
ships, the course should be fired at least
three times for a total of 150 shots in order
to be more conclusive.

There were sound reasons for the interest
and enthusiasm of so many serious, sober,
safe police officers in the CoIfs-Indiana Uni
versity Match. Policemen are not unsociable,
but there was an added attraction to being
together with other policemen from many
other parts of the country. No expensive
special weapons or equipment were necessary
to successfully compete in the match. The
course of fire encompassed types of shooting
that might be useful in self defense. Train·
ing for the match was also training to protect
the lives of citizens and policemen alike.

Will this match grow and become estab
lished as one of America's classics? I do not
know, but it could. I do not believe I ever
heard so many men leave a match ~
saying, "Just wait until next year." ~

ments on the course of fire have already been
given him at his request in a friendly effort
to help. The complete course with which I
would replace the one used this year is as
follows:

Stage Time
1 3 sec.

another case of allowing the man to pick
the firing technique most effective for him.

It is elementary that in combat a man
should use any available cover and any rest
which will make his holding steadier and,
increase accuracy. But, continued depend
ence upon an artificial support may lead to a
false sense of security. In the gunfight there
will be no time for a friendly carpenter to
construct a nice, neat barricade. More likely
the criminal will have the cover, and the
officer will have to stand up in the open and
shoot. Since no prolonged intensive training
is necessary to teach people to utilize barri
cades and rests, that stage could very well
be left to the training phase and eliminated
from competition.

The kneeling, sitting and prone positions
are conductive to steadier holding and more
accurate firing. Their disadvantages are that
it takes time to assume them, and the view
may be obstructed, particularly in the prone
position. There should be some firing in
these positions in a combat course, but they
should not be emphasized over the standing
position which can be utilized with a mini·
mum loss of time and which is good training
for any other position as well.

At Bloomington, I selected sixteen com
petitors at random and clocked them in the
prone position at 60 yards without their
knowledge. They required an average time
of 9.3 seconds from the whistle to assume
firing position, draw the revolver, and fire
the first shot. A lot can happen in that time.
An officer choosing such a position swaps
time for added accuracy and takes a calcu
lated risk of being hit while getting into it.

The bull's-eye target measures accuracy
better than any other because it imposes a
uniform penalty for the distance by which
the desired point of impact is missed. The
silhouette targets are more likely to hold
the attention of a shooter and to facilitate
higher scores for him. The international rapid
fire silhouette has both the silhouette aspect
and concentric scoring rings much like a
bull's-eye. It is known the world over and
used in the World Shooting Championships,
the Olympic Games, the Pan American
Games, and the police school at the National
Matches. It is my first choice as a target for
a police combat pistol course.

Energetic, imaginative Bob Matt was seek·
ing suggestions to improve this tournament
even before the first firing began. My com·

HOLSTERS, CASES, CABINETS
(See also pages 3, 10, 44, 61, 62)

Never be
fore has an
achromatiC tel e 
scope sold for any
where near this amazing
low pricel You get clearer
sharper pictures at all powers
because of the super compound
Achro Lens. No color, no fuzz. Vari
able eyepiece adjustable in 22, 45. or 60
power. Lower powers excellent for target
shooting and wide angle viewing. Higher powers
lor long range and Astronomy. Guaranteed to spot
.22 holes in the black at 200 yds. Guaranteed to bring
distant objects. people, planets, etc. 60 times closer. 5
bakel1te sections. trimmed in gleaming brass-5 precision
lenses. A precision American made instrument. uncon
ditionally guaranteed. Carrying case included. Send only
$6,98. Cash. check or money order. We pay postaee.
Criterion Co.,313 Church St., Hartford, Conn., Dept. TSA-49

SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS here's a lop Quality orig.
G.!. S ~ I P E R SCOPE for sptg. or military rifle. 21hX
coated optics, 5112"" eye relief post & cross-hairs. hydrogen
filled. ,." tube $18.50 ppd.

SANTA ANA CUNROOM
P. O. Box 1771 Santa Ana. Calif.

The best Q.D. Swivel you'll
ever own! Strong I-piece
machined from solid Alcoa
75-T6. Natural color, satin
finish. I" size only.

The skilled hand of the German gunsmith is re
sponsible for this .22 caliber. 6-shot repeater
automatic with self-ejecting clip. Just 4" long,
fits easily into pocket or purse. Ideal for sporting
events. stage use, (not available to Calif. resi
dents). Not a let,hal weapon. Sold on money back
guarantee. Comes for $6.95 ppd. from Best Values,
Dept. A-282, 403 Market, Newark, New J e r s e y ~

u. S. SNIPER SCOPES
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WHITCO
P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

Beautifully made, hand-plaited, gen
uine leather riding crop, with 18 inch
dagger hidden inside. Practical col
lector's item. $5.00 PP.

",tIIITNINS EUSCAOEnC-~~
DIRECT FROM THE HOME OF
THE ORIGINAL BUSCADERO.

AUTHENTIC. IMPROVED.
FULLY GUARANTEED

HOLSTER: Hand
molded of best sad
dle leather to exact
model of gun. Lined
with soft. tough
cowhide. Steel plate
under lining tor fast
est draw. Hammer strap.
Leg thong. Snap-off loop
at back.
BELT: Shaped to body.
Hangs low at holster posi
tion. Fully lined. 2 34" wide
overall, 4%" at holster loop.
30 cartridge loops. 1 V4"
buscadero buckle.
CHOICE OF COLORS: Nat- FREE
ural, black, cordovan (red- ''\ FOLDER
dish brown). '" ;/
IN ORDERINC: Give color; belt length over
clothing; make, model. caliber, and barrel
length of gun.
ADD $10.00 FOR DOUBLE SET. Sorry, no
C. O. D.'s.

EL PASO SADDLERY
P. O. BOX 7274-C EI Paso, Texas

Designed by Frank A.
Pachmayr. these handsome gun cases

keep your side arms safe and secure all
in one place. Have rack for guns, spaceI
for accessories and special mounts for
spotting scope. Made of rugged light·
weight construction and finished in si.m.u- . ~

lated black or brown alligator outside and
fully lined inside. Choice of 4 or 5 gun ~ ,

models with or without back door in '
brown or black colors. Prices start as low .
as $29.50. Guaranteed by the West's oldest
gun bouse.
See your dealer or write for FREE 16-page brochure.

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS. INC•• Dept. G-2
1220 S. Grand Ave., los Angeles 15, California

1127 - SPECIAL: SWORD-CANE, RIDING-CROP

1144. BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT

Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white lin
ing. Belt and holster in black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

The Hide-a-Way
Holster

Handcrafted for
YOU; fits inside
tr,ousers band;
concealed but

, available; pro
tects against
grease, rust. Wt.
2 1h oz. top grain
soft cowhide, riv
eted nickel clip.
$2.95 P.P.

NEW IDEAS IN TOP
QUALITY HOLSTERS

1120. BORDADO GUN
HOLSTER AND BELT

Beautifully designed with white
plastic lacing, on deep cordovan
leather, edged in white leather
lacing. Rich looking. Made for all
firearms and calibers. Revolver
type set includes belt, fully looped,

holster, with leather buckle. Automatic set in
cludes belt, holster and two clip holders for four
clips. Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel
length of gun when ordering. Automatic set
$15.95. Revolver set $10.95 PP.

of the tank and bring the water to a boil.
Jmmerse all parts and allow them to heat
for half an hour. Remove them one at a time
and coat with the bluing solution. The parts
should dry immediately and a grey scale
form on their surfaces. Remove the scale
with steel wool or the wire wheel, and re
place the part in water. Do each part in turn,
and repeat the cycle. If you are doing only
one part, such as the shotgun barrels illus
trated, allow them to reheat in the water for
ten minutes before coating again. Six to
fifteen coats of solution will be required for
a deep, rich color.

6. When the proper color is achieved, boil
the parts for an additional half hour. Re
move the barrel plugs and swab the inside
of the barrels with grease as soon as they
leave the water. Then wipe all parts thor·
oughly with gun oil while they are still hot.
Clean up the kitchen, and the reblue job is
complete.

It might have occurred to you by now that
it would be wise to chose a day just be
fore the kitchen is due for a good cleaning
for your work! Difficulties can be prevented
if you send the family out to dinner and a
movie while you are busy. and offer to com
plerely clean the kitchen when you have fin
ished. This might convince female members
of your family that you are doing something
useful.

Lat.er, you can complete a fine job by
giving the stock two coats of finish such as
Birchwo'od or Linspeed, and then recut the
checkering. If you have blued a double or
pump shotgun, you might consider crafting
a beavertail or extension fore-end. The work
completed, you will have given your gun the
finest finish available at a considerable sav
ing over the shop price, and added the little
extras which give you a gun you can really
be proud to carry when the next shoot- ~
ing season rolls around. ~

(Continued from page 25)

REBLUE THAT GUN YOURSELF

the action's screw heads.

2. Remove scratches and tool marks by
draw filing and rubbing with abrasive paper.
You may alter a military rifle harrel and
trigger guard to a more pleasing shape if you
plan to re-stock the gun later, but do not
change other contours. Polishing is an art in
itself-work carefully: keep sharp corners
really sharp, and rou nded surfaces free from
scratches.

3. Buff and polish. Power equipment is
quick and easy to use if available-other
wise the job can be done with successively
finer grades of abrasive cloth and polished
with crocus cloth. Keep in mind that the
quality of the finished job depends upon the
degree of polish. The parts should look as
bright as chrome plate. Use a magnifying
glass to check for scratch·free surfaces.

4. Degrease. First, wipe off as much of
the residue from polishing as you can with
carbon tetrachloride. Grease the inside of
the barrels well, and plug them tightly with
wood dowel, leaving some length at each end
for handles. Wrap a length of wire about the
plugs at the ends and leave a sufficient length
with which to lift the barrels from the tank.
Small parts can be easily handled in a tea
strainer. Fill the tank with water, add two
tablespoons of lye for each gallon of water,
and bring to a boil. Immerse all parts to be
blued, and also the wire wheel or steel wool,
and boil them for half an hour. You should
also clean the swab and rubber gloves by
immersing them for five minutes. Parts
should be handled only with the rubber
gloves from now until the bluing is com·
pleted, to keep the oil in your skin from
fouling them. Remove the parts, rinse with
boiling water, rinse the tank thoroughly, and
refill it with clean water.

5. Blue. Place a small bottle of bluing
solution, with the swab in it, in one corner

HANDLOADING BENCH
(Continued from page 15)

that helps prevent flinching.
For a larger case capacity for Hi-V with

a 1:10 twist you can economically chamber
a .243 Winchester to the Harvey .243
Maglaska. It will shoot .244 Remington car
tridges if desired, and holds their accuracy.
Reloading is with your regular .243 Win
chester dies. You can also trim .257 cases
.025" before sizing. This hot·shot takes up
to 50 grains 4350 with 75 grain bullets, or
49 grains with 100 grain pills. You'll haye
a wildcat with increased velocity that shoots
factory ammo, and is easily loaded with
standard dies. Performance is rcal sweet
with 100 'grain bullets that have a sectional
density of .238, compared to only .181 for a
75 grain, or .217 for 90 grain numbers. It
also handles the long, 105 grain round nose
or pointed pills.

The .240 PSP is another good wildcat that
will shoot .244 ammo, using .240 PSP dies
with a different shoulder. It also handles
heavy bullets in a 1 :10 twist. Fred Hunting
ton's Rock Chucker, that did so much to
spark both factory 6 mms, uses .257 cases run
in a .243 R.C. die. Of course cases can also
be made from 30-06, .270 or 7 mm hulls.
When Fred was working with Capt. G. L.
Watkins of .220 Swift and .22 Hornet fame,
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A CHAMPION TELLS HOW TO WIN
(Continued from page 28)

they named his firm R.C.B.S. to stand for
"Rock Chuck Bullet Swage." Fred pioneered
bullet swaging dies that set new records for
a"ccuracy and sacked up many rock chucks
and other varmints. His swaging dies were
discontinued several years ago, with the line
of loading dies and equipment greatly ex·
panded. The R.C.B.S. Model A press is the
most popular loading tool used for bullet
swaging. It does a most excellent job.

So much has been written on the "danger"
of hot loads that many handloaders are
over-cautious, and load charges too light to
be in the best burning range of a particular
powder for high efficiency. Modern rifles
depend on high pressure for superb per
formance, and they are safe with "hot" loads.
The best charge for your gun and com
ponents depends on the powder type, tbe
case capacity, and the bullet weight :md
design. Rather than use a greatly reduced
load of modern slow burning powder, you'll
find it better to use a faster burning powder
for reduced ballistics.

On the other extreme, it is foolish and
impractical to try to squeeze a few extra feet
per second out of a given size case by add-

years was 1952. He won six state shooting
championships in a row: Minnesota, Wiscon
sin, Iowa, Illinois, Missouri, and Kentucky.
All told, he won 14 out of 17 tournaments he
entered that year.

In 1953, he came within an eyelash of
winning the National crown. "It was a three
way tie," says John, "and I got beat out
on X's-three of them. I think the winner
that year was Crowley of New York."

Moschkau's fortunes in 1954 were enough
to discourage most men. He was halfway
thro.ugh the National tournament when he
was abruptly disqualified. Officials said he
had violated National Rifle Association rules

DEE

W9V~~H~M
FAST DRAW GUN 159

HOLSTER & BELT PPD

You, too, can be a champion with pcac·

[ice ... using this superior quality cow

hide. doubte stitched, contour Gun Belt
and metal lined, frietion-free Holster!
Complete. Ready.To-Assemble.

Write for FREE INFORMATION and 100 Page

CATALOG of Belt, & Hol,te.., $7.00 up

TANDY LEATHER CO. (EsI.1919)

P.O. BOX 791· RV FORT WORTH, TEX.

JORDAN HOLSTER
Fast - Safe - Comfortable

Preferred by the Experts

DON HUME LEATHERGOODS

8772 Van Horn St. La Mesa, Calif.

Free Catalog on Request

$8.45 postageD~:li~~s~~I.qR~~i:.I~~~teg% Tax

BUSCADERO OUTFITS
"RAPID FIRE" HOLSTERS
SHOOTERS' ACCESSORIES

DALE MYRES CO.
BOX 7292.L. EL PASO, TEXAS

ing a couple of grains more powder to a
near-top load in YOUR gun. You'll get little
if any velocity increase, accuracy may be
erratic, and your cases and rifle will be
strained. Best deal is to chamber the rifle
for a larger wildcat or standard case, or use
a more powerful cartridge. As a Hi-V fan,
plenty of velocity for the job thrills me all
over, but I don't "strain the barrel" or use
erratic squib loads. Handloading isn't dan
gerous, even for a beginner. Just follow di
rections and don't try for an extra 50 fps.
All loads are best if worked up in your
particular gun.

To wildcat or not to wildcat is a contro
versial question. Modern cartridges have
high efficiency in the right calibers, and serve
the average shooter well. A battery of three
or four calibers may take care of his require
ments. We hull fillers are not "average," and
some wildcats have a definite advantage.
We'll be happier if we try a few, along with
many standards. Happiness is something
intangible that many people pursue, and we
handloaders have found. It isn't so bad to
work for a living, when loading and ~
shooting makes the living worthwhile! ~

by accepting medals in two regional shoots
-a regulation of which Johnny had been en·
tirely unaware. That disqualification shook
him badly, and "the road back" was a rough.
er one than most people realized. Nor was
this his only problem. Shortly after the 1954
season, Moschkau underwent major surgery.
Despite the seriousness of the operation,
Johnny was back on the firing line in 1955
although he was so weak he could hardly
support his rifle-now a Winchester Model
52-C, which weighs as much as 11% pounds.

He realizes now that he shouldn't have
been out there at all in 1955, or in 1956
either.

"But," he says, "I came out those years
just to show the boys I wasn't layin' down
on the job after being disqualified. I couldn't
eat for 27 days at one stretch," he says. "I
threw up everything I tried. Some of those
weeks I can't even recall in my memory..."
And yet he still won a few tournaments!

Then, in 1957, Johnny reached the high
point of a great career by firing a higher
score than anybody had ever done before. His
6392-488x score at Camp Perry is a world
record.

How did he feel at Perry when the pres
sure began to mount?

"I knew a world record could be set," says
Johnny, "but I hardly dared to think about
iL"

The final match of his 1957 Nationals con
stituted a fitting climax to his champion
ship performance. It was the Dewar 40·shot
match-20 shots at 50 yards and 20 shots
at 100 yards.

"I didn't dare turn around during that last
match," he recalls. "Everybody was standing
behind me, watching. I could feel their eyes
on me all the time. When I got up to change
that last target, everybody wanted to go do it
for me. But I did it myself-I needed a little
exercise by then!"

Johnny remembers that the wind was com·
ing in at three o'clock and he was holding at
9 to compensate for it. "I like to pick a high
wind and stick with it," Moschkau points
out. "That way I can get a narrow pattern

better." It seems to work. At any rate.
:M:oschkau shot 20 ten's in less than five
minutes in the final match at Perry, and
"put 'em in there clean as a whistle. They
didn't even touch the line."

He was National Smallbore Champ, and
holder of a new world record. The crowd
went wild.

His first and most impressive sensation
when it was over was a sudden and complete
relaxation. "Boy, that old stomach fell a
mile," he grins.

What are some of the techniques which
have made John Moschkau a record-making
National champion? Johnny offers them glad
ly. Here they are:

1. Never shoo,t a doubt. If you're not com
pletely certain where that bullet is going.
don't pull the trigger. You don't win on
guesses.

2. Never shoot a long hold. Generally, the
longer you wait, the greater the chance for
miss. "The first sight picture is always the
best picture," says John Moschkau.

Specifically, Moschkau' adds that a shoot·
er should never hold over seven seconds.
especially with iron sights. The longer the
wait, the less chance for that first and best
sight picture.

Johnny can talk expertly and at length on
such things as trajectory, ballistics, weapon
design--size, shape, and weight-but he says
that tecbnical knowledge is not essential for
the beginner. He says. "The average shooter
doesn't know what it takes to win tourna·
ments; if he did, he'd quit before he starts.
He'll learn with experience and have a lot
of fun while he's learning. A lot more im
portant than technical knowledge are per
sonal discipline-practice, patience, and the
right mental attitude."

When it comes to practice, Moschkau
takes a back seat to no one. He has built his
own firing range in his basement. He dug a
tunnel into one wall and lies upon a cush
ioned rest in the other end of the basement.
The tunnel is illuminated by powerful spot
lights, contains a target backstop and a
manual target·changing system. Johnny keeps
his shooting eye sharp with practice on this
50-foot basement range.

He wouldn't be without such facilities in
his home. Practice is absolutely essential to
accuracy on a high competitive level-and
practice must include match competition.
You can be a fine "backyard" marksman
and fail dismally when the chips are down
in competition. You have to shoot matches
to be a match shooter, and Moschkau enters
many tournaments each year. Almost every
weekend, he takes to the road to participate
in a shoot which may take place in anyone
of a dozen neighboring states. Then there are
the regional and the National tournaments in
which this practice really begins to payoff.
And, finally, Moschkau fires at' Perry and
takes part in the International matches for
the United States. These are postal matches
fired by the best riflemen in the country as
determined each year at Camp Perry.

The U. S. has won the International match
es every year Johnny has fired on the team,
and twice Moschkau has shot with a U. S.
team which set a world mark. In all the
years he has competed with the National
team, Johnny has dropped only one point
for America.

Different nationalities are represented each
year in the international matches, but some
of the stand·by countries include the U. S.,
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SKI SHOOT AT SQUAW VALLEY
(Continued from page 39)

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .

.22 L.R. SHORT
LEE ENFIELD (S.M.L.E.)

The Bisley Marksman Favorite. Only a small
quantity originally manufactured in the popular
.22 caliber for military training and competition.
A counterpart of its bigger military brothers the
30-06, '03 Springfield and 303 S.M.L.E. Complete
your ENFIELD collection with this rarest of all
Enfields. (V.G. to exceL) Only $24.50. 2 for
$45.00. 3 for $60.00. 5 for $87.50.

Military Issue Micrometer calibrated target re
ceiver sight installed readily without modification
for 22 S.M.L.E. and Short Lee Enfield No.1 Mark
III. Only $4.95. 2 for $7.90 (add 40c postage).

RARE! GUI BARGAINS

.30-06 BALL AMMUNITION
30-06 Ball M2 late issue, U.S. mfg., factory
packed, $6.00 per 100; $49.50 per 1,000;
(6000) $42.50 per 1,000; (12,000) $40.00 per
1,000.

minute apart.
Right now the American entrants in this

combination shooting-skiing test are limited
to a one-sided basis for choice. All are skiers
first, and newly-made riflemen as an after
thought. Last March, 1959, the former five
man Fort Richardson team plus five more
expert snowmen from that post took almost
all honors at the First North American
Biathlon Championship, which was also held
at Squaw Valley. The seven top men then
were shipped down to Fort Benning for an
intensive six-week shooting course, before
returning to duty in Alaska. There, technical
advisor for Cold Weather and Mountain
Warfare at Hq, U.S. Army, Alaska, is H. E.
Wagner. This nationally certified ski in
structor has kept the men in top form for
the coming competition.

Since July, Hq USARAL has kept up
Biathlon training with rifle marksmanship
and physical conditioning, in addition to the
routine military duties of the men. The team
has set up a range almost identical to the
one to be shot and skied over at Squaw
Valley and since October has been working
out over it. As of press time, place and time
of the tryouts has not yet been announced,
but USARAL hopes to field a strong team of
"Olympic hopefuls_" Final selection is in
the hands of the USA Modern Pentathlon
Olympic Committee.

There have been a few more lessons
learned-lessons from defeat, and lessons
from a growing proficiency in this unusual
combat course for sport. The contestant must
not only be an excellent cross-country skier,
but also a deadly shot with his weapon.
Winter-hard physical condition, and perfect
shooting coordination are needed. The finest
equipment, specially tuned for the climate,
is essential. Match ammunition that holds
zero in temperature drops of seventy degrees
or more is needed. Rifles must shoot flat,
wi th no need to change sights.

Cross-country ski racing has been domi
nated by the Scandinavian nations and the
Russians. But perhaps reading this essay
right now is the one American, combining
swift skill on skis with the nerve and preci
sion of a top marksman, who will emerge in

the Winter Olympics as our Biathlon ~
Champion. ~

22 KINGMAN, ST. ALBANS, VERMONT
CANADIAN BUYERS: Write or see the largest display

L __ . . : t ~ : ) 1 ~ B : : r : ' M : : r : : . ~ e .J

the best.
"I always tell myself that a bullet's got one

life," says Moschkau, "and that you can't
shoot it over again. I've seen a lot of shoot
ers fall apart when they began thinking of
winning before they won. That's why I
won't shoot a doubt, and why I shoot quickly
rather than holding long."

Despite the threat to his sight, John
Moschkau remains one of the outstanding
shooters today. At all else but 100 yard
shooting over iron sights, he is still supreme.

And if he can come up with that right lens
combination for l00-yard shooting-who
knows? Johnny might once again give them
a run for the their money at the ~

Nationals. ~

semi-auto Lj ungman otherwise acceptable for
competitions. Perhaps the regulation is to
make this more of a "sport" than a military
event. True sporting rifles, Model 70s in .243
caliber with 80-grain pointed soft-point cart
ridges, will be used in the Squaw Valley ski
shoot.

Replacing the military ski patrol as an
Olympic discipline, the Biathlon is scheduled
on a 20-kilometer course roughly 13 miles, in
the McKinney Creek area at Squaw Valley,
Calif. In the European shoots from which
this was developed, contestants have often
carried combat equipment, but at Squaw
Valley, only rifles and ammo will be the
load. The padded Winchestel'S probably will
be carried on web slings-leather stiffens,
freezes-while metal keepers and frogs will
be well protected. Front sight covers protect
iron beads, but care must be taken to see
they don't accidentally get snow-clogged.
Rear micrometer sights have hunter knobs,
might also be momentarily stopped by ice,
but a heavy breath should clear most peeps.

Each man carries 20 shots, takes five at
one each of targets on four ranges, skiing
between volleys. Under this method, two min
utes are added to total time for every miss.
And misses are possible, with the size of
bulls and the speed and movement under
pressure necessary in this hottest of cold
competitions. As Squaw Valley is set up, the
first firing range is 200 meters distance,
bullseye 25 centimeters, or about ten inches.
Second stop is on the 250 meter range, 30
centimeter target. Third range is 150 meters,
20 centimeter bull, and the fourth is only
100 meters, with pulse and breath throbbing
and the big artery in your arm flipping the
front sight all over the landscape-instead
of settling slowly, carefully, physically re
laxed at a big 30 centimeter bull.

The target is blackish brown and on two
supports close to the snow. Though a circle,
the bottom five centimeters are lopped off to
form a flat base. For the first three ranges,
the skier may choose any position: on the
last one, he shoots standing. All posi tions
are fired without any rest and, if practice is
any indicatiou, few will use their slings for
more than to carry the rifle. At the range,
each shooter is assigned a firing point and
target number by an official. Only race offi
cials will be on the course. Spectators, team
managers or reserves are not permitted to
precede or follow competitors, or they might
pick up a bullet. The skiing is tough, the
firing fast and furious. Shooters at the Squaw
Valley event may be spaced as close as a

be a sports curiosity to Americans concerned
with events in far places. Coming directly
close to home, to be held as a part of the
Winter Olympics at Squaw Valley, Califor
nia, is the Biathlon to which shooting skiers

of all nations are invited.
Including this para-military event in the

Winter Olympics has given rise to world
wide criticism. Some of this is based on the
concept of its "limited appeal." The heavy
favorites to win this season are the Swedes,
who consider this a valuable civilian sport as
well as excellent military training. But a
check on the course of fil'e may change many
readers' minds about its "limited appeal."
Danger, personal skill of the highest order,
speed and flashing performance on two
slivers of wood make the Biathlon one of
the most gripping of all the Winter events.

At Saalfelden, the U.S. team fired Garand
rifles. Placing sixth out of seven teams en
tered, our shooters distinguished themselves
by poor marksmanship, which on the sched
ule of scoring penalized the team 128 min
utes. The next year, only 43 minutes' penalty
was assessed against a Fort Richardson,
Alaska, team which received the award for
the "most improved" nation. A factor in this
award was their use of Model 70 Winchester
bolt action rifles in .30-06 caliber, instead of
the semi-automatic but not always easy
working Garands.

I recall talking with Hjalmar Steffansson,
Swedish Arctic explorer, about his use of
rifles north of the Circle. He applied ad
hesive tape to all parts of his Mannlicher
Schoenauer where his hands might touch, to
avoid frost burn.

"Once, as I waited for a caribou in cold
so still one could hear the animals ten miles
away, I fired and, as I reloaded, the cartridge
jammed. I struck the back of the bolt with
my hand (the unpl'otected cocking piece)
and it burned like fire." His palm was
stripped of flesh by the contact of moist skin

on zero metal.
Firing a rifle in cold weather has unusual

problems. Working the MIs in bitter cold,
particularly when fine shooting with delicate
trigger control is needed, gave our Fort Car
son, Colorado, first Biathlon team a severe
lesson: the lesson of defeat.

With the bolt action rifles, a strap ties the
bolt down during cross-country skiing. Sling
snaps are adhesive-taped to secure them
against accidental opening if the competitor
takes a spill. Automatic rifles and optical
sights are forbidden, though Ml Garands had
once been used, and the Swedes find their

Great Britain, Canada, and the Soviet Union.
Moschkau says the Russians are getting bet

.•ler each year, as their guns and ammunition
continue to improve.

As far as patience is concerned, Ioschkau
has waited a long time. He shot his way up
the ladder to Master, and then began a
long campaign which finally resulted in a Na
tional crown.

Perhaps attitude is the all-important thing.
Like many other great performers, Moschkau
reasons with his inner self during competi
tion. He tries to concentra te on every shot,
to avoid making the costly little mistakes
which can add up to big failure in the long
run, and to fight the typical psychological
pressure upon a man who is always up with
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THE GUN MARKET
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BOOKS GUNSMITHING
OVER 5000 RIFLES. Shotguns. Handguns. Modern. An
tique listed Monthly. Sample Copy 25c (Coins). Shotgun
Xews. Columbus. Nebraska.

POCKET CLEANER

FEBRUARY 1960GUNS

ScrUbs pockets quickly, clean &
bright. For use in any motor or
hand·driven chuck. Or can be
manually operated, Fine steel
wire brush, with metal sleeve.
Only $1.00 Ppd. Specify whether
for large or small primers.

KUHARSKY BROS.
242S W. 12th St•• Erie. Penna.

"WORLD FAMOUS GUN"
COLT FRONTIER REPLICA for
collectors. qUick dl'aw practice,
Western TV fans. Looks and
feels like real gun

Blue finish $4.00. DeluXe polished
$6.00. Add-SOc Hhipping.
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PRIMERI
only$1-':....
Pa. Res. Add
40/0 Sales Tax

DEALERS &
JOBBERS

INQUIRIES
INVITED

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
al'e my business and I make
the finest. Bl'illiant colors,
beautiful desig-ns. hand cut
by precision machinery. Send
for latest list.

C D. CAHOON • DEPT_ 2, BOXFORD. MASS.

"BUSCADERO" BELTS, holsters, whips, mounted "I..ong
horns," hunting horns. \Vestern Products Co., Box 762,
Laredo 2, Texas.

CROSSBO\VS! HUNTING Bows! Faetory-Direct-Pricesl
Jay Co., Box ]355. \Vichita. Kansas.

PUBLIC SPORTS SHOPS, 11 S. 16th St., Phila. 2, Pa.

HAKD \VAR'MERS, imported, cigarette lighting model,
Peac?ck. Keeps warm for 24 hours. $1.50 each Postpaid.
PublIc Sport Shops, 11 S. 16th Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa.

ELECTRO-SCRIBE I J~ngraves all Metals, $2.00. Beyer
:\HJ.:". 10.111·Q ~ p r j : ! g f i t ' l d . Chicago 43.

"ACCORDIONS SAVE 50%:' Connell Music. 101 South
Brown St., Gloucester, New .Jersey.

WANTED
NAZI ENGRAVED

and DRESS DAGGERS

Will Pay Up To $JOO.OO

M. B. HAZELRIGS
349 Edgewood Ave., S.E., Atlanta 12, Ga.

"THE GUN Report," monthly magazine for gun collectors.
enthusiasts. Informative, factual. interesting. $5.00 year.
Box 1UB. Aledo, Illinois.
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Winchester Military 303 British Cartridge., 100 - $10

Send Cheek or $15 HANDCUFFS, Special 795
Money Order P e ~ r l e s s type, light weight. brilliantly

finished.

PEDO)IETEH. BRAND new by ~e\V Haven \Vatch Co
:\leas.u res the distance you walk. \Vhl1e They Last $5.95:
PuhlIc Sport Shops, 11 S. 16th Street. Philadelphia 2, Pa.
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f r ~ i S g h ~ . 2 · ~ ~ l i e r . ~ I ~ ~ ~ n : , t ~ e ~ i ¥ o r ~ ~ h e r miniatures. R. W.

H U N T ~ R S , SHOOT.E.nS. Collectors! Free brochure on
guns, PIstols, fdnmumtlOn, accessories, edged weapons. etc.
Send. large self-addressed, stamped em'elope to: Martin B.
Rettmg, Inc. Culver City F. Calif.

PEERLESS HANDCUFFS. $13.95. Iron Claw. $9.95.
Leg Irons, $12.95. Twisters, Guide Chains, $1.50. Trans
port Chains, Fetters, Leather Uestraints. Collector's Spe-
cialties. Catalog 25e. Thomas Ferrick Box 120
Newburyport, Mass. "

BRASS. 0J"'JE-Piece Cleaning Rod with brush, Gov't Sur
plus. f.or 40 cal. revolvers and automatic pistols, $1.00 each
postpald. Public Sport Shops. 11 S. 16th Street. Phlla
d e l ~ h l a 2. Pa.

30·06 SPRINGFIEI,D OR Enfieid Rifie Stock. as Issued
brand new, $2.95 each. A3-03 Springfield riOe barrels. cal:
30-06, brand new, Gov·t. Surplus, ~ 2 : 4 - i n c h . completely
finished. Value $25. Special $5.00 Postpaid. Public Sport
Shops. 11 S. 16th Street. Phlla. 2. Pa.

HA)\D SIGHTING Levels. improved new model, many
uses, for laying drains, ditches, foundations, grading, con
LOuring, laying out of fences. piers, roads and gardens.
Fully guaranteed. $2.50 Postpaid. Public Sport Shops,
11 S. 16th Street. Philadelphia 2. Pa.

CARRYALL CANVAS Roll with straps and handles. large
size 54 x 2t 'ncnes. tor tra\'elers, campers, baseball players.
etc. Gov't Surplus. brand new, value $12.50-Special $2.25
each. Public Sport Shops. 11 S. 16th Street. Philadelphia
2. Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS

COLLECTOR \VA"KTS German helmets 'Vorld 'Var One
types. Price and description. Stevens. 209 Colorin, Palos
Verdes Estates, California..

DRILLINGS (THREE Barrelled Guns), relined to Ameri·
can calibers, a specialty. We can handle any practical re·
bore. reline, or barreling job. All work 100 % guaranteed.
\Vrite for prices. Snapp's Gunshop, 214 N. \Vashington,
Royal Oak, Michigan.

FREE "Do-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. TandY
Leather Company, Box 191-Y33, l ~ ~ o r t '''orth, Texas.

LEATHERCRAFT CATALOG Free. Kirkpatrick Learher
Co.. Box 637 -AlO. Gainesville. Texas.

LEATHER CRAFT

3 I1\"DIA): 'VAR arrowheads. Flint Scalping Knife. Flint
Thunderbird $4.00. Catalog 10e. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Arrowhead. Glenwood, Arkansas.

INDIAN RELICS

BLOCKSTOCKING, REBROWN & Reblue Repair all
Mal,e Shotguns & Rifles }i'rank L c l ~ e \ ' e r & Sons, Inc.
Custom Gunsmiths, Frankfort, New York.

LEARN GUKSMITHING. America's oldest. most complete.
2-yr. course. Earn AAS Degree. Recommended by leading
ll'irearms Companies. Modern Equipment. Competent In
structors. 'VA approval. 'rrinidall State Jr. College, Dept.
G-2, 'l'rinidad, Colorado.

GUN SCRE\VS, 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths 50c per
dozen. Professional 2 flute Taps $1.20 Special hard steel
drills 45c. All postpaid. Send for Catalog 14GC on all
Buehler mounts (including New ~ H c r o - D i a l ) . Low Safetys
etc. Maynard Buchler Inc., Orinda. Calif.

WANTED

HALIFAX 16 GA. dbl., 27" bhls., stock crooked, otherwise
ex. $67.50. German O&U single, 16 gao on top, single
Qx53 rifle on bottom. Beautifully engraved action, elk,
rabbits, fox (under trigger guard release) markings 1"). R.
Krupp "0" Stahl 155 hammers are beautiful!:r engraved.
Cheekpiece stock, sling swivels. Ex. $300.00 ])ccapping pins
for rifle & pistol .03c ea. High Standard double nine 22

it~;Ui~:~on \~~.~~. c~\~S~~~:(~4~~~8. ~~~~1~rli3gIicl~ilgati'bl~~
\Vorks. 1005 Mt. Garfield Road, Muskegon, Michigan.

"FOltEIGN RIFLE, l'istol Parts. Luger: PS8; Holland
Mannlicher; Lebel; :Mauser Pistols, Rifles; Italian Car
cano; Japanese Pistol; Rifle; 043; Springfield; 45 Auto
matic; Enfield; Ortgies; Browning. \Vrite ;rour needs, send
stamped, addressed envelope for prompt reply. Complete
list, .12c stamos. LoyeU's, Box 401, Elmhurst, IU."

SHOOTERS: IF you are interested in learning Gunsmith
ing and arc willing to spend a few hours in your home
shop for a handsome, accurate .22 target pistol, send 4
cent st.amp for complete information. I). O. Box 362,
'rerre Haute, Indiana.

GENli;ll.AL GUNSMITHING. Repairing, rebilling, con
version work, parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald· nock
Gun Shop, Berry Crecl{. Calif.

,VA1\'l' U.S. MARTIALLY marked Colt DetcctiYe Special.
.25 ACP. High Standard .32 and .380 ID03-A4 (stamped
A4. not A3), l\f3 Carbine, Johnson H.l44, any U.S. machine
gun dewat. Britt Brown, Eagle, Wichita, Kansas.

IUFLES, 303 BIUTISH Enfields. as issued, good condi
tion, $23.00. 303 British Military Cartridges, $10.00 per
100. l.)lIblie Sport Shops. 11 S. 16th Street, Philadelphia
2, Pil.

GUN EKORAVIXG of unsurpassed Quulity. Folder $1.00.
E. C. Prudhomme, 302 \Vard Bldg., Chre.veport, La.

SHOOTEll'S BIBLE. UJ60, over 500 pages. Immediate
shipment. Illustrated ~ I o d e r n GUllS and Accessories, $2.00.
Gun Digest $2.95 Postpaid. Public Sport Shops, 11 S.
16th Street. Philadelphia 2. Pa.

COLLECTORS

ENGRAVING

G E R ) I A ~ :MOD. 98 Smm Mausers. All milled parts. Very
K r ~ ~ . - $ 3 4 . 9 5 . AI's GunroolU, 1 Beckman Street, Xew York,

")'fA B.K InV]'; Enfield Extended Hecoil Pad $3 Postpaid
Rifle Craftsman, 2706 Skyland Drive, Atlanta Hl, Georgia:;

HAVE G U ~ . S '.' . 'ViII Sell! :Uiniature Pistols, Rifles
and Accessones. K & S Mfg. Co., Nashville 3, Tennessee.

"ANTIQUE & ~[ODERN Arms. Accessories at 'Recession'
prices. Sample list. 25c. Ladd Arms, Catskill. N. Y."

GUNS - SWORDS - Knives - Daggers - Flasks. Big list
25c ccin. Ed Howe, Cooper Mills 10, Maine.

ANTIQUE F I R E A R ~ I S largc illustrated catalog 15-$1.00.
Jackson Arms 6209 Hillcrest Avc., Dallas 5, '!'cxas.

SMITH & WESSOX. 22 Cal., brand new. model 41, target
automatic. $110.00. Fully enli{ra\·cd model, $285.00. Public
Sport Shops, 11 S. 16th Street. Philadelphia 2, Pa.
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10,000 GUNS ! ! !-ANTIQUES, Moderns, Swords,
Armour-every description. Giant Catalog $1.00. Agra·
monte's. Yonkers-2-K, N. Y.

M-l GARANDS $97.50-.lOHNSON 30(06 auto $85.00
38 Spec. \Yad-cutter ammo new $6.00 Hundred-Primed
(Corrosive) "Xew 30/06 Cases 75 cents a hundred-Once
Fired Cases 38 Spec. 1 cent ea., 30/06, 270, 308.300 Sav..
3 cents ea.-33 'Vin. Cases, 7.65 Ilussian, 250/3000,4 cents
ea. all Prices F.O.B. Napa, California-Boyer's Sporting
Goods-3207 Jefferson St.-Napa, Calif.

LARGE ILLUSTHATED Catalog-Antique and modern
gUlls swords, war relics, armor, military gear. Excellent
reference book-$l. 00. Brick House Shop, New Paltz 4,
N. Y.

U.S. 30-06 El\FIELD RI1<'LES. Exceilent-$34.50. U.S.
30-06 hiO"h number Springfield rines. Excellent-$4D.50.
U.S. 30-40 Krag rifles. Good-$37.50. U.S. 45-70 Spring
field rifles. Good-$39.50. British Mk. 5 303 Lee-)<;nfield
jungle carbines. Very g o o d - ~ 2 4 . 9 5 . Excellent.-$2D.95.
British ~ l k . 3&4. 303 Lee-Enfield rifles. Excellent-$HUI5.
German )lod. 98 8mm :\lauser rifles. All milled parts.
000d-:j;34.D5. VerY p;ood-~3a.D5. German Mod. 71/84
llnll11 ::\-fauser rifles. Lil{e now-$27.50. Agentine :Mod.
l!)OD 7.65mlll ~1all$er rifles. Like new-$3fUI5. Argentine
Mod. ~Jl 7.65mm Mauser rifles. Lil;:e new-$24.50. Swedish
:Mod. !)4 6.5mm Mauser carbines. Very good-$20.D!l. Per
fcct-$39.50. Swiss ~ l o d . 8tl or 1911 7.5mm Scmidt-Rubin
riflcs. Very good $16.95. Excellent-$22.50. Jap 'i.7mm
Arisaka rifles. Pre-'Var issue. Very good-$18.00. 30-06,
Slllm ~Iauser. 303 British, 6.5mm Swedish milit.ary am
munition. at $7.50 per 100 rds. Money bark guarant.ee.
Free gun list. Freedland Arms Co., 34 Park Row, New
York as, N. Y.

GUNS-LEFEV}~R 12 Ga. Double, 32" barrels Grade
No.1 Excellcnt Condition $135.00. Ansley Fox Double 30"
barrels Excellent Condition $165.00 Browning 12 Ga Super
posed, ventilated rib 26lh" barrels $105.00. .M1 Grand
$8!J.00. Carbines $75.00. Jimmy's, 570 Union A\Te.,
I'rovidence 11, Hhode Island.

COLT F U O ~ T I E R S , Colt and Remington percussion re
volyers, \Vin. Le\'er actions plus many other Modern and
Antique Guns. \Vill Trade, Stamp for list, Chet Fulmer
(Guns). Detroit Lakes, :Minnesota.

NE\V FIllEARUS-Scopes-Reloading Supplies-Acces
sories. Quick SerVice-Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
"'alter Olinr, Box 55, Auburn. Indiana.

GUNS & AMMUNITION

KIL"X DRIED, Fine grained Black walnut Blanks. Shot
gun $1.50-Riflc $4.00. J?ostage extra-Fanr:,!, Grades at

~ ~ a ~ ~ l l ~ ~ r r ~ ~ I ' ~ ~ ~ ; l t , S i ~ i \ ~ ~ ~ C t i o n Guaranteed. I. D. .10hnson,

G U ~ C A B I ~ E T S , Pistol Cabinets, Gun Hacks, 25c for
Catalogue. Dept. D, Knox \\'ood Products, Knoxville,
Iowa.

FABULOUS 40 Page Fully Illustrated Catalog Every
~ I o n t h . Hundreds antique gUllS, swords, military items. AU
different each issue c\'ery month. Order with confidence.
America's Finest Antique Arms Seniee. Subscription for
twelve catalogs just $1.00 Norm Ii'layderman (OM). 'Vest
Putnam .1hcnuc, Greenwich Conn.

FOR SALE

D I S C O U ~ T S U ~ L I } 1 I ' L ' E D ! ! ! Lyman 4X $39.95. \Veaver
K3 $24.:!5, Bushnell 4X $34.50!!! Guns, guncessories he
low wholesale. Catalog 25c. Discounts Unlimited, Box
38-C, Hastings-on-Hudson, N_ Y.

THE FINEST Engraving-Handguns $50.-Riftes and Shot
guns $55. I ~ r e e Literature. Engraving By George, Box
2084, Dallas 21, Texas.



(Continued from page 18)

CAN HUNTERS OUTSHOOT TRAP-SKEET EXPERTS?

the long, going-away shots, Dick says, is to
crack them quickly, while your gun is still
delivering a reasonable pattern. He added
that, on the doubles and pairs of singles,
the modified choke gives you a better over
all chance.

Everyone in this year's championship shoot
used 12-gauge guns, and most of the top
scoring shooters had two or three. Paul
Paise, a Pontiac, Mich., trapshooter who was
the 1958 champion, uses three. Paul has two
Mod. 12s for skeet and trap, and a Browning
over-under for the bird field. Both Win
chesters have special release triggers that
fire only after they are squeezed and then
released. Paul said they help him overcome

flinching.
Another past champion is Ray Paise, Paul's

brother. Ray won in 1957. He is main
ly a trap man, but like his brother and like
the first champion, Sam Schmidt, he does
a lot of hunting.

Pistol, rifle, and shotgun expert, Max
Segraves, a Lansing, Mich., police detective,
was the 1956 "all-round" champion. Max
labels himself a "general" shooter, with no
real speciality except hitting just about
everything he shoots at.

Checking the scores of the top 100 shooters
and their backgrounds in the last champion
ship, this reporter found that the ones who
did well on trap and skeet, but fell down in
the bird field, were non hunters. Good hunt
ers who did well on the field course usually
and only fairly well at skeet and trap-unless

they were shooters like Genesee County farm
boy Jay Howlett of Davison, Mich., who
"shoots everything that's in season and then
busts crows in the between times." He placed
second in the prelimary rounds, with 70x75,
missing two in the simulated hunting field,
two at trap, and one in skeet.

Still puzzled about who is the best shot
gunner, this reporter dived in feet first and
entered the shoot. I must confess that I'm
a fair hunter but never did an awful lot of
target shooting, for economy reasons. I walk
ed away with first place in the "writer's
class." (There was only one writer, me,
brave enough to shoot in front of the big
crowd! )

To further prove my courage, here's my
score: I busted 13 birds in the bird field,
14· at trap, and 14 on the skeet range. Of
course, the sun was in my eyes; a strong
wind was blowing just when I shot; my
barrel was damaged; my boots were too
tight; my jacket ripped; laughing from the
gallery bothered me; I was tired from lack
of sleep; I had a bad cold-and the referee
gave me all the hard shots.

Close behind me in the order of shooters
was Davison auto-dealer Robert Uptegraff.
He made me look real bad. Bob who shoots
a Model 12 and who won the preliminary the
day before, missed only two shots on the
bird field, had a straight on trap, and missed
only one in skeet. He looked like a sure
winner with 72x75.

Then came Blissfield shooter Fred Knob-

lauck, who came up with an identical 72x75.
They went to a shoot-off, where Uptegl'aff

broke 20x25. Knoblauck, with his Browning
Over-Under, had 19x25.

There again, two good hunters took top
honors. But it must be pointed out that these
so-called "hunters" looked awful good also
in the trap and skeet events.

The women's event provided an exciting
match with an unusual ending. A relative
novice won. Mrs. Jenny Oesch, a pretty
Pontiac, Mich., mother of one child, defeated
the 1958 runner-up, Mrs. Vi Vandewater of
Waterford, Mich., in a shoot-off.

The 28-year-old Mrs. Oesch had to shoot
the last ten targets with a strange gun when
her own Mod. 58 Remington jammed solid.
Mrs. Oesch started serious shotgun shooting
only seven months before the tournament and
entered it "only for the experience." She had
a total of 54 hits and defeated Mrs. Vande
water 11 to 7 in the bird field.

So-what's the answer?
The answer is of course, that there's no

real answer to the "who's best" question. To
be really good at both target and field shoot
ing, you need practice at both. To be an all
around shotgunner, you have to be able to
shoot live birds well, and you must be able
to pop the regulation skeet and trap targets
pretty consistently.

The true all-round shotgun champion
must have field experience, know guns and
how to use them, and must have a good eye
and sharp reflexes. I would say, however,
it is easier to be a good shot than a good
hunter. Good hunters are good shots.

Anyway, that's the story. Who do ~
rou think makes the best shotgunner? ~

BOB HUNTER GUNSHOP, Wall SI. at 7th, Cordele, Go.

HANDCUFFS.
LEG..IRONS

GREAT WESTERN
CUSTOM QUALITY

AUTHENTIC
Complete Line of Single Action
Revolvers. Fast Draw, Buntline
Special Deputy, Engraved Models
Derringers - Parts. SEND 25c FOR
CATALOG. Dealers Wanted.
GREAT WESTERN ARMS SALES CO" Dept. 10
11728 Vose St. North Hollywood, Calif.

NEW HAMMERLI.177 MATCH* GAS-POWERED PISTOL *
Manufactured and fin
ished according- to
the famous HAMMERLI
tradition! The accurate,
precision· made and well ~ balanced
INDOOR TRAINING PISTOL with
click-adjust.:lble rear-sig-ht and check·
ered thumb-rest g-rips. MODEL "R"
for round lead balls $43.00; MODEL
"RD" for round balls and waisted Dealer

p , E j j ~ ~ t ; t i ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ! sKo& ~e,gi~~a~~~ Inquiries
1959 RIFLEMAN. InVited

The I£leal Ohristmas Gift Ask fo' folde"

H
.... ~. HEINRICH F. GRIEDER

ilmmer P. O. Box 4B7,
Knoxville, Illinois

Master gunsmiths, best in the South, offer COMPLETE
gunsmithing for shooters. attractive repair rates for
dealers. Approved by all makers. Stoeger distributor;
Browning, Colt etc. agency. Guns, reloading supplies.
Satisfaction guaranteed. We trade.

YOU FROM DIXIE?

Modern and antique shackling devices,
criminology books. Send 25¢ for larg
est selection of restraints in the world.

PA'rTERSON S'lUTH
269-Q SllelJ:lrtl A , ~ e .• Enst Or:ulge, N. J.

Ganzhorn's fast-moving narrative of his ex
periences alongside General Funston in the
Philippine Insurrection are unique in my
reading and worth the price of the book.
As to the Earp angles-there were two fac
tions in Tombstone then, and anyone who
has delved into Tombstone feelings recently
knows that there still are two factions. You
pay your money and take your choice.-EBM.

THE TRUE STORY OF BILLY THE KID
By William Lee Hamlin

(Caxton Printers Ltd., 1959. $6.00)

If 30 years of literary and on-the-spot
research on the Billy the Kid legend entitle
me to an opinion (and I think it does), this
is a worth-while addition to the mass of
existing literature on the Lincoln County
War and its most controversial warrior. This
one may lack some of the poetic lilt of
Walter Noble Burns' much-abused "Saga,"
but it lacks much of Burns' poetic license,
too. This one is well documented; remark
ably so when one knows, as this reviewer
does, how scant the documentation is, and
how hard to find. Much of this story must
cpme from the testimony, written or oral, of
p'eople who lived it and people who wit
nessed it. True, much of this testimony, may
be all of it, is colored _by the undying prej
udices engendered by the events themselves;
but it is refreshing to read again the testi
mony of people who knew Billy and who
describe him as something quite different
from the "buck-toothed, back-shooting, psy
chopathic little murderer" our modern know
it-all debunkers have painted him. He was
a tough kid, in tough surroundings; but
he deserves to be viewed in the perspective
of his time, as this book views him.-EBM.

By Jack Ganzhorn

(Devin-Adair Co., New York. 1959. $5.00)

Wyatt Earp-ophiles may be persuaded
against this book by the early chapters
(which paint Earp as a thief and badman),
but if so they will miss a rousing first-person
story of gunfighting adventure (military, law
enforcement, and private) which has few
equals on any shelf of Western Americana.

HUNTING PRONGHORN ANTELOPE
By Bert Popowski

(Bert Popowski, Custer, South Dakota.
1959. $6.50)

Latest on the Popowski list (previous title,
"Calling All Game," and "Calling All Var
mints"), this book tells not only where and
how to hunt the pronghorn but all the fasci
nating conservation story of the revival and
redistribution of what would otherwise al
most certainly have been another extinct
American specie. Hunter, guide, and experi
enced conservationist himself, Popowski is
peculiarly well fitted to tell this story, and
he has done it well. If you ever plan to
hunt pronghorn, this book tells you what
equipment to buy, where to go, how to
hunt-even how to take care of the meat
and head.-EBM.

I'VE KILLED MEN
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Stalking a Grizzly
The first of this week, while Ralph

Smothers and 1 were hunting mountain
sheep, we spotted a nice grizzly crossing a
snow slide half a mile below us. We rode
down some 400 yards, tied our horses at
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an elevation of some 8500 feet, and stalked
the bear. I did not want a bear, and so
left the .338 Winchester Magnum on the
saddle; but I took my 6V2" .44 S & W
Magnum.

The bear worked into a small spring and
laid down facing us with his head under
the bank as he ate some roots. This allowed
us to sneak up to just seven paces.

We stood there watching him, could have
killed him instantly with the big .44 Mag
num. Instead, we decided to scare hell out
of him, so he would be wiser and not let
some future hunter slip up on him that
way. I yelled, "Hey, you son-of-a-gun! What
are you doing?" He came up out of the
creek with the most surprised look I have
ever seen on a grizzly. He was certainly
embarrassed, just like a big kid caught with
his hand in the cooky jar. He took one
good look at us, then whirled and ran,
wimpering and whining, the hump on his
shoulders swaying back and forth.

We sat down and had a good laugh. He
looked like a three·or four-year-old male,
tall at the shoulders and hump but not yet
filled out into the huge grizzly he will some·
day make if hunters leave him alone. He
was in one of the most remote sections of
all Idaho, so I think his chances of ~
survival are good. ~
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The book is complete with chapters on
case inspection, pressures, components,
headspaces and case gauges, powders, pri
mers, and loading tools. Complete instruc
tions are given for setting up loading tools
and working up super-accurate loads for
individual guns. There is an excellent
chapter on the ballistic properties of various
bullets, and their relative sectional density
is given. This alone is worth the price of
the book. Tables on bullet energy are in·
c1uded, and these are very useful for com
parisou of the different calibers and bullet
weights.

A chapter on pistol and revolver loading
completes the book, with loads for most
calibers. A table of velocities from different
barrel lengths in the .357 S & W Magnum
is also useful to show just what can be
expected from various length barrels.

All told, I consider this excellent manual
a must for all hand loaders, and a very
useful book for all ballistic students and
arms writers as well.

Load for .338 Winchester Magnum
Speer Products Co. of Lewiston, Idaho,

has worked out a very fine load for the
.338 Winchester. It utilizes Speers excel
lent 275 grain bullet. 4831 Powder from
Hodgson seems to be the most efficient of
all with heavy bullets in this case. Load
73 grains 4831 with the Speer 275 grain
bullet for a velocity of 2593 feet. A very
effective all-around big game load for all
American game, and also an excellent Afri
can plains game load.

Lengthening Rifle and
Shotgun Stocks

If a rifle or shotgun stock is a bit short for
you and has a steel or hard-rubber butt
plate, it can be lengthened by fitting a good
recoil pad. We prefer the solid type, like the
Noshoc, with no holes or trestle work to fill
up with mud, snow, or dirt. However, this
pad fitting takes time and the services of an
expert gun stocker as well, if the stock finish
is to be kept intact.

A much faster and simpler method is to
get one of the rubber slip-on pads as made
by Frank Pachmayr and others, and simply
pull them on over the butt plate. They are
called "slip-on pads," but they don't "slip on"
at all easily if they fit properly. You will
have to pull and stretch them to get them in
place. They will lengthen yourstock about
%" to V2", at the same time giving the butt
and toe of the stock considerable protection,
as they extend up the stock for some four
inches. These slip-on pads are inexpensive
and do an excellent job of cushioning recoil
as well as stock protection, and they can be
pulled on the stock in a few minutes or re
moved in the same time when not needed.

ELMER KEITH SAYS

Speer Handloading Manual
Speer Products Co. of Lewiston, Idaho,

now have a new hand loading manual that
heats anything they have formerly put out.
It is a most complete manual, with many
loads for nearly all commercial rifle and
pistol cartridges. Loads with most procur
able powders are given, so that the hand
loader can see at a glance the ~ o s t efficient
powder for a given bullet weight in his
pet cartridge. Here for the first time are
loads published for the fairly new .280
Remington cartridge.

(Continued from page 9)

He has now killed 105 elephants in this
work. On this last trip, he killed 81 ele
phants in 9 weeks, and around 70 of them
with the Hornady 500 grain steel jacket
solid from the .460 Keathf:rby case. He
claims the Hornady bullet is perfect for its
size, but he would prefer a larger caliber
that would leave a better blood trail, as .45
caliber holes close up too quickly. He is
now going to experiment with a caliber I
suggested, the 500 on the .416 Rigby or
Weatherby .460 case, using the 570 grain
British Kynoch steel jacket bullet. He even
has ideas of making a .577 bolt action on
the .505 Gibbs case to be used from a Mag
num Mauser action. lohn is a confirmed
bolt action man and is used to a bolt gun,
so won't go to a double. Seventy elephants
well prove the merits of the 500 grain steel
jacket Hornady solid in .45 caliber.
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KIT

inserts. ready to

FRONT SIGHT

& RAMP

$4.50

e ~~$2.95

U. S. CARBINE

MAGAZINES

P-38 $5.50

~ : : ~ k ~ ~ f : ~ ~ : i i : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Hi
Mauser 1910/34·25 or 32 5.75
Thompson 20 shot 300

l ? E ~ ~ ¥ . , : y ; . l . t ~ ~ 2 : i , : : ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Hi
Thompson Drums, 50 rd., new 4.95
B.A.R. 20 shot 30.06 2.75

~ 1 i ¥ n H ~ ! ~ ~ - ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ; ~ o ~ HI
Steyr Straight ,Pull 1.00
K-43 (G-43) Bmm 9.95

(Many others; write wants)

STEVENS-SAVAGE .22 CALIBER MAGA

ZINES. New. Fils all Stevens and Savage

models after 1923. Spec $1.0'0 ea., :2 for

$1.75, 3 fOI' $2.25.

.22 caliber magazines. 5 shot, New.
Only $1.00 ea., 2 for $1.75, 3 for
$2.25.

REMINGTON 500 SERIES

FREE Water (& dirt &

tobacco) proof rubber cap

given w/ea. magazine.

HIGH EXPLOSIVE
ANTI-TANK SHELL

(Cutaway). Complete with base
fuse (dummy). $4.95 plus GOc post
age.

Quickly Installed
sight set. Stream
lined front ramp
with sight. n ear
sight with both
windage & elevation
built In. Both in-
stalled by simply As found on Colt
tightening Allen set Sporting Rifles
screw. Front .560
Ld., reur .775 L(!.
Plenty of wall thickness for reaming to all popu
lar sizes. Blued, ready to install. ONLY $2.95
for complete set!

LYMAN 57A REAR
SIGHTS-
SAVE ALMOST 50%-NEW

$ ~ i i i j L , ; 0 0 D E D

Standard dovetail, complcte with 3
in::;tall. Only $1.00

MAGAZINES

NOW - SPECIAL PRICE!
SPRINGFIELD 3 BLADE screw
drivers as issued.
New $1.00 Plld.

reduces to 5 shots, only way to
make Garand fully legal for
h u n t i n ~ in most states, (casily
in'stalled & removed). Set, com
plete with special follower &
2 five shot clips, $3.95. Extra
5 shot clips, 95¢ ea. Standard
8 shot clips, $2.00 per dozen.

• 5 shot capacity-required by law for ·hunting, fits
flush with guard-streamlines appearance. Solid
machined bottom-not u raw" appearing oversized
fold overs that some are s.elling $'2.45

• 15 shot. in original wrap, only $1.00 ea. or 2 for $1.75
• 30 shot. "banana" clips only $4.95 Gr ~ for $7.95!

GARAND RIFLE CONVERSION

JJ

one folding with windage ad

just., other regular. Both . $1.00

STANDARD DOVETAIL

OPEN REAR SIGHTS

JJ

I

IES
LYMAN .17A GLOBE F R O ~ T SIGHTS. Save
$1.26 ea. dUl'ing this spccLal olle!', Complete
with box of insel'ts. Only $2.25 ppd. ( D e a l ~

ers: $20.00 pel' doz.)

=

SHOTGUN BEADS

DO GET LOST

& BROKEN
Here's a packet of 10 large
bead (standard 4/40 thread)
sights for usual price of just
one, ONLY $1.00 per Packet4/40 __ .. 50e.

CARBINE REAR SIGHTS

LARGE IVORY BEAD
SHOTGUN FRONT SIGHTS

IMPROVE HITS. SPECIAL!
4 BEADS FOR $1.00

NOT $5.00 &::\111::\
ONLY $7.49 W W
HOODED TARGET FRONT SIGHTS

adjustable for windaee "
elevation. fits all U. S. Car
bines. slides into receiver

dovetail - 2 minutes to in
stall. as issued. $1.85 ppd.

SPRINGFIELD A3 SIGHTS. Similar to above, for
1903A3 only new, issued $1.85 ppd.

SAVE $8.25 in lots of 75

.50 Cal. _ I : ~ '
bronze brushes ~

for serious cleaning. The extra size makes clean
ing bores fast & easy. For all standard rods.
Long Lasting. 25 brushes $1.75; 75 brushes $3.00.

Standal'd dovetail_interchangeable inserts included.
For Hi-powcr or small bores.' From discontinued
Target rifle of largest U. S. make-r. At a 700/0
discount! $1.49 ea. $12.00 per dozen

SPRINGFIELD

1903

Fine "V" notch, n l i c r o m e t e r ~
windage & elevation adjust-
ments. S ' w e a t ~ o n or screw down,
or both. Pre-tinned for easy
mounting. Fits all round bar-
rels. For shooters 'who don't
like peep' rear sights, but still
want fine adjustments. $2.25 ea.

SCHUETZEN OPEN REAR SIGHT

Complete with catch, pin & spring. steel. not aluml..
num, specify blue ,or parkerized__$6.20 complete.
(Guard alone, $3.95, F. Plate alone. $2.25. milled
follower. $1.00, spring 50¢)

New 30/30 barrels.

SAVAGE MODEL 40 1'a;;' '~'~~95W~i~; t~8~
postage.

ADJUSTABLE TARGET d~ 00000 0)
PLATE AND SWIVELS ~
For 11/4" sling. 'Vith mounting screws. re-b
Complete 51.50 ~

SMALL CARBINE
STYLE REAR SIGHT_Similar to
early \Vinchester cal'bine type.
Sweat-on. 110 drilling needed;
pre-tinned 51.75 ea.

..U ~ S . ENFIELD & P-.14 STOCKS
-Brand new. l\Iade in 'Vorld 'Var I of fine
walnut; stripped of metal, only $2.95 ppd.
nVrite wants for other Enfield parts.) Set of
handguards t $1.75 extra.

1917 ; __

]iiilii

iNEW .45
BARRELS

db

27" long X o/a" dia. Used for 44/40 & .44 Spec.
High alloy steel, adaptable to Win. '92, 1873,
Marine. pistol barrels etc., $7.75 ea. plus 55¢ post.

II
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THOMPSON

'- SUBMACHINE GUNS & ACCESSORIES

.45 AUTO MAGAZINES

FREE CASE! !

auto, 1911 & Al $6.95

mnde 1954 01 new steel specs••
superior to any made pre
viously. New. in orle. wrap_
pings. $1.95 e a . - 2 ~ for $3.50.
NOTE: When 2 are ordered.
Ilew web carrying case in
cluded FREE.

ANOTHER NUMRICH SUPER SPECIAL

HEAVY-LONG SUPER TARGET

.22 BARRELS

(!!

SAVAGE 19 N.R.A. &
23 BARRELS

NEW REMINGTON MATCHMA5TER BARRELs.. for use
as barrel blanks 01' on Remington guns in the 500 series,
26" long, 13/16" diameter, all polished and blued.
chambered for .22 1. 1'., 6 groove rifting. Each barrel
trued, tested and serial numbered by Remington. The
pride of Remington's barrel makers. Even if you do not
NOW have a gun for rrebarreling. you will in the. futUre
_may we· s u g ~ e s t you pick up 1 or 2 of these at this
exceptional price before they are gone? High strength
steel. suitable for ('enter fire calibers, fine for target
pistol barrels. Originally made for the 513 Target
rifles 5pecial $4.95 plus 50¢ post.
(Ramp & f,ront sight for above $1.25)

Brand ncw, fast pointing 20" carbine lengths, c o m ~

~ A b t ~ S ~ ; ~ g ~ r o ~ ~ I Y ~ i g ~ ~ r ~ ~ ; ~ ) e ~ t r r l v ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ e a s ; : f l ~ b l ~ ~
$9.60 ea. plus SOt post. (Special: .410 interchange
able bavrel, as sold years ago; new, will requirc for
end fitting, only $9.60 ea. plus 50¢ post.).

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARREL. BLANKS

("

Complete with receivers; all brand new. The 19 NRA
models are .22 long rifle; the Model 23 barrels in
either 25/20 or 32/20. suitable as tine bbl. blanks or
for replacement of barrel & receiver on guns. State
model & caliber. While few last $9.60 ea.
Plus 65c post.

JOHNSON RIFLE BARRELS... . ~

EXTRA HE,AVY TARGET
.22 BARRELS (Steven's 4165); full 26" long. Note
large dia. of .925 rear, .805 muzzle. Blued, trued and
chambered. Only $4.95 plus 60¢ post. (Special:
$3B.00 per doz., Lo.b.).

SAVAGE MODEL 99 BARRELS

.44 CALIBER BARREL' BLANKS

These shotgun barrels should cause one at these prices!
ABOUT 820/0 DISCOUNT-buy an extra, ideal for slug &
brush work, 20" cyl. bore, all 12 ga.• new. blued,Winchester l\-'ldl. 12 $4.95

We have some 20,000,000 gun parts in over 27
1
000

sq. ft. of storage space-modern. obsolete, forelgn_
advise wants for free Quotation.

38 SPECIAL-.357 MAGNUM-9 MM
LUGER BARREL BLANKS

Beautiful 6 groove, .357 groove dia., 1 turn in
16", full 26" long, .940 o.d. Used for converting
old 92 vVinchesters into .357 magnum rifles
(or .38 special), custOln barrels for Colt, S&W,
Lugers, etc. $7.75 ea.• plus 50c pp.• or 12"
lenghts $4.75 plus 25c pp.

S ~ T 1 S F A C T I O N ALWAYS GUARANTEED
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